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EXEClITIVE SlJMv1ARY
I • INIRODUCTION
--Hawaii is almost totally dependent on outside sources of
materials, including energy supplies.
--Hawaii abounds in natural energy resources.
--The overview of social and economic issues is part of the
attempt to broaden the decision base for smooth transition to a natural
energy future.
--Social equity and political sensitivity are important issues in
energy development discussions.
--Uncertainty abounds in alternate energy development .
~-The Overview is based on generalities as sites have not been
selected nor have plant -designs been specified.
II. SOCIAL IMPACf ASSESSMENT
--Since there is little consensus on the content of a.social
impact assessment, it behooves concerned parties to reach agreement on
its form, purpose, and manner of procedure.
--Five basic steps of assessing social impacts are: profiling;
projecting; assessing; evaluating; and re~ommending .
Executive Summary -2-
--Social effects are "objective" future conditions; social
impacts include the subjective definitions attached to them.
--A general social impact assessment and management model
provided b~ Olsen et ale is suggested.
--Social impact assessment is a highly political venture. To
reduce bias, an interdisciplinary team approach is ideal.
--The public has a right to partnership in assessing social
impacts.
III. Hawaii in Profile
--Hawaii's seven major islands do not have a single energy grid.
--Each island is unique and the impacts of any technological
development would be variable.
--Land ownership is extremely concentrated and a volatile arena
in which battle "tourism" corporations and their labor components, banks
and other financial investors, the construction industry, real estate
developers" (Dinell and Friedman, 1978:61), and agribusiness.
--Outside control of local economic conditions is very extensive
and increasing. The sense of vulnerability parallels historical evidence
of "colonialization."
--Population pressures are very great on the finite land area.
--Pluralistic lifestyles are the result of ethnic diversity and
uneven distribution of the population and economic activity.
--Ethnic differences in land-people relations are evident. For
example, geothermal reserves are defined as the realm of the fire goddess
Pele by the Hawaiians.
•
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Executive Summary -3-
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--The economy is dependent on four major industries: tourism,
defense, pineapple, and sugar.
--The cost of living is approximately 2S percent 'higher than
found among major American metropolitan areas.
--The city of Honolulu dominates the social, economic, and
political climate of the State.
--The local government is the most streamlined and centralized of
all American states.
--Energy policy making at the State level has been defined as
supportive of private commercialization. The direction of the State's
desired development appears to be large-scale technological solution to
the State's energy dependency.
--Geothermal is a prized alternate energy source in Hawaii.
IV. LFSSONS FROM TIffi BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII
--Negative aspects will be localized.
--People in the vicinity of the test well appear united in their
disapproval of development projects aimed at exporting energy from the
region. They would prefer assurances that the State will equally
encourage direct applications that would diversify the local economy.
--The right of the community residents to be involved in
determining their future environment should be emphasized and truly
facilitated.
--The extent of development hinges on the trade-off hetween
local, regional/island, and state benefits.
Executive Summary -4-
V. O'IHER ISlANDS
--There is tremendous diversity among the islands and within each
island community.
--Oahu's population, economic, and cultural dominance is
paramount.
VI. StJW.1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
--Population and economic considerations are the most important
in predicting the future social effects of a specific development project.
--The reduction in the physical beauty of any community in which
a geothrmal plant is located must be considered.
--'Micro energy solutions" may be more appropriate for islands
with limited energy demands.
--Geothermal energy is especially attractive for diversifying the
local economy given the possibility of using hot water in sequencial
applications.
--The lack of an inter-island energy grid may contribute to the
wisdom of decentralized geothermal development.
--In recent history there has been a negative correlation between
energy consumption and the "quality of life." Efforts to substitute
natural energy sources to support present consumption patterns may be
unnecessary and undesired.
--Citizens should be involved in energy production and
consumption policy decisions--both affect the quality of life.
--Social impact assessment as a process can involve the public
and thereby contribute to the quality of life.
•
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CHAPTfR I
INIRODUCTION
The State of Hawaii is almost totally dependent on imported
petroleum products to meet its energy needs. Fossil fuel reserves are
unknown in the Islands and only a small amount of energy is now obtained
from bagasse-fired and hydroelectric power plants. To effectively meet
the challenges involved in turning from a petroleum-based state to one
where a combination of conservation and alternate energy resource
development provides "energy self-sufficiency"--the official State
.
policy-- minimally requires three things. The first requirement is to
evaluate the current state of affairs; second, there must be a mechanism
to articulate desired future social conditions; and lastly, a matching of
political wills is needed. Furthermore, the methods by which each of
these value-laden tasks is accomplished will have lasting impacts on the
resource management process per se. It is the assumption of this writer
that how we meet the challenge provided by the energy crisis will be
crucial to the survival of democratic institutions and the last vestiges
of a pluralistic society.
A. Background
Hawaii has many natural energy resources--geothermal reservoirs,
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ocean power, biomass, direct solar radiation, and wind--which in
combination could improve the future energy p~cture of the Islands. With
,
few exceptions the choices are technological; the impacts are invariably
social (Koppel and Schlegal, 1979). How the people of Hawaii respond to
the present energy crisis is a social question: it involves the ability
to anticipate, to learn, to-manage, and to organize such that viable
energy alternatives will be developed that do not simultaneously
sacrifice the basic lifestyle that sustains each of Hawaii's citizens.
While renewable energy reserves provided by nature abound in
Hawaii, they are costly to harness especially given recent patterns of
almost exclusive reliance on petroleum and increasingly high levels of
demand. Conservation techniques will help reduce the amount of energy
required perhaps, but innovation in an area not seriously explored for
about 100 years will nevertheless be expensive. Both conservation and
exploration mean changes in lifestyles at the very least. That is merely
the point of departure for considering the development potential of
various alternatives in terms of environmental soundness, economic
feasiblity, and impact on the quality of the social atmosphere in which
present and future generations live.
The subject of this report is the development of the natural
resource known as geothermal energy, an option that not many American
states may consider in their energy future. l The basis of geothermal
energy is hot underground rock in contact with water. In Hawaii the
source of heat is magma or molten rock. According to the 1978 Annual
Report of the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute:
The magma heats an underground water reservoir to an extremely
high temperature, much above the water's surface boiling point.
Introduction 1-3
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This water, however, will not boil unless the pressure is
removed, such as by drilling a well from the earth's surface to
the reservoir. The reservoir water boils, or flashes, and can
then be brought to the surface where the resulting steam can run
a turbine generator, producing electricity.
Electricity is only one benefit; augmentation of water supplies
(Hickel, 1972) and direct use of the heat itself (The Leonardo Scholars,
1975) add to the attractiveness of the energy source as does the speed
,with which geothermal power plants can be built (Hickel; 1972). Some
examples of non-electric applications are space heating and cooling,
biodegradation fermentation, and various processes in the food, chemical,
and petroleum industries.
However, geothermal energy is not without its environmental
impacts,2 such as disposal of mineralized water, subsidence over the
reservoirs, pollution of the air by sulfur gases, high noise levels, and
the related effects on the physical and social ecosystems.
All too often technological innovations have occurred with little
prior appreciation of the environmental effects; fortunately today's
consciousness precludes such a chain of events.· Thus, pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) , Federal agencies are required
to consider the environmental impacts of all their activities (Public Law
91-190, January 1, 1970). Sometimes the timing of impact assessment-is
so late as to be a pro forma exercise that satisfies only the language of
NEPA and in fact causes hard feelings and distrust of government actions.
It is in this light that the Office of Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Department of Energy has implemented a program that focuses
on the early identification of environmental assessment needs. A program
known as the Geothermal Overview Project is taking place at several Known
Introduction 1-4
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Geothermal Resource Areas (KGRAs) in the United States, including the
State of Hawaii in order to "assure that any development of geothermal
resources takes place in an environmentally acceptable fashion."
According to Phelps et al. (1978: 523) the basic purpose of the
Geothermal Overview Project is to identify, summarize, and assess the
environmental issues pertaining to air quality, ecosystems quality, noise
effects, geological effects, water quality, socio-economic effects, and
health effects.
B. The Present Report
The present report represents the overview statement of the
socio-economic effects of developing geothermal energy in the State of
Hawaii. As such it attempts to accomplish the following functions: (1)
identification of key social and economic issues, (2) inventory of all
available pertinent data, (3) analysis and assessment of available data,
and (4) identification of what additional information is required for
adequate assessment.
The Department of Energy's request for early. identification of
broad issues that are important for the assessment of the environmental
impact of developing geothermal energy stems from a recognition that
impact statements have often considered local concerns so late in the
decision process that their identification could only represent delays and
thus impediments to smooth development. Indeed, poor timing has
occasioned ill-feeling when citizens became disillusioned with a process
that appeared merely symbolic.
Determining social impacts is based on people's perceptions of
the effects of "objective" conditions. Therefore, it is absolutely
I
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fundamental that people are involved in their definition. For this
overview no attempt to canvas people's subjective feelings has been made.
The model of social impact assessment presented in this document
is based on social indicators work of scholars at the Battelle Human
Affairs Research Centers in Richland, Washington (Olsen et al., 1978).
Their social systems approach is fairly unique in that it includes
planning and management considerations in the assessment process.
C. Organization of This Document
A process of assessing social impacts is presented i~ Chapter
II. There the Olsen (1978) social indicators model is presented. Also
some political and procedural issues of impact forecasting are discussed.
Chapter III contains a brief description of the state of Hawaii.
.
The island with the highest potential, the Big Island of Hawaii, is
described more fully in Chapter IV. Similar information about three
islands with fair geothermal energy potential may be found in Chapter V.
Chapter VI summarizes the major socio-economic issues in
geothermal energy development in Hawaii which have become apparent to
this writer during the past year.
As it will become clear throughout the report, the major reason
for this overview--and the underlying theme of the document--is
uncertainty. Hopefully when geothermal development is a serious project,
the issues discussed in this document will be reflected in the impact
assessment process.
D. Conclusion
In order to prepare this report I have participated with
interested people in sharing information, scouted around for available
Introduction 1-6
data sources, talked to key informants and officials throughout the
State, learned from citizen groups in the HGP-A test well area, reviewed
a wealth of literature including many Federal, State and county
government documents. St~ll it must be underscored that what is
presented is one person's grasp of the issues involved in developing
Hawaii's geothermal energy resources.
~e report is presented for readers within Hawaii, but especially
for those who are not. It is my hope that it contributes to the
Assistant Secretary for the Environment by enriching the understanding of
local concerns. This document is very respectfully submitted.
E. Footnotes
lAccording to the U.S. Department of Energy, "The'near-term dominant
known geothermal resource areas' (KGRAs) are confined to 11 western States
(California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New
Mexico, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana), Hawaii, and perhaps Alaska." USOOE
Asst. Secretary for Environment, Environmental Readiness Document,
Hydrothermal Electric and Direct Heat, Commercialization Phase III
Planning, September 1978, DOE/ERD-OOS, p.7.
2See "Geothermal Energy: An Emerging Major Resource," Science 177: 980,
September IS, 1972.
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CHAPTER II
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
1. OVERVIEW
Social impact assessments can aid in (1) the selection of policy
alternatives; (2) the design of the selected policy; and (3) evaluation
of the impacts of the selected policy as designed. What social impact
assessment cannot do is make the decisions for policy-makers.
As an overview of the social impacts of geothermal energy
development, this report is designed to be preliminary and speculative.
An actual assessment of social impacts would require site specification
and genuine public input. The subject of this report lacks both.
Nevertheless, an understanding of what is meant by social impact
assessment (SIA) is fundamental to an Overview Statement.
This background is necessary for several reasons related to the
state of the art. First, there is little consensus about the contents of
SIAs--inclusive definitions, specific variables, particular social
indicators, or methodologies. Lack of agreement is partly due to the'
variety of perspectives of previous researchers--often engineers and
accountants and more recently economists--who have been called upon to
evaluate the "human problems" involved in development projects.
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A second factor is the vague language of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) which initially defined socio-economic
impacts by their economic dimensions, seldom extending beyond wage
structures, taxation issues, and needed capital facilities (Cortese,
1979). Finally, problems inherent in the social sciences are exposed in
the relatively uncharted field of social impact assessment.·
There is no comprehensive body of methods for the study of public
policy. Instead, the emerging policy sciences are comprised of the
variety of social sciences with "applied" research interests. The basic
commonality is the logic of a scientific approach to the study of
alternative public policies aimed at achieving a specific goal. The
research question is to determine what the future would be like if no
intervention were effectuated and to compare that future with the future
under varying versions of policy intervention. The basis for decision
becomes the contrasted futures predicted under each policy alternative
considered. The logic is diagrammed in Figure II-I.
Consideration of social effects stems from a recognition that the
stuff that makes "life worth living" cannot always be quantified in
dollars and cents and that the social impacts of policy alternatives must
be added to other considerations in deciding between policies. Thus SIAs
can facilitate decision-making by exposing the social costs and benefits
associated with a proposed course of action. Since social impacts vary
considerably by type, a variety of research tools is necessary for their
estimation and tool selection is dependent on explicit specification of
what is being assessed.
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Figure 11-1 . Social Impact Assessment Pro'cess
Source: Olsen et 01., 1978:8
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II. FIVE STEPS OF SOCIAL IMPACT ASSFSSMENT
II-4
Five basic steps are part of comparing proposed projects,
including one like development of geothermal energy resources:
(1) Profiling existing conditions in Hawaii before introducing
geothermal energy--time1;
(2) Projecting future conditions or consequences associated with
each geothermal project under consideration, including developing
geothermal resources--time2;
(3) Assessing the changes associated with each geothermal
development alternative by determining whether they constitute
beneficial or detrimental impacts for the people of Hawaii;
(4) Evaluating the desirability of the choices as outlined; and
(5) Recommending the policy alternative that most closely fits
with policies aimed at enhancing the quality of life in Hawaii,
while suggesting measures to mitigate unavoidable negative social
impacts.
A. The Difference Between Projected Social Conditions and Social
Impacts
The social sciences are replete with lessons about the
importance of perceptual processes in people-environment relations.
This means that the physical environment is not simply and objectively
"out there." Rather the environment as experienced is also a product
of how people subjectively organize it. The individual and group
variations on the subjectively-defined environment are part of what we
I
I
I
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mean when we talk about different ethnic groups having--and wanting to
preserve--different lifestyles.
Environmental psychologists report that stress is also a
subjective matter. While such things as noise, smell, air and water
quality, and population density certainly present challenges for
measurement and standards-setting, they are seen as being somewhat
. amenable to "objective measurement." However, their subjective
definition may be much more important for questions relating to the
desirability of pursuing a given policy alternative. It has been
found that the above-mentioned conditions as well as notions of
territoriality, aesthetic beauty, crowding, place identification, a
sense of belonging, and communitx satisfaction in general are subject
to cultural mediation and personal experience. In other words,
concern for the quality of social life requires appreciating both the
tangible aspects of living and the values that people attach to them
This means that social impacts, as contrasted with social
effects, cannot be measured without reference to the persons or groups
experiencing the phenomena, since only they can identify how they
experience or value them. What is being argued is that any report of
the social impacts of a proposed policy alternative which is not based
in part on the subjective definitions of the changes projected to
occur is by definition incomplete and inadequate.
As Armour et al., (1977:29) point out that social impact
assessment requires the input of the public. They cite several
reasons for this:
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Ideally, there should be a broad spectrum of involvement:
first, because to illlcover the qualitative aspects of the
affected environment it is necessary to complement
technical knowledge with the personal knowledge of those
experiencing the environment directly; second, because
varying perceptions of the importance of effects are
legitimate; third, because involvement is an educative
process assisting in community development, here considered
desirable; and fourth, because those affected by proposals
have a right to contribute to its assessment.
III. GENffiAL SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT MODEL
Recently theoretical developments to guide the social impact
assessment process have been made. The framework suggested here is
grounded in the theoretical tradition of human ecology. Two additional
assumptions are added: that the community is a tension-management system
responding to innovations as external events which must be accommodated
and that collective social activities reflect the values and interests of
community members.
These theoretical assumptions are reflected in the model provided
by Olsen et ale (1978) which uses a social indicator approach coupled
with resident perceptions of priorities to gain' information on social
effects and impacts. The theoretical model provided by Olsen et al.
(1978) is suggested for forecasting the social-economic consequences of
developing geothermal energy in Hawaii and for assessing the impact of
forecasted consequences. It is reproduced as Figure 11-2.
As diagrammed, the model contains three major components:
(1) Existing conditions and the proposed project characteristics
(INPlITS) ;
(2) Changes on the community characteristics forecasted as
resulting from the project (THRUPUTS); and
Figure 11-2. General Social Impact Assessment and Management Model
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A Social Impact Assessment and Management Methodoloqy Using
Social Indicators and Planning Strategies, by M.E. Olsen, M.G.
Curry, M.R. Greene, B.D. Melber, & D.J. Merwin, Battelle Human
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3) Predicted social impacts and corresponding planning and
management strategies (OUTPUTS).
Thruputs, the predicted consequences of the project, correspond
to social effects as discussed in Section A above. There are two types:
direct and indirect. Demographic and economic changes wrought by the
project are not only direct.ly affected by the proposed proje~t but they
also have indirect effects on the structure of .the community, the nature
and extent of public services, the sense of well-being, and levels of
community satisfaction. Specification of predicted changes in the
, economy or population of the community expected to accompany any project
is therefore critical to predicted social impacts.
A. Inputs
There are five input variable clusters in the proposed model.
Collecting data on these constitutes the profiling step of the social
impact assessment process. Baseline social and economic data should
include measures of the following:
--population characteristics
--economic characteristics
--community structure
--housing
--social well being
--planning and administrative capabilities
--public services
--education
--health services
,------ -
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--police and fire protection
--social services, public and private
--parks and recreation facilities
--transportation
--public works/utilities
The proposed geothermal project should be described specifically
in terms of economic and population changes expected in each of five
development phases: (1) early exploration; (2) test drilling; (3)
production testing; (4) final development; and (5) long-term operation.
In addition, there should be a description of the changes on the physical
environment brought about in each phase. Finally, the end-use needs that
the proposed geothermal plant is planned to supply must be outlined
exactly so that secondary and tertiary impacts can be forecasted.
B. Thruputs
The following example shows that the two categories of
demographic and economic changes are directly affected by most
innovations and they reciprocally affect each other. Plant construction
phase jobs may be filled by a combination of currently unemployed locals,
local residents who decide to join the labor force for the first time,
local residents who switch jobs, and by workers who migrate into the area
on a temporary or a permanent basis. The labor movement of local
residents creates job openings that are filled by another combination of
workers. Each migrant brings an average of 2.5 dependents, increasing
the total project-related construction phase population growth. Similar
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tabulations would be important in the sequential phases of plant
develpment and in considering end-use projects like industrial park
developments.
The demographic growth stimulates considerable economic growth in
the area which is secondary to the economic growth directly resulting
from the project, for example, shopping center facilities, restaurants,
gasoline stations for the growing population. This results in additional
jobs within the community some of which will be filled by local
residents, others will be filled by people attracted to the community.
The latter group's dependents must be counted again to figure the
tertiary grm.,rth.
The growth in population and employment necessarily means
alterations in the structure of the community and its public service
needs. The latter include increased demand for public service capital
outlays and social service expenditures. Demands for public schools,
police and fire protection, streets, highways, water, sanitation,
sewerage, transportation, parks, medical clinics, ambulance services, and
so forth.
C. Outputs
The social impacts experienced by the affected people as a result-
of changes produced in their community by the innovation and recommended
planning and management strategies are output variables. The former are
reflected in the recommended planning and management strategies.
D. A Social Indicators Methodology
A social indicators approach is suggested for measuring input,
thruput, and output variables. There are several reasons for this.
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First, social indicators as "objective" indicators reveal the biases of
the researchers. Second, they are usually fairly easy to obtain as they
are likely to be collected on an annual basis under routine public
administrative procedures. Third, comparability of data bases allows two
or more communities to be compared at any point in time or for a single
community to be evaluated at more than one time for changes -
(time-series). Fourth, this approach breaks down the conceptual area of
"quality of life" into small segments which are workable. Fifth, they
permit the comparison of ideal values with real values and thus the
creation of absolute levels.
IV. POLITICAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL IMPACT ASSFSSMENT
Since the underlying questions in any public policy decision are
who benefits, who pays, and who decides, assessing the impacts attendent
with a described future is a political endeavor. The manner in which
impacts are assessed is also political in nature.
A. Who Does the SIA?
Biases are inherent in the criteria selected-for decision making,
the social processes considered, and the manner of involving others in
defining impacts. Ideally a team of assessors not associated with any
project proposal and working closely with the impacted community should
be contracted for the task. This way there is less personal or
organizational investment/involvement in the substance of the findings.
A multi-disciplinary group representing viewpoints from sociology,
political science, anthropology, social psychology, planning, economics,
public finance, social work, social geography, and environmental design
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would be ideal. Combining viewpoints and expertise reduces the play of
individual and discipline bias.
B. What is the Role of the Public?
As mentioned above social impacts require expression of personal
interpretation. The question is whose? Proximity to adverse
technological effects--whether of physical design (aesthetics, noise,
,smell, e.g.) or of physical dislocation--makes some publics ,obvious. In
addition, location-specific items (e.g., alterations in ownership, use,
availability of resources) may be selective in their effects, suggesting
specific groups. Thus, each proposal must identify who stands to
benefit, who stands to lose, and who can best provide the subjective
evaluation of "objective" condit~ons wrought by development projects.
To a large extent, how the boundaries regarding impacted areas
are drawn in the design phase predetermines the publics to be involved.
That is, it matters whether the question addresses benefits and costs
accrued to neighborhood, community, town, metropolitan area, district,
island, county, state, region, nation, or world~
Frequently trade-offs are necessary in terms of regional versus
local costs and benefits. If the imbalance is disturbing, compensation
to a local community for reductions in the quality of life seems a matter
of fairness (O'Hare, 1977).
C. How Will the Assessment Be Conducted?
Naturally, the design of a social impacts assessment reflects a
combination of factors including the needs of the "employing"
organization, the specifications of the planes) under consideration, the
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composition of the assessment team, and the nature of the community in
question. Still there should be prior agreement about the scope of work
since there may be varying ideas of the content and process of an SIA.
Therefore, the following items should be agreed upon: process rules,
evaluation criteria, boundary drawing, conceptual framework, types of
data needed, methods of data collection and pro~essing, methodology of
assessing impacts, methods of evaluating impacts, degree of specification
of mitigating procedures and planning strategies.
V. Sffi-ML\RY
Social impact assessment attempts to uncover the evaluation of
social conditions that will characterize the operating future associated
with a proposed development project. It is grounded in people's
.
perceptions. Ideally appreciation of the systemic nature of human life
can guide the researcher.
A theoretical framework based in human ecology and a social
indicators methodology are suggested. The particular perspective
presented are unique in two ways: the marriage .of "objective" and
"subjective" social indicators and the inclusion of the planning process
in the model of community processes.
The political nature of the social impact assessment process -
requires sensitivity to the fact that the underlying questions are those
of equity and citizen involvement in determining the future condition of
social life.
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, 0lAPTER I II
HAWAII: THE STATE AND ITS COf\MJNITIES IN PROFILE
I. INIRODUCTION
Hawaii is probably the most famous island chain in the world,
known for its rich cultural diversity, tropical setting and more
recently, 'population pressures. The history of Hawaii has been one of
dramatic international events changing a polynesian monarchy to a
terrritory of the U.S. government and ultimately to the 50th State of the
Union in 1959.
A. Hawaii as a Unique State
There are very many unique features about the Aloha State. To
.
mention a few: Hawaii is the only state to have been a monarchy; the one
which does not have a single dominant culture; the only state '~here the
majority of the population has roots in the Pacific Islands or Asia
instead of Europe or Africa" (Nordyke, 1977: 1); the only island state;
and the only one to be located in the tropics. No other land mass is
quite like Hawaii and its blend of peoples, beliefs and customs all
intertwined in a beautiful tropical setting. The lifestyle'is fairly
casual, fascinatingly diverse in ceremony and symbolism.
In Hawaii, regardless of ethnicity or time of arrival, most
citizens share a love of the land, a tolerance of and encouragement 9f
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pluralism, of diverse human ends, tastes, activities--in general, diverse
l~festyles. Hawaii's people truly appreciate the natural beauty and
quality of life which is possible given the beautiful beaches, the parks,
the lush vegetation and wIldlife, and the temperate climate.
That does not mean that there are not attitude differences about
the trade-offs between open space and economic development, but most
residents feel that the lifestyles available in Hawaii are worthy of
preserving.
Hawaii's people also see that the local lifestyles are threatened
by population pressures, urbanization, inflation, housing shortages, and
a tourist industry that has perhaps reached a point where the local
economy is overburdened psychologically, physically, and financially.
Advocates of limiting growth are frustrated in their attempts to find
adequate tools to ward off unwanted changes.
The present chapter contains a brief social profile of the Aloha
State. Then the four islands on which geothermal potential has been
identified are described so that the reader may appreciate that each
island is unique, partly due to its own variety of settlement patterns.
B. The Importance of Corrnnuni ty
~
Corrnnunity is a very important consideration in Hawaij for several
reasons. First, all ethnic groups in Hawaii's pluralistic social quilt
are attached symbolically to the islands yet many demographic and
economic developments threaten their sense of corrnnunity. Population
pressures, sprawling urbanization, increasing numbers of tourists and
tourist designations, rising prices, and large numbers of transient
military residents, contribute to a decline in solidarity, and
integration.
------------------------~ ---~---- ------ -- ----------
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secondly, the political autonomy of small communities in Hawaii
is quite low as indicated by the fact that the_most local level of
government is the county which is either coterminous with a single island
or with a group of several islands. We know from other community studies
that the basic change in most towns developed-for their energy resources
is qualitative. The change results in the increasing dependence of the
'community upon outside units: governments, corporations, major cities
(Cortese, 1979). To the extent possible small towns in Hawaii should be
encouraged to participate in the energy policy arena to preserve the
existing sense of local control over the future. This is especially
critical in Hawaii given its history of vulnerability to outside
influences.
Thirdly, the distribution of the population is so imbalanced that
the range from rural to urban communities must be appreciated.
Developments planned for Hawaii must consider community size and nature
since there is so much variation. There are also tremendous differences
in the distribution of wealth, services, and opportunities among regions
and neighborhoods throughout the islands.
I I . mE STATE
A. Land
1.0 Physical Description
The fiftieth state of Hawaii is comprised of 132 islands, reefs,
and shoals stretching over fifteen hundred miles southeast to northwest
across the Tropic of Cancer. Figure 111-1 shows its physical isolation
near the center of the Pacific Ocean, the world's largest body of water.
Located almost 5,000 miles west of Washington D.C., it is closer to Tokyo
Socio-Economic Profile of the State of Hawaii 1II-4
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and Mexico City. Eight major is1ands--Hawai'i, Mau'i, O'ahu, Kaua'i,
Moloka'i, Lana'i, Ni'ihau, and Kaho'olawe (in order of size)--constitute
over 99 percent of the total land area of 6,425 square miles. These
major islands are depicted in Figure 111-2.
The island state of Hawaii is formed from the tops of a chain of
volcanic mountains rising from the sea floor. The westernmost
three-quarters of the chain are the eroded coral-crusted remains of
former islands, now a national wildlife refuge. The southwestern islands
become progressively larger and higher. The last two, Maui and the Big
Island of Hawaii, have historically active volcanoes.. Indeed, the
volcanoes on Hawaii have been active 30 times between 1959 and 1979,
three of those eruptions covering more than five square miles each with
fresh lava. Hawaiian lava flows are considered more voluminous than
those of most other parts of the world. Periodic eruptions point to the
uncertainty of seismic considerations in the islands. The importance for
geothermal development is highlighted in Chapter IV showing volcanic
flows in the area of the HGP-A test well in the Puna District of the Big
Island.
2.0 Historical Background
-Land ownership in Hawaii has always been concentrated. Feudal
laws gave way to the concept of private ownership in the mid-19th
century. When land was first divided under the Great Mahe1e of 1848 (and
the Kuleana Act of 1850), the Hawaiian· people, unaccustomed with the
Western concept of purchasing land, allowed most '~u1eana grants" to pass
on to Westerners. As Uyehara (1977: 20) says:
The practical effect of the Great Mahele of 1848 was to abolish
feudal tenure, grant fee simple title to the leaders or the
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heirs of such leaders who led the conquering forces in the
unification wars under Kamehameha the Great, and to dispossess
the nonchiefs.
The Hawaiian Homes Corrnnission Act of 1920, under which some 190 thousand
acres in 1978 is set aside for qualified native Hawaiians, has done
little to change the alienation from the land brought about by the Great
Mahe1e of 1848. Mrrnera1 rights held in trust for the public and Native
.Hawaiians present unresolved issues in energy development.
According to Kamins (1979):
Ownership of geothermal resources, recently discovered in Hawaii, is
uncertain. A 1974 state statute declares the resource to be
'mineral' and therefore included within the mineral rights expressly
reserved by the Hawaii government in land grants made before 1900
and again after 1955. The 1974 statute may establish the state as
owner of hot water under lands granted since enactment of the
statute but it leaves in doubt whether pre-1974 mineral reservations
cover geothermal resources and whether the reservations are to be
implied in grants which contain no express retention of mineral
rights. A special problem is presented by lands originally patented
subject to aminera1 reservation, portions of which were subsequently
granted to private owners without one.
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Furthermore, major cultural differences exist among residents about
the meaning of land. For Hawaiians land is not something that can be
bought and sold in the sense of real estate; rather land represents the
source of being in a mysterious and religious sense. Rifts have been
evident ever since the arrival of Western values. Differences in
economic power translated into imposed political institutions have
resulted in the practical elimination of the Hawaiian as land "owner."
Today Hawaiians push for adding to those sites protected from development
for their historical significance ones which have intrinsic natural
worth. The Hawaiian concept of wahi pana (a "celebrated, noted or
legendary place") is appropriate (Charlot, 1979: 5-7).
3.0 Land Ownership
Land ownership is still concentrated today. Almost one-half of the
total land area (approximately 4 million acres) is owned by the State,
County, and Federal governments. (See Table III-I.) Another 45 percent
is owned by 39 private landowners who lease parcels to others.
Agricul tural uses, particularly grazing and sugarcane·, constitute the
major application of the large landholdings; approximately one percent is
in urban uses. Small private landowners (those owning less than 5,000
acres) represent only 6 percent of the total acreage.
4.0 Land Use Districts
In 1961 the State adopted the Nation's first land use law to
designate one of several types of zoning to every square foot of land in
the Islands. Under the Land Use COmrrUssion, land was divided into
districts classified as urban, agricultural, conservation, and rural.
Between 1964 and 1979, population demands have competed with agricultural
Table 111-1. -- I.AND Oh'i\ERSHIP A1'\D TENURE, BY ISLA~nS: 1971-1974
[In acres. Includes area in public thoroughfares on Hawaii but excludes it· elsewhere.)
Private
Survey All .
Islands date o\.'ners ] / Federal 2/ State 3/ Counties 3/ Total Fee simple Leased
-- - -
---------
State to tal .. . ... 4,045,931 296,765 1,399,839 2,327 2,346,999 1,857,199 489,800
f'rrccnt . . . . . ... 100.0 7.3 34.6 0.1 58.0 45.9 12.1
H:n,:.:l i i ..................... 1971 2,511'>,979 200,995 985,269 839 1,329,876 1,026,003 303,873
~1.,ui .............................. 1972 461,402 12,275 155,284 365 293,478 255,272 38,206
Kahoolawe .................... 1972 28,832 28,819 13 - - - -
Lanai ............................ 1972 89,071 8 169 2 88,892 88,882 10
~:olokai ........................ 1972 168,257 1,839 39,652 2 126,764 104,089 22,674
Oahu .............................. 1974 373,636 50,596 67,360 - 255,679 150,719 104,960
J..:..1uai ............................ 1972 357,977 1,977 149,276 1,119 205,605 185,529 20,076
~i ~.hau .......................... 1972 47,217 256 256 - 46,705 46,705 -
Other islands 4/ ... 1968 2,560 - ·2,560 - - - -
1/ Because of the omission of public thoroughfares and for other reasons, totals by island differ con-
siderably frOr.l official area data in olher tnbles.
2/ Treatment of ceded land is unspecified.
1/ County land on Oahu is included with State land.
4/ Lehua, KauLI, :1I1d the Hnrth....l~st{·rn Ib....aLi..11l Islands, except Hidway.
Source: l!3w<lii Stat~ DL'I'3rtm~lll of P];mning and Economic Development, Hnwaii Urban Planning Information
Center, L.:lnd II1Vent(11·.::_J~_('port: 1'172 for Hawaii County 0974, p. 19), ~1aui County (1974, pp. 25-2fi), and Kauai
County (197~, ?p. 25 .IlIJ 29), illlJ Ulltk'dying dilla; Hawaii State Department of Land and ~I;ltural Resources,
Report· to'the Governor 1973-l974~ p. 54 (for Lehua, Kaula, and N.W.H.I.); Honolulu Department of Gener~l Plan-
ning, Oahu land use inv~ntory, 1974, special tabulation by DPED.
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and resort designations as indicated by a 29 percent increase in urban
lands. This change has been offset by a 7 percent decrease in
agricultural land, a 7 percent decrease in rural acreage ("primarily
small farms mixed with very low density residential lots") and a 5
percent decrease in conservation districts. By 1979, 3.7 percent of the
land was urban, 48 percent was conservation, 48 percent was agricultural,
and 0.2 percent was rural. (See Table 111-2.)
5.0 Land Uses
Land uses, excluding public streets and highways, for counties and
islands are found in Table 111-3. The predominance of unused land
(vacant land, forests, lakes, and steep areas) and agricultural acreage
is notable.
Economically-based decisions about the use of land in Hawaii are
increasingly being made by non-local entities. ~~lti-national
corporations involved in tourism (including transportation),
construction, and finance are more influential today than ever before.
6.0 Public Agencies Regulating Land in Hawaii
Besides the Land Use Commission, the administration of land is under
the complex control of the four counties and the State Depar~ments of
Taxation, Planning and Economic Development, and Land and Natural
Resources.
7.0 Data Problems
Data concerning use, ownership, or tenure of land in Hawaii are
suspect owing to variations in definitions and survey dates. Two
examples of data difficulties cited by the State Department of Planning
and Economic Development are the wide range in estimates of Federal land,
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Table Itl-2. - ESTIMATED ACREAGE OF LAND USE DISTRICTS: 1964 TO 1979
[Total acreage, including inland water, ns classified by the Hawaii State Land
Use Commission under the provisions of Chapter 205, Hawaii Revised Statutes.
All data are approximate.]
Classification by State Land Use Corrnnission
Total Conser- Agricul-
-Year and island Corea !/ Urban 2:.../ vation l! tura1 4/ Rural 5/
STATE TOTALS
L964 : August ...... 4,111,500.0 117,800.0 1,862,600.0 2,124,400.0 6,700.0
1969 : August ., .... 4,111,500.0 140,163.3 2,009,086.7 1,955,875.0 6,375.0
1974 : ~la rch ....... 4,111,500.0 147,472.0 1,986,428.9 1,968,727.2 8,871.9
1975 : February .... 4,111,SOO.0 i48, 921. 4 1,976,99S.7 1,976,695.4 8,887.5
t977: . January .. , .. 4,111,500.0 149,262.9 1,976,995.7 1,976,327.2 8,914.2
!978 : January ..... 4,l1l,SOO.0 151,012.5 1,976,931.4 1,974,339.5 9,216.7
~ 979: January ..... 4,111,SOO.0 iS1,929.6 1,976,105.9 1,974,229.8 9,234.7
ISLANDS: 1979
:awaii ............. 2, S72,400. 0 34,457.0 1,309,693.5 1,228,637.5 612.0
i'\~ :".1 •••••••••••• 465,800.0 lS,464.7 193,678.7 2S2,882.2 3,774.4
hoo1awe .......... 28,800.0 - 28,800.0 - -
nai .............. 90,500.0 2,338.S 38,202.5 47,239.0 2,720.0
b10kai ...... " ..... 16S,800.0 3,293.1 4.9,767.7 III ,844.2 89S.0
oahu ............... 385,300.0 86,492.0 154,904.8 143,903.2 -
lauai .............. 353,900.0 9,884.4 198,758.7 144,023.7 1,233.3
: iihau ............. 45,700.0 - - 45,700.0 -
.aula and Lehua .... 400.0 - 400.0 - -
'~rth~estern Haw'n
Islands ........... 1,900.0 - 1,900.0 -
-
-
,
'-
1/ These totals differ somewhat from the official figures based on measurements
by the Geography Division of the U. S. Bureau of the Census, cited elsewhere in this
-Jalume.
2/ Defined as "those lands no,., in urban use and a sufficient reserve for future
'rban-growth" (H.R.s., 5205-2).
'. s
3/ Includes all areas formerly designated "forest and water reserve zones" and
l(1cludes, among uthers, "areas necessary for protecting watersheds and water sources;
reserving scenic areas; providing park lands, wilderness, and beach reserves ... "
Lbid.).
-4/ Defined as lands with a "high capacity for intensive cultivation" (ibid.).
5/ Defined ;15 arc.:1S "primarily of small farms mixed with very low density
:'siJ-;;-ntial luts" (ibid.).
- --Source: Hawaii State Land Use Commission, unpublished estimates.
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Table 111-3.-LANO USE, BY COUNTY AND ISLAND: 1972-1976
[In acres]
-
- ,.
-
--. J City andMaui County (Spring 1972) Kauai Counly (May 1977
Hawaii
1
~ Counlyof I
Land use Stale County ~,1 aui and Honolulu
lolal (Dec 1976) Kahoolawe Lanai Molokai (Dec. 1976). KauJI Nilhau
I
'-t -_._- -
I IAll uses' ............ 4,046.902 2.520.906 490,234 89.071 168.256 373.369 357.978 47.088
Residential ............ 65,494 11.975 17.292 256 2.963 27,031 5.968 9
ManufacturIng ......... 3.769 619 774 - 754 1,442 177 3
Mfg. services] ......... 11.076 1.586 657 54 54 2,838 5.880 7
CommerClall .......... 2,299 435 233 13 38 1.467 113 -
Services' ' .... ........ 125.023 37.823 30.986 80 810 52,603 2.336 385
Soci al and CU!tUf aP ... . 7,734 1.844 . 1.302 15· 93 4.114 361 I 5
Recreation' ....... ,.,'. 273.311 243.324 18.778 89 34 5.862 5.224 I -
Agriculture ........... , U56.195 819.249 197,900 15.020 37.199 75.796 167.650 43.331
Transportation' ., ...... 5.343 1.417 776 165 24 1.688 1.273 -
Unused ope:1 s;;aces' ... I 2.196,659 1.402.635 221,534 73.380 126.289 200.527 168.996 3.233
I
1 Excludes O)u~llc sHeets lind hlghwllyS. For tot;)l orOIl by island. see table 113. footnolo 1.
1 Includes wiHe~lousrng. construction services. DnO public utilities.
J Retllil and ..... holesale trede .
• Includt!s commerci3i ;)musemont lind recroatlon. hotels. military installations. governmont offices. parkin{J. cemeteries, persona
servi(;es. bUSiness and rupsJr sorvices. profossional serVices, and finance. Insurance, and real estate.
, EduC?tlonal. cultural. and relogious.
• Excludes commercial lImusement end recrOOlion services.
J Includes llirPOrtS. docks, lind land transportallon facilitIes .
• Inclu:!os vilcanr land, forest resorve, lakos, steep land. and undedicated streets.
Source' HawaII Stato Department of Planning and Economic Development. Koual County Ll1nd Inventory Report: 1972 (1974). ar:
Ml1ul Cour.r~ L(Jf'd Invontory Reporr: 1972 (1974), City ar.d County of Honolulu. De~ariment of Goneral Planning. Oahu Land Us~
Inventory, 1976. speCial tabula lion; County of Hawaii. Planning Departmont. HawaII County Land Usc Inventory. Docomber 1?76
spec1cll tebulallon
Source: The State of Hawaii Data Book 1978, Tobie 1.09, p. 108
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with totals ranging from 297,000 to 408,000 and recent statistics on
military land which go as high as 175,000 acres and as low as 56,000.
B. Demography
1.0 History of Imrrllgration
Polynesians, probably from the Marquesas some 2,500 miles away, are
thought to be the first peoples to inhabit the islands, arriving around
750 A.D. Disease decimated the native Hawaiian population shortly after
increased contact with Westerners in the early 19th century,
necessitating the importation of laborers for the sugar and pineapple
plantations. These migrants came in successive waves from China, Japan,
and then when Asian migration to the U.S. was curtailed, from the
Philippines, by then under the protection of the U.S. The Philippine
.
migration continues into this decade, although no longer to provide labor
for the cane fields. They are joined by numerous Koreans and most
recently Southeast Asian refugees, producing the most varied ethnic
composition of any state in the Union.
2.0 Current Demographic Conditions
2.1 Distribution
Only seven of the larger islands are inhabited today. The State's
total population of 895,000 (estimated i977) is 83.5 percent urban with
population densities near harbors following historical precedent when the
major means of communication with the islands was by boat. Population
concentrations along the shoreline are also the result of physical
factors like the steepness of volcanic mountainous centers of most of the
islands. With few exceptions, the settlements are along the coastlines,
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especially the more expansive coastal plains of Oahu. This island alone
has four-fifths of the population on only 9.2 percent of the land area.
2.2 Age
In 1975 the estimated median age of the state's resident population
(including armed forces and dependents) was 27.3 years. This is expected
to increase over the next decades as projected in Table 111-4.
2.3 Ethnicity
As reported earlier, Hawaii's social composition is a varied quilt
made up of people from allover the world, especially Asia and the
Pacific. Today Caucasians constitute about one-quarter of the residents
as. do people of Japanese ancestry. The ethnic stock of the population is
described in Table 111-5.
2.4 Sex
Of the 1976 population 16 years and over there were 276,000 men and
299,000 women, which may be expressed as a sex ratio of 1.08.
Sixty-eight percent of this age group was part of the civilian labor
force. Almost 58 percent of the females of this age category were
members of the labor force, a percentage exceeded nationally only by
Alaska and the District of Columbia, purportedly a result of the high
cost of living.
In 1976 females assumed the status of head-of-household in over
eleven percent of the households, a proportion no different from that
found in 1970.
About two-thirds of the women over l4-years old were married in 1977
and one-quarter was single.
Table 111-4. -- POPULATION ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS, BY AGE: 1975 TO 2000
[Resident totals including armed forces and their dependents but excluding visitors present. The figures
for 1980-2000 are the Series II-F projections officially recommended by the Hawaii State nepartment of
Planning and Economic Development for planning purposes, replacing the earlier Series E-2.]
Projected (Series II-F)
1975
Age in years (est.) 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
All ages II ........... 868,400 942,300 1,020,900 1,091,500 1,163,800 1,225,900
Under 5 ...................• 62,800 72,600 80,800 85,800 90,100 93,800
5 to 9 .................•... 72,000 71,000 76,900 83,000 88,200 92 ,100
10 to 14 ..•...........••••• 79,000 73,200 7J,600 77 ,600 82,900 87,300
15 to 19 ...•.•...•....•.... 82,300 79,400 76,600 77 ,000 80,700 84,600
20 to 24 ..•............ ~ .•. 101,700 107,300 106,900 105,300 106,700 108,600
25 to 44 ................... 247,600 286,600 321,600 341,500 353,900 358,800
45 to 64 ........•......•... 168,400 178,500 191,000 209,400 234,200 258,800
65 and over ....••.•........ 54,600 73,700 93,700 111,700 127,400 142,000
Median age (years) ......... 27.3 28.9 30.2 31.4 32.3 33.0
l/ Because of independent rounding, age detail may not add exactly to indicated totals.
Source: Hawaii State Department of Planning and Economic Development, Revised Population and
Economic Projections, 1975-2000 (March 1, 1978), p. 5.
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Table 111-5•..- ETHNIC STOCK BY MILITARY STATUS: 1978
[Excludes persons in institutions or military barracks, on Niihau,
or in Ka1awao. Based on a sample survey of 16,235 persons.]
Total
Armed Military Other
Ethnic stock 1/ Number Percent forces dependents civilians
All groups ............ 862,084 100. ° 29,785 60,988 771,311
Unmixed .................... 612,425 71. a 28,457 52,279 531,690
Caucasian ................ 226,180 26.2 23,449 40, 081 162,650
Japanese ·................ 216,964 25.2 798 2,103 214,063
Chinese .................. 35,939 4.2 53 324 35,562
Filipino ·................ 83,862 9.7 1,222 3,567 79,073
Hawaiian ·................ 8,526 1.0 42 - 8,484
Korean ................... 9,633 1.1 - 774 8,859
Negro .................... 9,078 1.1 2,581 3,967 2,530
Puerto Rican .............. 5,469 0.6 - 52 5,417
Samoan ................... 8,034 0.9 95 295 7,644
Other unmixed or unknown . 8,740 1.0 217 1,116 7,408
Mixed ...................... 249,660 29.0 1,329 8,708 239,623
Part Hawaiian ............ 161,475 18.7 326 1,981 159,168
Non Hawaiian ............. 88,185 10.2 1,003 6,727 80,455
.
1/ Definitions used in this table differ widely from those in reports
of the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Persons of mixed race are shown separately
in this table but in census tabulations are assigned to one of the unmixed _
groups ·on the basis of self-identification or race of father.
Source: Hawaii State Department of Health, Hawaii Health Surveillance
Program, special tabulation.
-------------- ----
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2.5 Households and Families
Household and family characteristics in 1976 are reported in Table
111-6. As can be seen, 92 percent of the household population may be
found in some 201,000 families.
2.6 Summary of Population Characteristics by Island and District
Demographic characteristics of the State and the four islands of
. Oahu, Maui, Molokai, and Hawaii are summarized in Table III~7.
Demographic summary data further broken down by districts on each island
are reported as Table 111-8. These summaries highlight the variation
found between the islands and among the communities on each land mass.
3.0 Demographic Change
The history of Hawaii is in large measure a story of population
change. The extreme population concentration on Oahu has not always been
the case, as can be seen in Table 111-9. The same table reveals that the
population has continuously grown for over one hundred years with an
average annual growth rate ranging between 1.4 and 3.6 since the turn of
the century. Following the formation of counties in 1905, Hawaii has
always led the neighbor island counties in its proportion of residents.
Official projections suggest that the greatest growth will occur in
three-island ~~ui County such that it and Hawaii will have ten percent of
the total population by the turn of the century.
3.1 Components of Population Change, 1960-1970
For the total population of the state (civilian and military
combined), there was a positive net change between 1960 and 1970 of
137,142 persons. This was comprised of 163,762 1i,ve births, 38,243
deaths, and a net in-migration of 11,622. Over the decade this
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Table 11I-6. -- HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS: 1976
Subject
In families .•.................••.............. : ......•......
Head •..•....•..................•...........................
65 years and over .................................•.... .-
Related children undc·r 18 years .
Related children 5 to 17 years .
Otner family members .........••...........................
Cnrelated individuals ... , ..........••.......................
65 years and over ..................................•......
I r:umher
---------------p-e-'-r-s-o-n-s---------------I
Population in households............................... , R,';2,ann
1-~7~,0no
201,000
2.1,000
~7),()()O
20!~ , GUO
:.?99,onrl
66,000
12,000
In fa.!nilies with f(·mele hc;d, r~o husband present .
i!caJ ...........................•..................•' .
Related children under 18 years ..........•.•......•.......
Related childr~n 5 to 17 years .....•....................
Other family members .......•. : •...........................
Female unrelated individu<lls .
F.:1milies
Total famiUes
77,n()[)
22,()()\)
30,000
27,Onn
19,000
29,01)0
20: ,OSO
Size:
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons
7 persons
~'!e:m size
or mor.e ...........••..•..........•....••........
of fani1y ...........••.... : ...........•.•.......
59,000
41,000
45,000
27,000
16,000
10,000
3.86
~u;:::cr of related chi] dren under 18 years:
~;r, related chi 1dren I..:ndcr 18 yeiHs .
\,i th rela ted ch i lJ ri:n under 18 yenrs .
1 child ...................•...•.....•....••.••...., .
2 children ................•.............•...............
3 children or r.,l)rc ..•.....•••.•••..••.•.•.•••••••••••..•
~!ean number of children ...•..•.••.............•.•......•
7R,noo
123,000
47,000
42,000
34,000
2.26
S0urce: C.:,. ~lIrc·.l·-' l1f the Census, ":lol1cy Income <lnd POVI~rty
St.I(U~ in 1975 l1t' F.)mil.i,'~; .lnd Persons ill leI,' l"nLt,·J SLltl"; ;llhl t:1C i,'L~Sr
Rl',;tDn, by Divisill!lS .:1nd States (Spring 1976 Survey of Income <lnJ Educa-
tic1 n)," Current r_':!.~lill~_<2!~l{cpor~, COnSUI1lL~r Incc1:nc, Series P-60, ~o. 113
(July 1978), p. 17'1.
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Table 111-8. -- POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, BY DISTRICTS: 1975
Ethnic stock 2/ (percent) Households
Percent
Hcdian born Median
age Jj out of Average income 2/District 1/ (years) St.a t e 2/ Caucasian 3/ Hawaiian !!) Japanese size (dollars)
Oahu, to tal .................................. 25.9 Q.2 30.5 15.3 24.6 3.43 14,139Niu-]ja ...·,li i K., i ........................ 27.3 44.2 41. 9 12.0 25.9 3.77 25,986Diamond Ilt'ad -,\ ina H.-I ina ... 34.4 3R.8 1.0.1 10.5 27.0 3.61 26,600Ll imuki -101pahtllu ................... 32.R lR.4 11.8 11 .. 8 48.6 3.52 14,301~ilhelrnina-PJlo10 .................. 28.5 23.9 18.1 14.4 40.4 3.72 16,202!'!anoa-:b ki k i ............................ 28.2 38.3 30.8 6.0 39.5 2.88 14,987
>Ioilii Ii -~lakiki ...................... 2/t • 3 JR.l 21. 9 9.8 39.9 2.48 11, 86·~\~aikiki ...................................... 31. 2 75.8 65.6 5.8 10.0 1. 94 10,302Down tOvm-Ka ka.:lko .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29.8 50.1 21. 8 15.8 13.7 2.45 9,458liuu;lnu- Punc hhuwl
.. .. .. .. .. .......... 31. 4 21. 5 16.6 18.4 39.2 3.52 14,755Upper K..llihi ............................ 28.8 32.7 5.1 14.9 29.0 4.18 14,226K;.l ihi-I(.lpalarr.a
...................... 27.2 35.3 5.1 18:9 17. 7 3.39 10,061
:10:lnalu3-Sa 1t Lake ............ '... 2!o. 2 59.8 47.6 6.5 21.1 3.61 13,522l\iea-lt;l;l ....a
.............................. 24.5 39.6 35.0 12.2 24.5 3.83 16,879Pearl City .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... 2/,.9 32.3 22.1 10.4 41. 3 3.87 18,730Pearl Iia r b0 r ............................ 18.8 76.0 66.4 8.0 3.3 4.26 12,133Waipah!1 . . . . . .. . . . .. . ...... 22.3 46.4 20.7 10.3 20.0 4.19 12,760E...·:l-H3k.,k.i1o .............. 22.4 47.5 32.8 13 .0 11.5 4.13 12,674
\0,'<1 i3 nat' Coast 20.5 24.5 i 16.3 47.5 7.5 4.29 12,566.............
Mil ilani-"-1a ipio ........... 23.3 46.7 31. 6 14.8 ·19.0 3.95 16,286
".,'a hi 3W:l-Sc hof ie1d . . ....... 22.1 61. 0 43.9 6.0 16.8 3.68 10,371N0rth :';hure-Wa ial\1a . . ..... 7.4. ) 41.7 32.8 17.3 15.6 3.59 11,732Upper \dnd\o.·ard ............ 24.4 40. J 32.8 28.2 12.4 3.77 16,040
"a Il~O lH' . . . . ... ... . .. .. . ... ~ 2. 7 3).4 3/•. 6 21.1 27.2 4. 08 16,734
1\..:.111 \la . . . . ................ :~ 5• H /.7 .. 1 'J3.f1 22.0 11.8 1.52 19,815h'a im.:llW1u . . .. .. . .. . . ...... 24. 1 12.9 10.0 65.1 7.0 '•• 54 12,949
-
Continued on next page.
Table 111-8.-- POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS, BY DISTRICTS: 1975 -- Can.
-
Ethnic stock Jj (percent Households
Percent
Hedian born Median
age Jj out of Average income 51
District II (years) State 21 Caucasian )j HawCliian !!-/ Japanese size (dollars)
Hawaii County, total " .. .. .. .. ...... 28 20.8 22.1 25.3 30.4 3.38 11,337
lli10-Wailr>a .............................. 30 IH.2 Ih.7 18.0 30.7 3.47 10,131
Hila (mlkai) ............................ 25 22.7 23.8 22.8 31. 2 2.99 8,803
Hila (mauka) ............................ 27 13.3 19.4 26.2 38.7 3.66 15,092
Puna-K.'l' u .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... 30 25.8 23.2 22.5 31. 3 3.41 10,293
Kana ............................................ 27 26.0 24.5 3',.0 27.7 3.28 12,165
North lIilo-Kohaia .................. 29 22.7 24.6 25.9 19.8 3.43 9,946
Haui County, total 29.2 31. 0 . 24.7 23.0 25.1 3.37 13,370....................
Northe'lst Maul ........................ 25.6 26.0 29.2 26.1 17.8 3.76 13,300
Kihei-Kula ................................ 31. 9 51.8 53.9 18.7 14.1 2.87 14,980
Kahului ........................ " ........... 28.8 21.4 10.0 12.2 38.9 3.64 14,450
Wai1uku-Waikapu ...................... 35.2 19.0 17.2 21.8 40.7 3.20 13,770
Lahaina .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. 29.3 44.0 38.6 21.1 22.1 3.10 12,640
Holobi 24.9 23.6 6.7 50.6 9.8 3.96 . 9,970......................................
Lanai .......................................... 29.6 36.4 7.3 20.7 16.2 3.50 10,740
Kauai, total (1974 ) .................. 27.1 · .. ·.. · .. ·.. 3.45 10,750
Hana1£'i ...................................... 23.7 · .. · .. ·.. ·.. 3.47 11,600
Wailua-Anahola ....................... 26.9 · .. · .. ·.. · .. 3.40 13,620
Kapaa .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ... . .. 2[•. 9
· .. · .. · .. ·.. 3.52 10,190
Puh i-Ita nalll;lulu ............ 23.9 · .. · .. ·.. · .. 3.93 10,330
Lihue ..................... 28.5 · .. ·.. ·.. ·.. 1.12 14,290
Koloa-Poipu ............... 27.0 ·.. · .. · .. ·.. 3.24 10,600
Eleele-Kalaheo ............ 29.7 ·.. · .. · .. ·.. 3.23 9,680
K.a uma k.a n i - Ha na pep e ........ 35.3 ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. 3.38 7,750
Kekaha-Waimea ............. 24.1 ·.. · .. ·.. · .. 3.80 10,110,
-
Continued on next page.
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1/ See maps immediately preceding this table. These districts consist of groupings of census
tracts, which differ in most cases from the districts described in table 4 and the urban places described
in tables 5 and 6.
1./ Based on resident population, excluding inmates of institutions and persons living in military
barracks or aboard ships.
3/ Includes persons of botll Portuguese and non-Portuguese ancestry, reported separately in the
source.
4/ Includes Part Hawaiians, reported separately in the source.
5/ Median incomt~ of households from all sources during 1974 (1973 for Kauai).
Source: Survey & Marketing Services, Inc., OEO 1975 Census Update Survey for Oahu (September 1976),
Hawaii County (September 1976), and ~~ui County (February 1976); University of Hawaii, Center for Non-
metropolitan Planning and Development, Kauai Socioeconomic Profile (May 1975).
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represents a 22 percent growth in population. Natural increase accounted
for over 90 percent of the intercensal growth as shown in Table 111-10.
3.2 Components of Population Change, 1970-1978
In 1978 the resident population was approximately 896,600. Whereas
natural factors (births minus deaths) had contributed 90 percent of the
growth between 1960 and 1970, natural increase accounted for only 60
percent of the growth in the following period. The components of recent
net population increase (natural increase and inmigration) are
revealing. As Nordyke explains (1977: 114-5):
The crude birth rate of the civilian population of Hawaii is at
an all-time low (15.0 in 1974) and reflects a low level of
fertility. Military families account for about 25 percent of
the state's births (they raised the crude birth rate of the
total state population to 18.2 in 1974), but few of the military
children born in Hawaii become permanent residents. Because low
fertility implies an older age structure that would exert an
upward pressure on the crude death rate, it is expected that
Hawaii's low death rate will gradually rise from the present 5.0
to the United States 1975 average of 9.0 or higher. Thus, the
eventual rate of natural increase (bir~hs minus deaths) may
decline to 0.6 percent or less--a slow rate that implies a
doubling of population in over 100 years and one that the finite
island state might tolerate for a century or two.
On the other hand, net migration, as measured in the rate
of growth, is the principal source of Hawaii's rapid population
increase, contributing over 1 percent per year to the growth
rate ... But if the state continues to promote tourism or if ~he
quality of life in Hawaii is enhanced through implementation of
other growth-limiting proposals, it may be expected that the
pool of potential migrants from other states and abroad will
increase. (Italics in the original.)
A look at the geographic locations which experienced the most
population growth between 1970 and 1978 is provided in Table III-II.
Growth was experienced everywhere except for the island of Lanai which is
a pineapple "company town." Growth was especially remarkable in resort
areas on Hawaii, Kauai, and Maui. On the Big Island, however, the second
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(thousands)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 111-10. Components of Population Change, Hawaii, 1960-1970
Total Population
Totaf Male Female
Civilian Population
. Total Male Female
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1960 population 528.9 271.9 257.0 632 .8 337.6 295.2 .1970 population 665.. 3 332.4 332.9 768.6 399~2 369.4Total increase 136.3 60.5 75.9 135.8 61.7 74. 1Natural increase 83.6 39.3 44.3 125.3 60.4 65.4• Births, 1960-70 119.9 84.4 79.761.9 57.9 164.1
Deaths, 1960-70 36.3 22.6 13.7 38.2 24.0 14.3Net. migration 52.8 21.2 31.6 10.0 1.2 8.7
Natural increase as percent
of total increase 61.3 65.0 58.3 92.7 98.0 88.2Migration as percent of
fc ftI ,; increase 38.7 35.0 41.7 7.3 2.0 11.8
Source: Gardner and Nordyke, 1977.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------~----~-~~-------- -- ---- -
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Table 11I-11. f-bwaii Population Change 1970-1978.
Hawaii population
ch.nge
II/and .nd GI,trlC1 \970 1971 1970-78
•
St.te of H.w.1I "',91 3 896,600 ".4~
Honolulu (Oahu) 630,"8 71' ,400 H.l
I.Honolulu UrMn ,
(MoMl<3lua to Hilwell Kal) 324.871 352.100 8 4
2. Koolaupoko
(Waikane. Kaneohe, Kailua) 92.219 104.000 12.a
3 Koolauloa
(Sunset Beach to Kallawa) 10.562 13.000 22.9
4 Waialua
(Waialua to Haleiwa) 9,171 9.900 8.3
S. Wahiawa
(Wahiawa. Schofield Barracks) 37.329 42.600 14.1
( W<3ian3e
(Waianae. Nanakull) 24.077 28.100 16.6
7. =wa (Wai::>ahu, Pearl City,
I.'ililanl, Alea) 132.199 169.800 28.3
H.w... County U,448 to,'oo 27.4
1. PUf " 5,154 8.JOO 61.9
2. SoUl 1 Hila 33.915 41.000 20.9
3. Nor! Hila 1.881 2.000 4.6
..I. Haml ~ua 4.648 5.400 I S.7
S. North :ol'\ala 3.326 3.600 6.9
6. South'" ,ha Ia 2.310 3.400 49.0
7. Norlh K na 4.832 8.400 72.9
8. South Kc~a 4.004 4.800 20.9
9. Ka'u 3,398 4.000 18.2
M.ul County 46,156 61,400 33.1
1. Hana 969 1.200 n.\
2. Makawao 9.979 14.200 42.8
3. Wailuku 22.219 19.300 31.9
4. Lahaina 5.524 8.100 47.4
5. Lanai 2.204 1.100 .4.2
6. Molek.. 1 5.089 6.200 '17.9
7. Klllawao (KalauL ,pa Penlnsul.) 172 173 0.4
Kaua! County 21,761 3-4.700 ".,
1. Walme8 1.569 8.200 8.5
2. Kol04 6.851 8.200 19.3
3. Lihue 6.766 7.700 14.3
4. KawIllh8U 7.3?3 8.900 20.6
5. Hanalei 1,182 1.700 40.3
. l .• :' .. ' ,. \
.., l" •
• l. .. j
- ,
, ( ~
.1 • ,J
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greatest population increase was found in the Puna District (up 62
percent) resulting from suburban development to accommodate Hilo, the
county seat, and increasing numbers of retirees from the mainland U.S.
This district is the location of the geothermal test well HGP-A. Oahu's
growth resulted from suburban sprawl out from Honolulu. As the
percentage change figures are dependent on base years, the
disproportionate distribution of the State's population was hardly
altered as about 70 percent of the 127,000 newcomers settled on Oahu.
Thus, despite some gains in Neighbor Island population, the nature
of the growth rate which has brought an average of 100,000 per decade to
Hawaii in this century has remained fairly consistent. The increase has
been almost exclusively urban, specifically to Honolulu, the State
capital on the island of Oahu ..
Population increases have created problems of water supply,
transportation, equity, squabbles over re-zoning of agricultural lands to
urban, and concerns over the vulnerability of an island state which is
totally dependent on the marketing and transportation systems of the
world outside to supply it with daily necessities. This dependence
extends to energy supplies; over 90 percent of the energy used is
imported petroleum. Population pressures and physical vuln~rabilty are
social conditions which dominate the economic picture as well. A visitor
may wonder at the diversity of the people and their ability to preserve
something unique about Hawaii. Sadly, efforts to preserve cultural
heritage may be doomed in the face of population pressures.
Traditionalists, skeptical that Hawaii will soon seem like any resort on
the mainland U.S. join James Michener in commiserating as follows:
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Hawaii is already seriously overcrowded, with Waikiki
degenerating into a second-rate Florida resort and political
leaders trying to figure ways to halt all immigration from the
Mainland. No way has yet been found so the quality of life is
beginning to deteriorate. l
4.0 Data Problems
Three population classifications are necessary to describe the
numbers of people in Hawaii. The classifications are: the total resident
population; the civilian resident population; and the total de facto
population. The first distinction is necessary because of the military
presence in the Islands, especially on Oahu. The civilian population
excludes military personnel but not their dependents. The de facto
population includes all persons physically present in the state including
the state's daily average of visitors (currently approximated at 96,500)
and excludes residents temporarily absent.
Another data problem stems from repeated alterations in ethnic
classification systems used over the decades. Thus data from successive
censuses are not comparable. Terminology is still not standard among
various State agencies and departments. Presently most researchers allow
self-descriptions of ethnic identity (Petersen, 1969). The latter
solution may create room for dispute when the rights of native Hawaiians
(defined by 50 percent Hawaiian ancestry) are contrasted with those of
self-described part-Hawaiians.
Another problem arises from outdated population figures.
Demographic changes have occurred so rapidly in Hawaii that relying on
1970 Census data--the best avallable--is unacceptable. Some sample-based
updates exist.
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c. Economy
1.0 Industry
Hawaii's economy has been described as services-and-export oriented
due to its reliance on four major industries for income. These are
tourism, defense, sugar, and pineapple. As can be seen in Table 111-12,
the visitor industry has grown in relative economic importance over the
. years.
The growth of tourism has resulted from a combination of factors
including continual improvements in transportation and support provided
by both government and private enterprise. Two Federal policies have
added to the rise of tourism: the designation of Hawaii as a '~est and
Recuperation" locale during the Vietnam War and the recent insurge of
Japanese tourists. The latter group is one result of formal
understandings reached by the Japanese and American governments
concerning the reduction of trade deficits between the two countries.
Expansion of the visitor industry has been especially rapid since
World War II. Figure 111- 4 shows annual arrivals increasing from 32,000
in 1941, 52,000 in 1951, 320,000 in 1961, 1,819,000 in 1971, and
3,434,000 in 1977. Impressive growth is also evident in an increase in
average number of visitors present in any given time during the year;
this figure was 96,001 in 1978, more than three times the average a
decade earlier. Total visitor expenditures (exclusive of trans-Pacific
fares) in 1978 amounted to more than $2.1 billion. Overwhelmingly these
tourist dollars are spent on the island of Oahu, famous for its beach at
Waikiki. Other islands try to attract a greater proportion of the
visitors and any threat to the overall industry is met with great
resistance. However,
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Table llt-12. Income From Four Major Hawaiian Industries As A Percent of the
Gross State Product, (1966-1975)
$
(Millions) PCT PCT PCT PCT PCT
Year GSP TOTAL SUGAR pINEAPPLE DEFENSE VISITOR
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1966 2746.80 39.16 6.54 4.65 17.78 10. 19
1967 3014.10 41.64 5.98 4.42 18.63 12.61
1968 3352.80 39.70 5 ..64 3.80 17.14 13. 12
1969 3727.50 39.71 4.80 3.36 16.79 14.76
1970 4187.70 37.27 4.48 3.31 15.27 14.21
1971 4521.70 38.88 4.49 3. 13 15.68 15.59
1972 4972.00 38.50 3.71 2.92 14.97 16.89
1973 5673.80 39 .22 3.92 2.51 14.82 17.98
1974 6074.90 48. 18 11 • 14 2.09 14.78 20. 16
1975 6678.60 41.26 5.48 2.05 14.72 19.02
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------ ---
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dissatisfaction grows concerning reliance on an industry which is mixed
in its local effects. More frequently, people ask about the wisdom of
encouraging an industry which burdens local public services often at the
psychic and financial expense of residents and which increasingly
attracts more inmigrants thus reducing the number of tourist-connected
jobs for residents (Nordyke, 1977). Even proponents of expansion of the
industry are beginning to wonder whether local hostility and
"holOOgenization of paradise" will reduce the desirability of visiting
Hawaii. These conditions make economic diversification crucial.
1.1 Diversified Agriculture
Hawaii's small-scale, service-oriented economy in which import
expenditures have always exceeded revenues from exports affects the cost
of living. Lack of local production is attributed to the limited market
size, dependence on imported raw materials, high transportation rates,
high land prices and rents, high utility rates, high labor costs, and
high cost-of-living (HPED, 1977b). Local production of fresh fruit and
vegetables contributes iess than one-half of the market supply. More and
more people are wondering of the wisdom of responding to external
pressures on agricultural land which replace food production acreage with
buildings.
Over 3,000 farms involved in diversified agriculture--defined as all
crops other than sugar and pineapple--showed crop sales of $61 million in
1978, a 236 percent increase from a decade earlier. Flowers and nursery
products led the crop sales in 1978 with $17 million. The number of
farms, farm acreage and value of crop and livestock sales for the four
counties may be found in Table 111-13.
Table 111-13.-- Nl~!DER OF FARNS, FARN ACREAGE, AND VALVE OF-CROP A."JD LIVESTOCK SALES, BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS:
1<.j(,8 TO 1978
Value of crop and livestock sales (Sl,OOO)
Number Farm Crops Sugar (un- Pineapples
Geographic area of acreage l./ and processed (fresh ()thE'r
and ye.qr farms 0,000 ) livestock cane) equivalent) crops Livesluck
Statt:' total:
'.
196H · . ,. .. 4,700 2,330 203,05] 111,200 35,900 18,066 37,885
1977 · .... 4,100 2,300 325,459 1,.4,200 . 62,500 53,751 65,008
1978 ·.... 4,100 2,290 378,922 IS2,700 63,000 60,689 72,533
Hawaii Co. : .
1968 ·......... 2,600 1,365 61,397 41,100
- 9,864 10,433
1977 ·......... 2,450 1,340 98,879 51,900
- 28,874 18,105
1978 ·......... 2,400 1,337 125,423 68,600
- 34,091 22,732
Haui Co.:
1968 ·......... 710 530 56,514 26,000 23,000 2,746 4,768
1977 ·" ........ sao 526 83,98 l1 37,100 30,700 9,076 7,108
1978 ·......... SOD 524 90,191 43,600 28,300 10,368 7,923
Oahu:
1968 ·......... 950 152 56,672 20,300 11,600 4,357 20,415
1977 ·......... 850 152 105,236 23,000 31,800 12,882 37,554
1978 · ......... 8)0 149 117,972 30,900 34,700 13,256 39,116
I
Kauai (0. : I1963 · .........
I
440 2H1 28,468 23,300 1,300 1,099 2,2 fl9
1977 ·......... 100 282 37,300 32,200 - 2,919 2,241
1978 ·.. " ...... 350 280 45,336 39,600
-
2,974 2,762
1/ Includes land not i1\ crop and pasture such as farm house lots, roads, wood lots, etc .
. Source: Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service, Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture (annual).
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Agricultural diversification (including aquacultural applications)
made possible by geothermal waters is especially attractive to improve
the import-export imbalance of basic commodities.
2.0 Fmployment
2.1 General Description of the Labor Force
The number of employed persons (including armed forces) almost
'doubled between 1940 and 1970, reaching 338,000 in the latter year.
Agricultural employment fell from 55,000 to 13,000 during this period.
By 1978 the agricultural job count had dropped to 11,600. The
unemployment rate averaged 7.8 percent in 1978, with island levels
ranging from 6.9 on Maui to 11.6 on Molokai. The labor force contains
above average proportions of youn~er persons and women; women receive
salaries and wages at rates lower than those for men.
2.2 Occupational Enrollment of the Civilian Labor Force.
By occupation, one out of six civilian workers is classified as
professional or technical. Activities with especially large numbers of
employees are government, services, and trade as reported in Table
111-14. The average job count in each industry is reported for each
county in Table III-IS.
3.0 Cormnerce
Hawaii's business world is diverse today in comparison to the era
between 1900 and 1950 when five companies begun by early missionary
families dominated economic, political, and social life in the islands.
The oligarchy known as the "Big Five" was comprised of the following
companies: Castle and Cooke, C. Brewer, Arnfac, Theo. Davies, and
Alexander and Baldwin. At one time these firms owned, or their owners
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Table rtl-14. Major Employment Categories in 1977
Government
Services
Reta if Trad e
Finance, insurance
& real estate
Manufacturi ng
85i700
(34% federal jobs).
84,750
74,450
24,550
23,350
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Table 111-15.-- JC\~COnT, HY I~:DeSTRY, BY COrNl'rES: A~;NljAL AVERAGE: 1978
........
Kaual
County
!la....aii
County
City <lnd
County of
Honolulu
State
totalIndustry
:--1" u i
County
_----------------~~----*-------I~--~~---I--'---
Agriclll tur~', .... age and salary .....
SUb;} r .....•....................
Pineapp Ie ..•.•..••..••...••.•.• !
Oth~r •...•••..•••.•..•...•..•..
4,700
23,500
2,100
3,400
1,200
1,550
650
600
2,350
24,350
1,550
2,150
350
1,850
1,600
(NS ).
(NS)
(NS)
1,500
(NS)
(NS)
(NS)
6,200
600
5,550
1,800
6,900
3,550
3,350
4,250
:50
2,700
1,300
200
1,100
1,600
1,400
30r)
13,650
500
1,30n
(Z)
1,3()0
1,2nO
(:';S)
(~S)
(;.is)
1,fi50
(NS)
(NS)
(NS)
3,250
300
2,950
800
3,450
1,650
1,750
2,700
250
1,600
850
2,8')0
2,400
3,550
1,450
26,050
1,250
2,750
250
2,450
2,150
(~S)
(~S)
(~S)
1,900
(~S)
(NS)
(:~S)
6,500
1,050
5,500
950
6,450
3,250
! J ,200
6,250
450
I
3,950
1,850
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
2,':150
SSO
1,000
1,150
95Ll
17,650
309,600
17,100
17,400
4,100
13,300
6,300
3,100
2,350
1,050
~3,500
16, ()OO
5,050
1,800
80,250
15,050
65,200
25,000
72,550
14,550
58,000
73,850
28,350
35,100
10,400
11,600 I
4,950 i
2,550 II
4,] 00 'II.
il
II
I
373,600
20,400
23,550
4,700
18,850
11,750
3,250
2,700
1,250
28,550
19,700
6,350
2,500
96,150
17,000 .
79,150 \'
28,500 1'1
89,350
23,050
66,300
87,050
29,350 I,
43,350
14,350 I
Agric., s~lf-employed 2/ •...•....
Nonagricu1ture, wage and salary .•
Contract construction .••••..•••
Manufacturing ••••••....•••.••..
Dur~bl~ koods ••••...••.•••...
~ondurdble goods •.•.•••.•.•. ~
Food processing .•••••.••.•.
T~xtile, apparel •••••••••.•
?rinting, publishing .•.....
Other nondurables .•..••••••
Transp., commun., utilities ..
Transportation •......•.•.••
COl':'l.-:lunicat ion .•••.•..••.•..
L'tilities .•.•••.•.•••..•.••
TraJe ..•..•..••••.•••.•...•..
\''':"1olesale ••.•••.•...••••...
Retail ••••••.•..••.•.•..•..
Finan~e, insur., real estate.
S2rviccs and miscellaneous ...
iiott'ls •..•..••.....•..•....
Other services, misc •..•...
Govcrn::lent ••..••••.•.........
Federal .•...•••...•......•.
State •.•..••••..•." ...••...
Lo cal .••...•..........•....
Non~~ri,., self-employed 1/ .
................... 150 150 (Z) (Z) (Z)
---,-------------------''-'----- ----------,-----'----------_.-
1. !-'c" ...'L'r r.:h.:l0 50.
:;S :;"t shO\,n sep~Jr.1tcl:-,.
::' !:h']llc!,'S un~iliJ family workers and domestics.
_, Il\ClUdeS unp~id f.1milv \>lurkcrs.
S,'urct.': H~w3ii Stat~ Dep~rtment of Labor .:lnd Industrial Relations,
.!0~~t:..£'..rcc !bt.1 Hook (~1.:lrch 1(78), pp. 17-76, as revised.
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and directors owned the sugar plantations and mills, construction firms,
transportation companies, the stevedoring company, insurance companies,
financial institutions, and eventually the major pineapple company. The
rule of the Big Five was "pervasive, autocratic, racist, efficient,
paternalistic and patronizing" (Friedman and Dinell, 1978: 37).
After World War II the oligarchy's tight grip on Hawaii deteriorated
due to a number of factors including the fusion of new business interests
which did not own their origins to the BIg Five; the expansion of local
businesses mostly Oriental; the arrival of mainland retail chains; the
advent of large-scale independent developers; unionization;
modernization; and democratization of island political processes. Still
the Big Five companies are major members of Hawaii's corporate structure
as is evident in the 1977 financial and stock market data presented in
Table III-16.
Turning to financial institutions, there were eight banks, 11
savings and loans, three trust companies, and 242 industrial loan or
small loan licensees operating in the State in 1977 .. In the same year
26,636 corporations and partnerships were registered to do business in
Hawaii: 18,175 local corporations and 8,461 out-of-state corporations
and partnerships.
As can be seen in Table III-17, retail trade and services are the
two predominant business categories, also employing the most people and
having the highest payroll figures. There are 13,634 minority owned
businesses in Hawaii, but only 2,991 have paid employees. The majority
of these firms is owned by Japanese-Americans.
~-~--------~- ~-- ----------
~
n
.... '
0
I
Table 111-16.
-FINANCIAL AND STOCK MARKET DATA FOR MAJOR HAWAII CORPORATIONS: 19n ?,1
0
='
. ~
.....
Standard Price range 01 slock n
Tolal Net & Poor's Cash Annual ."
"'1sales. income. Quality 1960-1976 1977 dividend earninos 0Company Principal bu~iness 1977 1977 rating. per sha re, per share. H'l.....(Sl.000) ($1.000) Mar. 1978 High Low High Low 1977 1977' .....(l)
Amlac. Inc.................. Processed food. retail, hotel .•... , .. 1.322,107 16.004 a· 41 'h 5'/. 17'~ 13'/. 1.00 122 0H'lCastle & Cooke ............. Processed and fresh loods .......... 1.018,764 45.050 A- 26% 37t. 18V. 13'/. 0.7Zl 2.15 rtDillin~ham Corp. '" ......... Maritime. construction. property ..... 856.S46 4.564 S· 12'/. 0.52 026 ::r41 'h 4 7 (l)Pacilic Resources ............ Petro relining. gas utility ............ 397,050 6.067 B· 15'1. 4 9'~ 7. 0.294 1.00 enrtAlexander & Baldwin .... , ... Sugar. shipping ..................... 356.4&6 19,714 B 413/. 6'/. 17¥. 14'/. 1.20 2.14 ~rtHawaiian Electric ........... Electric utility ............ , ......... (l)256.334 17.447 A 39V. 14 V. 26'/. 23'1. 1.92 3.15 0C. Brewer & Co.............. Sugar. land develp .• investment ...... 237.116 4,934 B 30 7 17'~ 9V. 0 1.08 H'lHawaiian Telephone ...•.•... Telephone utility ............. , ... ,. 195,736 26.621 (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA) (NA) iHawaiian Airlines .... " .•... Hawaii interisland air service ........ 79.487 634 B- 2"'1 lV. 4'h 31't 0.15 O.4D
.... 'Maui Land & Pine ........... Canned pineapple. land develp....... 65.361 3,112 B 21 'h 5 15 11 0.4<l 1.95 .... 'Amelco Corp.z .•.........•.. Cbnstruction. manf. concrete prd..... 54.096 -468 (NR)
- - 1'/. 'I. 0 ~.33Aloha Airlines .............. Hawaii interisland air service ........ 50.216 1.560 B- , 27'h 1V. 4¥a Zv. 0.10 0.73
NA Not available.
NR Not rated.
, Prim:lry basis. excluding extraordinary items.
J For fiscal years ended Septemtxlr 30. stoclt price as reported by Bache Halsey Stuart Inc., Honolulu.
Source; Corporate annual reports; Standard & Poor's, Stock Guide. April. 1978; "C8oCJoins Amfac in Billion Dollar Club", Honolulu Advertiser, March 21, 1978, p. C-7.
Source: The State of Hawaii D<.~a Book· 1978, Table 259, p. 237
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Table 11I-17. -CHARACTERISTICS OF BUSINESS UNITS, BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP:
1976
(Excludes government and self-employed workers.)
Major industry group
Number of
establish-
ments
Number of
employees.
mid-March
Payroll (S1,{X)O)
First
Quarter Annual
Total ; .......•.
Agricultural services. forestry. fisheries ................••
Mining .
Contract construction .............................•....
Manufacturing' .................................•.....•
Food and kindred products .....................•.....
Apparel and other textile products '" .
Transportation and other public utilities .
Wholesale trade ..................................•... ,
Retail trade' .
Eating and drinking places .
Finance. insurance and real estate .
Services' , .....•......
Hotels and other lodging places .
Health services .
Nonclassiliable es lablishments ..
17,271
184
14
1;490
797
193
129
732
1,410
4.846
1.315
2,358
5.072
215
1,006
368
252.252
1,380
237
22.038
22.935
9,733
3,378
24.674
15.364
69,132
26.362
21,708
74.194
18.989
11.981
590
5n.390
2.892
710
78.834
59.781
24.228
5,135
80.600
44.626
105.609
30,337
51.900
151,735
33,432
32.534
705
2.412.122
12.348
2.517
320.214
257.587
. 111.951
22.042
337.310
181,599
444.937
124.726
217.801
631.832
136.311
139,705
5.975
1 Includes subgroups not shown separately.
Source: U.S..Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns. 1976. Hawoil: CBP-76-13 (July 1978). pp. 1·2.
Source: The State of Howaii Data Book 1978, Table 255, 'P. 234
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4.0 Cost of Living
1II-38
The cost of living in Hawaii is extremely high. According to the
State government (DPED,1979:222):
An "intermediate" budget for a four-person family living on Oahu
was estimated at $23,099 as of the Autumn of 1978. This family
budget was 24 percent higher than the corresponding urban United
States average, and was second only to Anchorage among major
American metropolitan areas ...•Hawaii-Mainland differentials
were greatest for rents and personal income taxes and least for
clothing, social security payments, and transportation. An
"intermediate" budget for a retired couple in Honolulu came to
$8,107 in the Autumn of 1977, 13 percent above the U.S. urban
average.
Differences in money income among the islands is partly captured in
Table III-18.
5.0 Poverty
The family income levels established as poverty thresholds by the
U.S. Community Services Administration distinguish between farm and
nonfarm families; family size is also considered. Table 111-19 reports
the family income poverty guidelines as of the summer of 1979. In the
mdd-1970s 10.4 percent·of the Oahu population, 11.5 percent of the Maui
and Kauai County populations, and 18.8 percent of the Hawaii County
population were designated as poverty stricken.
6.0 Data Problems
6.1 Oversights in Industrial Activity Reporting: "Pakalolo"
Marijuana is the biggest cash crop in Hawaii. At least 500 tons are
harvested annually at a ''wholesale'' value of $2 billion. According to
the Honolulu Advertiser news report of September 12, 1979, "Pakalolo [the
Hawaiian word for marijuana] Clouds Economy Picture," State officials
say that the "voluminous 'Hawaii Data Book,' which contains 422
Table 11I-18. -- TOTAL MONEY n~COHE IN 1975 OF FAHILIES AND UNRELATED l.NDIVIDUALS
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA, AND PERSONS, BY SEX: SPRING 1976
[Numbers of families, unrelated individuals, and persons in thousands.]
Families Unrelated individuals Persons 1/
State Other State Other
Total money income in 1975 total 'Oahu fs1ands total Oahu islands Male Female
All income levels ...... 201 160 41 66 52 14 296 236
Under $2,000 J./ ............. 4 3 1 9 6 3 37 67
$2,000 to $3,999 ·........... 7 5 1 15 10 5 34 50
$4,000 to $5,999 ·........... 12 9 2 9 7 1 27 38
$6,000 to $7,999 ·........... 13 10 3 8 7 1 30 32
$8,000 to $9,999 ·........... 12 10 J 8 7 1 29 20
$10,000 to $11,999 ·......... 15 11 4 5 4 1 26 12
$12,000 to $14,999 ·......... 21 15 5 4 4 - 36 9
$15,000 to $19,999 ·......... 33 25 8 5 4 1 38 6
$20,000 to $24,999 ·......... 30 24 6 2 2 - 19 2
$25,000 to $49,999 ·......... 50 42 8 2 1 -
$50,000 and over 5 5 1 21 2·........... - - -
Median income 3/ .•.••• do11ars 17,170 18,228 15,923 6,180 6,815 3,432 9,489 4,082
Mean income .•.••.•••• do11ars 19,789 20,218 113,119 7,950 8,577 5,581 11,282 5,182
1/ Reported for persons in households, 14 years old and over as of Sp~ing 1976, with
income in 1975. Persons 14 years old and over as of Spring 1976 but without income in 1975
numbered ap,proximately 107,000 (27,000 males and 80,000 females).
2/ For persons, refers to incomes of $1 to $1,999 or loss.1/ Corresponding medians for 1969 income, reported by the 1970 census, were as follows:
for families, $11,554 Statewide, $12,035 on Oahu, and $9,756 on the other islands; for un-
related individuals, $2,981 Statewid~, $3,013 on Oahu, and $2,702 on the other islands; for
persons, $6,528 for males and $3,222 for females. The 1970 data, unlike those for 1976,
included persons living in military barracks.
Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census, "Honey Income and Poverty Status in 1975 of Families
and Persons in the United States and the West Region, by Divisions and States (Spring 1976
Survey of Income and Education)," Current Population Reports, Consumer Income, Series P-60.
Nr-. "" (J1I1v 1q7fn. nn. 17<;-1.77.
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Table 111-19-- FAMILY INCOHE POVERTY ·GUIDE-
LINES: JUNE 6, 1979
[In dollars. These family income levels are
poverty thresholds used by the Community
Services Administration, effective June 6,
1979. to determine eligibility. for Federal
programs for the poor.]
Family size Nonfarm family Farm family
1 ·.......... 3,930 3.3502 ·.......... 5,190 4,420
3 ·.......... 6.450 5.490
41/ ........ 7,710 6,560
5 ·.......... 8,970 7,6306 1/ ........ 10.230 8,700
1/ Corresponding levels for four-person
families were $6.700 and $5,700 on the Main-
land and $8.380 and $7,130 in Alaska.
2/ .For larger families, add .$1.260 for
each ;dditional member in a nonfarm family.
and $1,070 for each additional member in a
farm family.
Source: Community Services Adminis-
tration, "CSA Income Poverty Guidelines
(Revised)," CSA Instruction 6004-1L, in
Federal Register, Vol. 44, No. 89 (~~y 7.
1979), pp. 26745-26746.
...
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statistical tables on·everything from birth rates to building permits to
·munbers of stoplights in Hawaii,. has only brief reference to
marijuana--and that based on an Advertiser news story quoting Big Island
police. officials.
'~e Data Book figures on agriculture note that some authorities
think illegal crops such a~ marijuana 'have sales greater than those of
all legal crops. Shipments of pakalolo from H~waii County alone have
been estimated at 250,000 pounds annually, with annual sales from these
shipments running from $250 million to $750 million. '"
6.2 Unemployment Figures
Unemployment figures for Hawaii are often confusing in that
discrepancies exist between the State Labor Department and the Current
Population Survey Reports. The State Labor Director has questioned the
validity of Current Population Survey adjustment factors mandated by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. These techniques seem to accurately
estimate unemployment for the United States as a whole and for large
areas, but the sample for Hawaii is so small that the adjustments cause
many aberrations in the labor force unemployment data.
6.3 Ethnic Stock and Employment Status
Official employment data seldom capture the social stratification
which results in unequal representation of some ethnic groups in the more
highly rewarded positions of the economy. Contrasting the ethnic
identity of physicians (Table III-20Y with that of welfare recipients
..
(Table 111-21) makes the point-that some ethnic groups enjoy a higher
standard of living in Hawaii. Table 111-22 shows the relationship of
ethnic stock to employment status in 1975. Research pertaining to
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TobIe 111-20.
Physic:1ans Licensed Bv the State of I:Lwn!i
Total: 2340 Non-Residents: 730 Total Residents: 1610
Caucasian 1,214 516 698
Japanese 319 48 271
Chinese . ·267 S2 215
FiHp1no 63 9 54
~orean 30 2 28
Part-HaIJaiian 15 0 1~
Puerto-Rican 1 0 1
Negro 1 1 0
HaIJai1an 0 0 0
Other 27 1 26
Unkno\JTl 403 101 302'
Source: Statistical Report. Department of Health. ,"
State of HaIJaii, 1975. Table 2, p. 8.
...
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Table '111-21.
Racial Background of Adults and Children Receiving
Financial Assistance, Medical Care, and Food Stam~s
Race
Ha~aiian and part-Ha~aiian
Caucasian
Filipino
. ,
Mixed R.aces ",,'
Japanese
Saooan
Puerto Rican
Chinese
.1<orean
Negro
Number
22.363
8,788
8,136
3,390
3,895
1,442
763
330
255
Percent of Ethnic
population
15.7
5.7
11.1
14.1
1.6
73.0
27.9
2.3
5.8
3.8
Not-reported 12,852
Source: Socia-Economic Characteristics of Minorities in Ha~aii,
Table 10, p. 17.
..
[~ot available for K;\\I;11 COllnty.]
._-=.=====:=.:=-=-====..;;====..::::::r=======--=-====:.::::::y:= ==-_-:::====--====-:===~=======~=======
Table 11I-22. -- F..THlHC STOCK OF EHPLOYED AND UNE~\PL()YED PERSONS. nm SPECIFIED AREAS: 1~7S
~
n
....
o
I
Wg
o
~,
n
"'d
"1
o
H')
....
I-'
~
o
H')
r-t
::T
~
(/)
r-t
$I)'
r-t
~
o
H')
f
....
....
80
9
13
171
37
Haui CountyHm,';1f i County
Unemp 1eyed Emp~Y"d-tUn_c_m_p_l_o_y_e_d_t-_E.m__p_l_o_y C_d.__-+-_U_n_e_t!i_.'P_lo_}_'._e_d
28 , 532 t 26 , 09 5 --4 __2_-,-,6_6_8__-+-__2l_~,-6_4._?_ _ 2 , 650
8,284 4,Cllg I 610 5,B56 812
5,923 ! 10,22S' 675 7,665 501
3,190 ! ~~-4J2 151 3,702 317
257 ! 540 60 50S 38'
5,093 i 4.SJ'J 610 3,876 672
1,104 381 8 230
604 85 37 100
811 2,042 21~ 1.061
1St 211 35 80
541 38 22 38
418 21 20 57
1,653 l,J~Y 21H 1,295
497 150 8 174
79 9
Oahu
56,588
88.438
26,363
2,317
28,671
18,060
3,813
7,108
956
1.271
1.432
11,335
2,405
248.755
EmployedEthnic stock
Total
~;ot available
C~ucasian. exc. Portuguese •
Ja?an~s(: ...•.••.........•..
Filipino ....•..............
H:1~'3 i ian ......•..........•.
Part Ha· aiian ..
Chinese ...•....•.........•.
Korean •..•..••••.•••.••••••
Portuguese •••••••••••••••.•
Puerto Rican •••••••••••••••
Sar.toan •••..•.••••.••.•..•..
Black •.•........••..••••...•
~!ixed. exc. Part Ilil...,aiian •.
Other .•...••.••• '..••••.••••
Source: Ha...,aii State Department of Labor and Industrial Rela[ion~, Lah0r Force I~f0r~~[ion for
Affirmative Action Programs (April 1978). tables 7 and 8,
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institutional racism in the Islands is badly needed. Energy developents
should be viewed for their potential for encouraging a more equitable
distribution of resources.
D. Government
1.0 History
Hawaii's political history has been turbulent and cont~oversial. It
has gone from a semi-feudal inheritance (1819), to a constitutional
monarchy (1840), to a provisional government (1893), to a republic
(1894), to a territory annexed to the U.S.A. (1898), to an American state
(1959) .
2.0 Government Structure Today
Government in Hawaii is unique among American states in the
simplicity of its structure and its high degree of centralization. There
are only five governmental units in Hawaii, excluding the Federal
government: the State; the City and County of Honolulu which is
coterminous with the island of Oahu; the County of Hawaii, a single
island; the County of Kauai, which includes the isla~ds of Kauai and
Niihau; and Maui County, comprised of th~ islands of Maui, Lanai, and
Molokai. Kalawao, which includes the Kalaupapa Settlement, is sometimes
considered a separate county, sometimes as part of the island of MOlokai
and thus of Maui County.
First established in 1905, the county governments have begun to gain
same importance in recent years; however, the State administers many
services that fall under local purview in Mainland states; examples are
the provision of health, education, and welfare functions. For shifts in
public policy as dramatic as energy self~sufficiency, the uniquely
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streamlined character of local government provides an opportunity for
decisive action.
The extreme concentration of authority is partly due to the dominant
position of the city of Honolulu, a veritable primatal city. The Capital
is the center of all political, financial, economic, social, and cultural
exchange throughout the island chain. Honolulu·is also the only
.political subdivision with the powers and responsibilities of a city
government. Indeed the City/County of Honolulu's operating expenditures
of $304,953,000 in 1978 were more than nine times the combined figure for
the three other county governments. These expenditures may be compared
to those of the State in the same year, $1.5 billion.
The political scene in Hawaii is currently dominated by the
Democratic Party. Residents of Japanese ancestry are the most active in
politics. Both of these conditions has been true since the late 1950s.
E. Public Services
1.0 Libraries and MUseums
The two major libraries in Hawaii are the tlniversity libraries and
the State Library in Honolulu. Numerous small libraries exist, both
private and public, thoughout the islands. The two most attended museums
are lolani Palace and the Bernice P. Bishop MUseum and Planetarium.
2.0 Municipal Services
Ambulance services on all but Oahu are provided by the State's
Department of Health. The City/County of Honolulu and three private
companies handle ambulance services on Oahu. Fire protection is provided
by county governments as is police protection. (There is no State police
force.) Water supplies are systemized in Kauai, Honolulu, and Maui
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Counties; in Hawaii County some households (a reported 12 percent) rely
on individual sources such as wells, streams, and rain catchment tanks ..
3.0 Health
In 1977 the State had 22 acute care facilities (with 2,241 beds), 32
skilled nursing and intermediate care facilities (with 2,133 beds), and
252 care homes (with 1,666 beds). There were 2,254 permanent physicians
and surgeons, 788 dentists, 6,818 registered nurses, and 513 pharmacists
when surveyed by the State in 1978. Vital indexes generally reflect the
high health standards of Hawaii; life expectancy at birth for both sexes
was 73.6 in 1969-1971, the highest in the Nation. The official vital
statistics summarize traditional quality of health measures and therefore
could be improved conceptually (Rae, 1980).
4.0 Social Insurance and Welfare Services
The State's Department of Planning and Economic Development (1978:
161) summarizes public and private programs relating to social welfare as
follows:
Total public welfare costs reached $194 million in fiscal
1977, compared with $46.6 million in 1970 and $9.3 million in
1960. About 59 percent of the 1977 total came from State funds
and the remainder from the Federal government. The monthly
average number of persons served by major welfare programs in
1977 was 81,938, or 9.3 percent of the population of the State
at the beginning of the year. Almost two-thirds of all public
assistance payments and one-half of all recipient case3 were
accounted for by aid to families with dependent children. Five
percent of all welfare cases early in 1978 were recent migrants
to Hawaii. The average monthly payment per case for public
assistance was $308, or twice as much as in 1969. Participation
in the food stamp program included 37,000 households ~d 108,000
persons. Among workers receiving Unemployment compensation in
1977, weekly benefits averaged $88.68. More than 96,000 Hawaii
residents were receiving Social Security benefits as of the end
of 1976, and about 60,'000 were enrolled for Medicare. There
were also 10,099 State and County government pensioners in 1977,
with annual benefits in excess of $59 million. The Aloha United
Way spent $6.5 million on Oahu during 1977.
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5.0 Recreation
Partly to provide visitors with recreational destinations, there is
a wide range of recreational and cultural facilities throughout the
State. Hawaii has five national parks, 61 state parks, 590 county parks,
45 county parks, 45 golf courses, 241 tennis courts, 1,883 small-boat
moorages, 1,600 recognized. surfing sites, and 24.4 miles of. safe sandy,
accessible beaches. Numerous entertainment spqts provide evening
pleasure to visitors and residents. In addition there' are frequent
orchestral concerts, touring engagements of professional entertainers,
and professional athletic competitions.
Many residents enjoy an active sportive life made possible by the
temperate climate and island setting. Participation in recreational
activities reported by the State for 1975 may be found in Table 111-23.
6.0 Transportation
MOst local travel in Hawaii is by private automobile. With 3,862
miles of streets and highways in the State no island has circumpherential
paved road. Local bus service is provided only on t~e island of Oahu
were 67,746,396 passengers in 1978 more ~han doubled the figure of 1970.
Solutions to increasing traffic congestion are being sought for
Honolulu. The City/County appears interested in participating in a
Federal project to construct a fixed guideway system known as the
Honolulu Area Rapid Transit (HART). The State prefers the construction
of a highway to serve a completely different section of the ,Island. No
doubt the issue will be resolved in the political arena.
MOst interisland travel is now by air, provided by two scheduled
airlines and a number of air taxis. Interisland and transpacific air
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Table 111-23. -PARTICIPATION IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES: 1975
Activity occasions per
1,000 population)
Activities
Walking, jogging .................•
Hiking .......•.........•.•.......
Camping ..................•....•.
Group camping .............•....•
Picnicking .•......................
Hunting, shooting ................•
Archery .
Golf .
Swimming. sunbathing .
Diving ....................•....•.
Surfing .
Boating .
Canoe paddling .
Fishing .
Game playing ,.
Tennis ....................•.....•
Attending outdoor events .
Bicycling ~ .
Motorcycling .
Other activities .
Weekend
97.0
11.5
38.4
1.9
103.0
3.4
0.7
20.8
176.0
22.0
30.3
14.5
5.3
32.4
74.0
9.7
62.7
84.6
5.3
22.6
Weekday
103.0
6.0
10.5
1.0
23.0
0.8
0.8
4.7
83.3
6.8
19.1
2.0
2.5
11.8
83.8
14.2
15.3
81.7
3.1
12.5
Percent of
total par-
ticipation by
visitorsT
21
·1
15
26
8
9
17
4
6
17
, Hawaii residents only.
2 Visitor activity occasions as percent of sum of visitor activity occasions and peak resident
activity occasions.
Source of tables 137 and 138: Aotani & Hartwell Associates. Inc.• State Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan Technical Report (December 1975), pp. 36. 37, 44. and 54.
Source: The State of Hawaii Data Book 1978, Table 138, p. 133
..
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travel is big business in Hawaii·, the number of revenue passengers having
risen tremendously over the past few decades. Air passengers increased
from 224,000 in 1959 to 7.3 million in 1978.
There are 11 commercial airports, 45 general aviation, military, or
private airports and 14 civilian heliports in Hawaii. There are eight
commercial harbors; in 1977, 1,589 overseas vessels arrived·at the Port
of Honolulu.
7.0 Communications
Traditional communication facilities and their 1978 use are listed
in Table 111-24. Because of its unique geographical position, Hawaii's
future in telecommunications is particularly bright. Developments in
this field are likely to tie the Pacific Islands more firmly together.
Sensitive issues relating to the introduction of new technology abound.
F. Energy in Hawaii
1.0 Energy Production2
1.1 Historical Perspectives
As Hawaii has no fossil fuel reserves, the history of energy
production in Hawaii is one of rapidly moving from a small, self-reliant
agricultural setting to a Western-modelled plantation economy which
introduced technologies like the steam engine and later the internal
combustion engine with their dependence on imported petroleum. Later
events which accompanied modern travel capabilities have contributed to a
huge "local" petroleum appetite.
Early Hawaiians produced fire by rubbing together twigs from the hau
tree (Hibiscus tiliaceus). The people distinguished between the wooden
stick that was twirled (the 'aulima) and the grooved twig (the 'aunaki)
;---------_... -------------.
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Table 111-24. Traditional Communication Facilities in 1978
Postal
Number of Post Offices
Pieces of Mail
Telephone
Number of telephones
Number of local calls
originated
Number of interisland calls
completed
Number of transpacific calls
(in and out)
Telegraph
Number of messages
(in and out)
Radio
Number of stations
Television
Number of stations
Number of cable 1V companies
Number of cable subscribers
Newspapers
Number of dailies
Circulation of three English
language dailies
76
249 million
628,000
1.6 billion
7.0 million
17.1 million
307,000
34
15
10
87,000
7
211 ,500
..
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in which the 'aulima was rubbed. The kukui tree (Aleurites Mbluccana)
produced nuts rich in oil and this or fish oil .was used to fuel early
lamps until whale oil was introduced in the 1800s."
When the steam engine was first introduced in the sugar industry,
wood fueled the engines; later bagasse, the fibrous product of sugar cane
milling, was used as well. When the shipping industry converted to
.steam, oil had to be imported to supply re-fueling ships.
Hawaiian Electric Company, first incorporated in 1891, was granted a
franchise to supply electricity to Honolulu in 1893. Honolulu Gas
Company followed incorporation in 1904. Since the turn of the century
they have been dependent almost entirely on outside sources to supply
their customers' demands. HECO w~olly owns Hawaiian Electric Light
Company (HELCO) which generates electricity on the Big Island. Kauai
Electric, Maui Electric, and Mblokai Electric are the three companies
supplying the other islands. All public utilities are regulated by the
Public Utilities Commission and the Public Utilities Division of the
Hawaii Department of Regulatory Agencies.
1.2 Current Energy Production
Currently Hawaii is almost completely dependent on imPOrted
petroleum products. Indigenous energy resources utilized to generate
electricity are the combustion of biornass--mainly bagasse--and a small
amount of stream-harnessed hydropower. Thus energy needs are not
satisfied by local production; rather they depend on importation of oil
from outside sources, mostly foreign. Electrical generation by the
public utilities is presented in Table 111-25.
The vulnerabi1ty of Hawaii is further highlighted when the
Table 111-25. SUfl.\RY OF ElLCTRlCAL ro£RAnOO BY roBl.IC tmLITIES IN IlAUAII, 1918
roJrn PLANr INSTN.lJ.!J CAPACITI NIT !'Ul 1YPE OF TIrE Of FUEL OIt.(UO'..sm P/I...OCA11ON f{>g<J ....Jtts 1 county <::EN~RAn:D GnlERA1'005 rua roNSU'lPTI ON
(MJ) Tot 11 1 (HJ) Barrels FIlm
(Wl\) - I\'!~A II toN tl..I:cnuc CD.
Hcno1u1u 180.0 n 262,216 Steill'll Res fdual 559,579 3,"87.660
\la IlIU 532.4 44 1,87/, ,"21 Steam/Ga. ~bIne Resldl~1/Dfesel 3,281.917 20,"20,177
Kllhe /.97.0 41 3,193.992 5te6ll'l Res fdual 4,960.975 31,587,978
SYS'11J1 lUTAt. : 1,209.4 100 5.330,629 8,802.531 55,495,815
IW~I1 - It-\hlAl1 ULCTRIC tlmT 00.
WlIlskes 23.9 23 28,859 Stem! Ret! {dUll 1 13,325 "62,281
Knnoelf'hua 58.6 51 233,170 Steam/C8s Turbine/Dle.el Residual/Diesel 473,973 2,982,311
Pweo 5.3 J 14,956 Dlesel/llydro Dle!:el 10 58
\lJI~1I 11.3 II 4,164 Diesel Diesel 7,690 44,372
Ye-Jho1e 5.5 6 3.669 Diesel Diesel 6,590 38,025
1.'1I111U 1.1 '0 5,393 Hydro
SYS11J"l 'IUT'At.: 102.)* 100 . 290,211 561,588 3,527,053
twIt - HAUl tUx;nuc 00.
Kllhu1ui 39.5 41 221,619 Ste8lll Res idUlll 498,660 3,144,046
H.1a 1a~a 45.2 53 180,321 Diesel Diesel 305,173 1,160.856
SYSTIM IDfAI. BJ. .1 100 "01,9/.0 803.833 4,904,902
• Th~ system totel represent. firm instlllied capacity: hydroelectric capacity at the Waiau and Puuco plant. is IntermIttent, and is not
Included In the .ystem total, The hydropower generetor at Puueo represents 2.3 HW of the total 5.3 HW Installed ca~,clty at that
fllcillty.
SOJRCE: H~alian Electric Company, September, 1979.
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source of its petroleum is documented •. About 63 percent of the State's
crude oil and petroleum products supply is shipped directly from foreign
sources. Crude oils, destined for two refineries on Oahu, originate in
Saudia Arabia, Oman, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Alaska. Petroleum products
arrive from California, the Caribbean, and Singapore to meet the demand·
.that cannot be met by refinery capacities. Neighbor Islands are supplied
from Oahu product terminals and California refineries by barges and
tankers (DPED, 1980). Such reliance on foreign sources of petroleum
makes Hawaii extremely vulnerable to turmoil in the global oil market.
2.0 Energy Consumption
2.1 Historical Perspectives
Early Hawaiians used fire to heat stones to steam food and to light
torches. Later their huts were illuminated by oil lamps. Eventually the
wooden stoves introduced by the missionaries were replaced by gas and
electric ovens. Residential consumption has expanded with the
availability of appliances. The average consumption in 1920 was 301 kWhr
per customer per year. Forty years later it· was over 5,000 kWhr; in 1978
it was 7,347 kWhr per residential customer.
Industrial consumption began with the first sugar mills. Events in
the shipping industry were similar in that there has been a move from
mechanical to steam to the internal combustion engine.
2.2 Current Energy Consumption
Airplane fuel has revolutionized "local" consumption such that today
..
in Hawaii, jet fuel accounts for the largest single fuel consumption
category. Almost one-third. of the total energy used in Hawaii is for jet
transport of people and cargo transport to supply the Islands. (See
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Table 111-26.) Figure 111-5 compares petroleum consumption by fuel type
in Hawaii and the United States as a whole. This.chart is followed by
one reporting petroleum consumption by economic sector. Thelatter
demonstrates the overwhelming domination of transportation which reflects
tourism as the basis of the State's economy.
Demographer Eleanor Nordyke (1977: 107) notes that energy
. consumption has outstripped expectations related to sheer pqpu1ation
increases:
Islanders are now dependent upon the availability of
petroleum as fuel for transportation, production of
electricity, and related energy uses. While the population
(including tourists) has increased by 27 percent in
1963-1973 decade, fuel consumption has increased by 178,
the use of electricity by 132 percent, and the use of
manufactured gas by 83 percent •..
These facts suggest that the relationship between energy use and
lifestyle is fairly established, that there is considerable room for
conservation, and that more fundamental changes in the social structure
may be required for this to come about. Slowing the economic growth rate
is one suggestion made by Nordyke (1977: 116): .
Econonuc and population growth contribute to the increased
consumption of scarce resources. As land and industries
are developed, energy needs expand. A lowered growth rate
would help reduce the pressures of energy requirements.
G. Energy Policy Making in Hawaii
1.0 Introduction
Since energy self-sufficiency is such a drastic departure from
the current state of affairs, uncertainty marks the general mood.
Lack of information, expertise, and experience in both conservation
and production mean that points of view are only being formed as
alternatives are being proposed; real decisions have yet to be made.
Table 111-26. -- ENERGY CONSUMPTION, BY FUEL Ar-.'D CONSilltING SECTOR: 1975
(In tr1 11 ions of Btu]
All Electric Transpor-
Fuel sectors utilities Residential Corranerc ia1 Industrial tation
All fuels 1/ ........ " " 20R.86 58.58 8.06 7.60 27.46 125.50
.
Gasoline ................... 35.95 - - 0.52 0.28 35.15
Excluding aviation ....... 35.60
- - 0.52 0.28 34.80
Aviation ................. 0.35 - - - - 0.35
Distillate oil and kerosene 11.61 5.99 0.99 0.01 1.19 5.02Diesel fuel ................ 3.74
- - - 2.18
Residual oil ............... 67.43 52.40 - 0.57 7.92 6.55
Liquid petroleum gas ]) .... 3.50 - 1. 36 0.15 1. 95 0.22
Jet fuel ................... 78.55
- - - - 78.55
Nettural gas ................
- - - - - -
Coal and coke ... " .. " " " " " . " . - - -
- - -
Nuclear and hydro
electricity
" " " " " " . " " " .. " . 0.20 0.20 - - - -
Electricity purchased 1/ ... - - 5.70 3.78 8.67 -
Asphalt and road oil
" " ."" .. "
2.58 - . -' 2.58 - -
Feedstocks
.. " . " . " " " " .... " " " 5.28 - - - 5.28 -
Electric sales . " . " " ." ... " . " 18.15 18.15 - - - -
1/ Total for all sectors exclude6 electricity purchased.
2/ Detail does not add to indicated total. for unstated reason.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy. Energy Information Administration, Federal Energy Data
System (FEDS). Statistical Summary, February 1978. pp. 151. 293. 435. 577, 719. and 861.
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Figure 111-4. u.s.
1975
Source: State of Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development,
State Energy Office. Eneray Use in Hawaii. Honolulu; Hawaii; 1977.
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Figure 11I-5.' HAWAI I PETROLEUH CONsur~PTION BY ECONOMIC SECTOR
t-bwoii State Senate, Economic Deve lopment and Energy Committee ,'legislative Ene"rgy RD&D
Works h:>p f-bndbook, t-bno/ulu, /-bwaii, November 1979.
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The next ten years should be crucial since ''we will be locked into a
particular energy pattern that will ramify throughout the economy and
socio-political structure in such a way real reversal may not be
possible" (Nader and Beckerman, 1978: 25).
Ten years also represents the optimistic goal for Hawaii's
electrical se1f~suf£iciency. The State's efforts have been directed
mainly toward research capabilities at the University, obtaining
Federal financing, and planning for development within the State
government. Prime responsibility for alternative production efforts
within the executive branch has been given to the Director of the
multi-agency Department of Planning and Economic Development. Both
chambers of the part-time State Legislature have energy committees.
2.0 Energy Self-Sufficiency: The State's Goal
There are so many activities in the energy area today that it is
premature to expect a public policy more coherent than the desired
reduction in the State's near total dependence on imported
petroleum. Policy goals range from President Carter's optimism of
"complete energy independence" for Hawaii by 1990 to the statement of
the State Energy Resources Coordinator, Hideto Kono, that ''whether we
achieve self-sufficiency by 1990 or 2000, there is a strong
determination to achieve the goal" (Honolulu Star-Bulletin July 3,
1979).
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2.1 Definitional Caveats
The phrase "energy self-sufficiency" has a mnnber of meanings
and referents (Auer, 1977). Self-sufficient has been used to mean
total independence from imported raw materials or energy materials
and it has been used to refer generally to some acceptable (but
reduced) dependence on imported fuels. Self-sufficient may also be
qualified by a particular consuming sector as reflected in statements
like "electrical/residential self-sufficiency." Another distinction
that must be made is the geographic boundary referred to; care must
be taken to determine whether self-sufficiency is aimed for the
state, county, island, district, town, community, neighborhood,
building unit, or individual household. In sum, -assessments of
impacts must consider contextual variables of actors, locations,
time, and sector.
2.2 State Activities in Promoting Energy Self-Sufficiency
Some examples of public intervention in Hawaii's energy matters
spurred by the 1973-7( oil embargo are the GASPLAN for mandatory
gasoline rationing, the Governor's 1974 instruction that State
agencies had to reduce by 2S percent the mileage driven on State
business; the compliance with the Federally mandated speed limit of
S5 miles-per-hour; and the granting of emergency powers to the
Governor in the event of a fuel shortage.
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In 1974 three legislative actions were aimed at enhancing the State's
organizational capability for realizing the energy future desired in
Hawaii. The Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) was created as a
research unit of the University of Hawaii at Manoa (Act 235). The
Natural Energy Laboratory (NELH) on state-owned land on the Island of
Hawaii was created in 1974; it now comes under the administrative purview
of the Dep~rtment of Planning and Economic Development. A third
significant organizational action of the 1974 legislature was the
creation of the position of Energy Resources Coordinator in the Office of
the Governor; in 1978 this position was transferred to the Director of
the multi-agency Department of Planning and Economic Development.
The duties of the Energy Resources Coordinator are, among other
things, to formulate plans and programs for the optimum development of
Hawaii's energy resources; to coordinate the State's energy conservation
and allocation programs; to explore alternative sources of energy; and to
conduct public education programs.
The Hawaii State Plan adopted by the 1978 State Legislature called
for energy policy actions that were quite general:
(1) to accelerate research, development and demonstration of new
indigenous energy sources;
(2) to provide adequate and dependable power and communication
services to accommodate demand at prices which reflect economic.costs;
(3) to ensure a sufficient supply of energy to enable Power systems
to support the demands of growth;
(4) to promote prudent use of power and other energy supplies
through conservation and energy-efficient practices;
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(5) to ensure the development and/or expansion of power systems
and sources while adequately considering environmental, public
health and safety concerns, and resourse limitations; and
(6) "to promote the use of indigenous energy sources.
2.2.1 The State Energy Plan
There are 12 functional plans covering public functions such as
transportation, housing, tourism, health, and education. By 1979,
the State had prepared a separate functional plan, the State Energy
Plan. From a range of roles that state governments could play,
Hawaii has chosen active support of research and dev.elopment of
alternative energy resources, including geotherm~l. The selection of
the government-as-industry-supporter role does not mean that State
officials have not articulated a direction for private development.
The direction evolving appears (1) to stress alternative energy
production rather than conservation, (2) to support efforts aimed at
satisfying present co~sumption patterns, (3) to see development occur
as rapidly as possible, and (4) to support the maximum development
possible. These directions have been selected in conjunction with
leaders of private industry but wihout regard to conflicts with other
functional plans and without meaningful input from the general
citizenry.
That the general public has not been meaningfully consulted may
reflect an unwitting repeat of historical assumptions that
technological solutions to problems are automatically superior and
that people represent barriers to technological implementation.
Decision makers may also have overlooked that conservation--which
--------------------------------------
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will require a shift in citizen behavior--wou1d reduce the end-use
needs that technological solutions attempt to satisfy. Thus, goals
based on conservative end-use figures may be wiser than putting into
place technological policies that do not enhance the quality of life
in the Isiands. Perhaps policy-makers and planners are frustrated in
their ability to involve the public. A social impact assessment
process built around the concept of public contributions could ease·
this situation.
3.0 Energy Policy and Quality of Life
In a review of the literature on energy policy and the quality
of life, Nader and Beckerman (1978: 25) show that resolves that
concern improving the quality of life would require the following
caveats:
(1) Abrupt rises or declines in energy use should be avoided;
(2) Production should be matched to consumption in scale; that
is, neither process should be overwhelmingly larger than the
other; .
(3) Production should respond to consurnption--and consurners--in
administrative decisions. There should be channels for the
influence of consumer needs on producer policy;
.(4) Consumption should respond not only to production but to
future possibilities of production. There should be channe1sfor
the influence of information about possibilities of production
..
on consumer decisions;
(5) Technologies that are vulnerable in terms of civil rights
and liberties, and in terms of health and safety, requite a
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focus on the supply form, an emphas~s upon the necessity for
. consumers rather than producers of energy to answer the question
of needs;
(6) .Decisions about quality of life issues that are arrived at
oligarchically are decisions imposed rather than agreed upon and
thus run contrary to American traditions.
Because geothermal energy is a resource that can be developed at
a chosen extent, it is particularly appropriate for local areas to be
intricately involved in geothermal policy making. Institutional
arrangements for such local public participation have yet to be
instituted, however. An appropriations bill for socio-economic
research on communities impacted by geothermal development (S.B. No.
1923-80) was not passed by the 1980 Legislature. The opportunity for
decentralized and localized approaches to development which
geothermal energy permits would avoid the dislocations of a crash
program and could enhance the quality of life for Hawaii's
.
residents. These opportunities must be seriously explored.
4.0 State Involvement in Geothermal Energy Development
The general tenor of public policy in energy in general--the
government-as-supporter of private development--is true in the
specific area of geothermal energy. The thrust of government and
industry behavior has developed such that the transmission of
geothermal energy from the island of Hawaii to Oahu has informally
become a State goal. This has occurred despite opposing viewpoints
of residents of the Big Island near the geothermal test well •.
Various government agencies are part of the network of policy
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and planning for geothermal development. They include the State
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), the State Land Use
Commdssion (LUC), the State Department of Planning and Economic
Development (DPED), the Office of Environmental Quality Control
(OEQC), the State Environmental Quality Commission (SEQC), the Office
of the State Attorney General, the Department of' Health (DOH), the
Department of Regulatory Agencies, and the Public Utilities .
Commission. Each county council provides zoning controls based on
their Comprehensive Zoning Code, Development Plans, and General
Plan. Contradictions contained may exist and should be explored for
a comprehensive overview. Table 111-27 presents an outline of
responsibilities and possible roles of government agencies guiding
.
geothermal energy development since 1975.
4.1 The State Geothermal Advisory Council
The State policy has been formulated partly by the State
Geothermal Advisory Council (GAC) which was convened in 1978 to bring
together government planners and private industry. Appointed by
Energy Resources Coordinator Kono, the members represent the
interests of the utilities, drilling firms, dredging companies, land
management corporations, and transportation firms. One member
represents the Native Hawaiians who live in the Puna District of the
Big Island where the HGP-A test well is located.
The GAC was formed for the following reasons:
(1) to provide advice on how to bring geothermal resources to
commercialization in a timely fashion;
(2) to serve as an information exchange for all geothermal
programs active in the State; and
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1II-65
THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND POSSIBLE ROLES
OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY POLICY AND PLANNING FOR HAWAII
o R G A N I Z A T ION
New State Federal
Coun- OEQC DRA/ State Legis- Agen-
Act ivity DLNR DPED ties SEQC AG PUC UH Agency lature C1es
-- -- - -- -
Resource
Management,
Leasing,
Drilling X
Energy
Planning X X
Energy
Policy X X X X X X X
EIS X X X
Rates
(Private
Cos.) X
R&D X X X
Resource
Develop-
ment X X
Electricity
Generation X X
Electricity
Distribu-
tion X X
Abbreviations:
DLNR - Department of Land and Natural Resources
DPED - Department of Planning and Economic Development
OEQC - Office of Environmental Quality Control
SEQC - State Environmental Quality Commission
AG - Attorney General
DRA - Department of Regulatory Agencies
PUC - Public Utilities Commission
UH - University of Hawaii
Grabbe, E. M. & Kamins, R. M. State Policy Considerations for Geothermal
Development in Hawaii. Pub. by Geothermal Energy Policy Project,
Department of Planning and Economic Development, Honolulu, Hawaii,
April, 1975.
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(3) to act in an advisory capacity under a planning grant hoped
for from the Department of Energy, Division of Geothermal
Resources for the. Energy Technology Office that provides' funding
. for the geothermal commercialization program in the Western
States.
4.2 Geothermal Laws Enacted Between 1972 and 1979
Since 1972 legislative actions pertaining to geothermal· energy
have aimed at creating a more favorable atmosphere for
commercialization, and at specifying the mineral nature of the
resource. Chronologically the statutes are as follows: Act 241
(1974); Act 135 (1978); and Act 62 (1979). Many additional bills
relating to geothermal energy ar~ pending in the 1980 session.
5.0 Potential Contribution of Geothermal by 1990
Actions being considered by the 1980 Legislature in part flow
from the Senate's Committee on Economic Development and Energy. The
Comrndttee's amibitious legislative package is aimed at locally
producing approximately three-quarters of the total energy consumed
in Hawaii by 1990. (See Figure 111-6 for Potential Energy Flows in
State of Hawaii, 1990.)
According to the Hawaii Senate Cornrrdttee on Economic Development
and Energy, the geothermal program objective is to produce 664 MW of
geothermal by 1990, providing 4 billion kwh annually. This could be
accomplished by 13 'modules" of 20 successful wells each; one module
would produce 50 MW. The estimated $1.17 billion in development
costs of this firm power are expected to save $375 million annually
in oil imports (i.e., 7.2 bbl @$52 per barrel). While State
Figure 111-6.
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expenditures will be primarily for research and development almost
all of the necessary capital is expected to be provided by private
sources as long as the market is assured. Although the configuration
or location of the sugge~ted 13 modules awaits geologic study, the
legislative assumption of the ideal of inter-island energy
transmission matches that found in the executive branch of the State
government.
6.0 Funding of Geothermal Energy Projects in Hawaii
As Table 111-28 shows, between 1971 and 1979 expenditures to
enhance the potential geothermal energy have totalled approximately
twelve million dollars. The overwhelming majority of these dollars
has been contributed by the Federal government..
II1. SUMMARY
The brief profile of the State of Hawaii has revealed some data
problems, but the most pressing baseline data deficiencies related to
information needs about social well being and planning and
administrative capabilities.
As the above description suggests, the Hawaiian Islands are
unique as a group and distinct among themselves. The contrasts among
the islands and their communities are remarkable; some shared
challenges are those of being an island community, while others are
unique to a given island. (These will be become clearer as each
island with geothermal potential is described in the two following
chapters.)
Table 111-28.: FUNDING OF ALTffiNATE mERCY PRClCR.A1-1S
By -Source, 1971-1979*
(In thousand of dollars)
PROGRAMS PRIVATE mUNTY STATE FEDERAL 1DTAL
Assessments &Education 59 10 113 1,238 1,420
Geothermal 249 200 1,327 10,017 11,803
Ocean Energy 1,367 5 1,840 19,347 22,559
Bioconvers ion 989 460 1,397. 996 3,842
Insolation, Wind &Hydroelectric 405 89 1,277 9,047 10,818
Appropriate Energy Technology 2 272 274
Operations &Facilities
(HNEI &NE.l.li) 50 3,635 3,685
Electric Vehicle 220 366 586
roTAL 3,079 814 9,811 41,283 54,987
* Expended or coomi tted funding. Some programs extend over several years
and funding wi 11 be expended as needed.
SOURCE: DPED Center for Science Policy and Technology Assessment,
July 1979.
- ------
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Statewide most challenges stem from population pressures and
vulnerabilty. As Nordyke comments (1977: 1):
The rapid rise in population caused by continued
in-migration and natural increase lead to profound changes
in the physical environment of the islands as well as in
the economy, social structure, and life-style. Since 1900,
when only 154,000 persons resided in Hawaii, the population
has grown at an average annual rate of 2.3 percent and is
now approaching one million inhabitants. The effects of
unrestrained growth on the finite island community are
readily visible.
The State government has made tremendous strides in turning its
attention to alternative energy issues. The official position evolving
seems to be of obtaining public financing of research and development
that will encourage private sector involvement. Primary responsibility
for energy planning resides in the Department of Planning and Economic
Development. Policy makers have not made any serious commitment to
involving the residents of the State in energy consumption and production
issues, an unfortunate state of affairs if we are concerned for the
quality of life in Hawaii. Nor have contradictions in official policies
that might be occasioned by the current "informal" thrust of the State's
energy policy--a statewide energy grid--been explored. Two~examples of
possible contradictions that would become problematic in geothermal
energy development are (1) the State policy to disperse the population
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away from Oahu which would not be encouraged by importing energy from
other islands, (2) the promotion of tourism on other islands if
geothermal development means a reduction in scenic lands. Likewise, a
State policy to encourage economic diversification, especially
agricultural diversification, would be more likely under a decentralized
geothermal policy tied to small industrial projects suited to a given
locale.
Citizen participation in energy policy-making and planning should be
encouraged but a viable vehicle has not been discovered.
IV. FOOTNOTES
IMichener quotation provided by Mary Rita Canan in personal
correspondence to the author.
2Students of the Civil Engineering Interdisciplinary Studies 203
Course, Technology and Society, at the University of Hawaii at Manoa,
September 1978.
~st of the descriptive prose which follows is based on the text·
found in the Atlas of Hawaii prepared by the University of Hawaii,
Department of Geography, (1973).
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0iAPTER IV
·THE BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII
I. INIRODUcrION
As an island state, Hawaii has unique challenges stemming from
the geographical separation of its land mass. Each island has a
different combination of resources, including its people. Geothermal
reservoirs vary as well. The Big Island of Hawaii has a proven
geothermal reserve on the eastern side in the Puna District. Lessons
learneq from the experimental test well have revealed socio-economic
issues as well as information pertaining to the physical sciences.
The present chapter summarizes the socio-economic issues of
developing geothermal energy on the Big Island of Hawaii.
A. General Description
The biggest isiand of the chain (93 miles long by 76 miles wide)
is also the youngest, highest, and most active volcanically. Figure IV-I
shows the five major volcanoes that make up the Island, and the historic
lava flows.
Hilo, on a coastal plain on the northeast of the Island, is the
county seat and the center of population. The rest of the population is
scattered in sleepy agricultural towns along the highway th3t rings the
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Figure IV-l. Map of the Island of HJwaii
Map of the Island of Ha-.;aii, showing the five major volcanoes
that make up the island, and the his~oric lava flows.
From: Volcanoes in the Sea, Gordon A. Macdonald and Aga~in T. Abbott.
University or Hawaii Press, p. 52.
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c~astline with the exception of the fresh lava flows and the omission
entirely of the northwest Kiholo lava plain. Instead, the highways cross
either on the "saddle road" between the two active volcanoes through a
stretch of desolation that some residents fear to travel from stories of
the supernatural, or through the Waimea grassland where introduction of
cattle fostered the development of extensive ranches and a cowboy
(paniolo) culture.
Until very recently, agricultural products of beef, sugar and
vegetables, macademia nuts, Kona coffee and flowers were the major source
of income for the Island. Sugar is grown most extensively on the rainy
northeast slopes of the Island, while a gourmet coffee does well in a
narrow upland strip on the southwest side, the Kona district. High
• elevation areas like Waimea and Volcano specialize in leafy vegetables
such as cabbage and lettuce. Warm climate, volcanic ash and sufficient
rainfall throughout the year make Puna conditions optimum for papaya,
bananas, coffee, and macadamia nuts.
Tourism is heavily promoted and favored for an important role in
the future economy. Several hotels in Hilo pale in comparison to the
luxurious resort developments on the west coast regions of .Kona and
Kohala. International airports on both sides of the Island make air
travel convenient.
Recent geothermal exploration in the Puna district has spurred
dreams of economic diversification for the Island. It may be that the
eastern half of the Island will become economically diverse with a blend
of small businesses that would benefit from the close supply of hot water
while the whole Island benefits from a geothermal electricity source.
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This would permit the western resort developments to prosper as well.
B. Demographic Conditions
There are about 80,000 residents of the Big Island. When
visitors are added, the total de facto population reaches 90,000. About
40 percent of the population is concentrated around Hilo, the county
seat. Because of the large land area, most of.which is volcanic
mountains, the population density of 20/square mile is the lowest in the
State.
In 1975 the County's resident population was reported one-third
Japanese, one-quarter part-Hawaiian, and one-fifth Caucasian. In terms
of educational attainment, the County lags behind Honolulu, with the
median educational attainment of persons age 25 or older being 11.4 in
• 1970.
Between 1970 and 1978 the island's population increased by 27
percent. Greatest percentage increases were experienced in the South
Koha1a and Puna Districts (73 percent and 62 percent. respectively).
Of the islands with geothermal pptentia1, Hawaii is second only
to MOlokai in terms of residential stability. In 1970 57 percent of the
County's dwelling units were owner-occupied, the highest figure in the
State and the percentage of people occupying the same house for five
years was 63 percent, also the highest county percentage. In 1975 almost
80 percent of the country residents were born in the State.,
C. Economic Profile
Tourism vies with agriculture on the Big Island as far as
industrial reports are concerned. By jobcount, however, only about 10
percent of the 30,000 workers have agricultural positions. The leading
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job categories in 1978 were retail trade, services (including hotel
work), and government. In that year women represented 36 percent of the
County's civilian labor force.
In 1975 the median gross family income for the Neighbor Islands
was $15,923. In 1978 nearly 10 percent of Hawaii County's families were
below the official poverty level.
II. ENERGY ON TIIE BIG ISLAND: TIffi PRESENT SIWATION
Like all of the islands, Hawaii" is primarily dependent on
imported petroleum for the majority of its energy supply. Bagasse is
used by the sugar company, and some excess enters the Island's energy
grid which is shown in Figure IV-2.
A. The Hawaii County Energy Self-Sufficiency Plan
Hawaii County is committed to a combination of alternate energy
resource developments. These include geothermal, biomass, and possibly
OTEC.
B. Geothermal Energy Potential on the Big Island
Because of geologic conditions, the potential for extensive
geothermal energy development on the Big Island is the highest among the
islands. As with most island communities, the electricity demand may not
be great enough to substantiate the high capital investment. Thus,
planners worry about creating potential energy-intensive end-use
industries like manganese nodule mining. This brings up issues of market
feasibility and local vers~s regional or state benefits.
1.0 Locations of Potential Geothermal Sites on Hawaii
There are six sites on the Big Island where geophysical and
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geothermical data collected by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics suggest
geothermal potential should be explored. These are shown in Figure
IV-3. Two are located on the western coast (North Kona-Hualalai and
Kawaihae); two are found in the southern districts of Ka'u and South
Point. One is near the county seat of Hilo and its "suburb," Kea'au.
Finally the site of the successful experimental 3 megawatt test well,
HGP-A, is located in the Puna District on the easternmost projection of
the Island.
III. THE PUNA DISTRICT
Several environmental impact assessments of the Puna District have
been conducted in connection with the exploration of geothermal energy
there (Hawaii Geothermal Project, 1976; Kamins, 1977; Kamins, 1978).
Mbst of the following information was taken directly from these sources .
The Puna District comprises about one-eighth of the Island's 4,038
square miles. It is formed by undissected volcanic uplands, that of
Kilauea to the north and that of Kalapana to the south. Volcanic flows in
the District are shown in Figure IV-4.
A. The Population of Puna
Puna's mid-1976 population of 7,800 made it the second most populous
of the nine districts of the Big Island. (The South Hilo District nearby
ranks first with 40,000 residents.)
Based on the population trends which are presented in Table IV-I,
Kamins observes (1977:34):
Population size of the Puna District in this second half of the
twentieth century has roughly paralleled demographic changes of
the entire County of Hawaii--declining during the 1950's,
30'
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Figure IV-3. Geothermal Sites on the Big Island
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Figure IV-4. ASketch map showing historic lava 1I0ws
erupted lrom Kilauea Volcano's east-rift
lone. including those 01 the Sept. 13·
Ocl. 1, 1977 eruption Note the locations
0' villages and subdivisions rotatlvo to
these lavas. HGP-A m;,rks the slle of a
1,969 molor·doop losl halo 01 tho Hnwnil
Goolhermal Project 0' the University of
HawaII.
Source: U.S. Geological Survey, "Monitoring Active Volcanoes,"
USGS Yearbook, Fi~cal Year 1977, page 9.
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TABLE IV-l.
POPULATION TRENDS: HAWAII COUNTY, SOUTH HILO AND PUNA
1920-1990
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1975
Hawaii County
64.895
73.325
73.276
68,350 .
61.332
63.468
73.000
2/
Estimates-
South Hi10
23.828
29.572
32.588
34.448
31,553
33,915
38,000
Puna District
7,282
8,284
7,733
6,747
5,030
5,154
7,900
1980
1990
84-99,000
115-137,000
35-47,000
37-55,000
5,500-10,000
8,400-13,000
1/ As of January 1 for 1920, April for (Censuses of) 1930-1970,.
July 1 for 1975; unspecified for projected estimates.
2/ Range is that established by three series of projections:
one made by Department of Planning and Economic Dt!ve1opment,
State of Hawaii in 1975, another by Belt, Col line and Associ-
ates, Honolulu, in 1973, and a third by Daly and Associates,
Honolulu, in mid-1976. The minima shCMn for 1980 and·1990
are obviously too 1m'/, barring sorre catastrophe.
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remaInIng essentially stable in the '60's, then rIsIng in the·
70's so that the estimated 1976 level is somewhat above the
population totals reported in the mid-century Census.
Projections for future changes are positive, both for the County
and for the District.
. The reduction in population for Puna--as for Hawa'ii County
as a whole--between 1940 and 1960, is at least partly attibutable
to the mechanization of sugar plantations, for long the chief
employer on the Island and in the Puna District. South Hilo
District, which demographically approximates the City of Hilo,
showed a growth over most of this period, to include over half of
the total Island population by 1970, a factor of significance to
Puna .•• since the District increasingly came to serve as a
'bedroom' area for persons working in the city.
Kamins suggests that a likely assumption regarding population
growth is that (1977:35):
••• the growth of the population experienced in the Puna District
during the first half of this decade will continue into the next
several years, though perhaps at a decreased rate. A rise from
the approximately 8,000 population now in the District to some
12,000 by 1990, as projected by Daly and Associates in a current
study for the County of Hawaii, seems to be a reasonable
expectation. If the still empty subdivisions of Puna should
begin to fill up with residents--and that may be a function of
national and even international conditions, quite as much as what
is happening in the local economy--this projected level would·
almost certainly be attained, and could well be exceeded.
Economic conttaction on the Big Island combined with a continued
slow rate of construction on the extensive subdivisions south of
Hilo could keep the population actually living in Puna below the
projected totals. On balance, projections of 10,000 for 1980 and
12,000 for 1990 are acceptible for appraising the circumstances
and needs of the District over the next two decades~
During the last six years, a disapportionately large part
of the population growth in Puna has occurred in the age bracket
where people are most likely to be in the labor market, from ages
22 through 44 ....
The changing pattern of age distribution has obvious
significance for infrastructure needs of the District •..•The
under-22 portion of the population particularly relates to
projected demand for schools and play spaces, those~between 22
and 64 for roads and police protection, those over 64 for public
health services, recreation and mass transit facilities.
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B. The Economy of the Puna District
MOst of the people who live in Puna are engaged in agriculture
(sugar, papayas, ornamental flowers, etc.). An increasing number are
retirees from mainland states. The employment of Puna residents in 1976
may be found in Table IV-2. Kamins (1977: 51) concludes from these data
that:
••• Puna includes many people who have urban-related employment,
as in the stores, offices and schools of Pahoa and Kea'au, those
who commute to jobs in the hotels and shopping centers of Hilo,
or who work in the filling stations along the highway. The
unexpectedly large percentages under "Construction" and
"Transportation, Conununication, Utilities" rimy reflect the
employment of people who live in Puna but conunute to jobs in Hilo
and adjacent areas.
There is no category... for tourism. If there were, the
number of positions reported would be very small, for Puna is an
area which tourists traverse but spend little money in. There
are no hotels, car rental agencies or touristic restaurants in
the District. Tour buses and individual motorists do come down
from Hilo in some numbers to see the black sand beaches and the
painted church near Kalapana-Kaimu on the coast of Puna, and
sometimes they stop to see the steam rising from vents in the .
geothermal area (and currently to see the experimental geothermal
well), but after looking around they head back to Hilo without
having added to the gross product of Puna. How geothermal
development may create an economic basis for tourism in Puna is a
question...
Unemployment in the Puna District is relatively high as shown in
Table IV-3. It appears that the labor force has been growing faster than
work opportunities. The creation of more jobs through direct application
of geothermal waters is a conununity hope.
C. Public Facilities in the Puna District
As far as infrastructural investments, those in the Puna District
cannot be said to be large when compared to those provided in urban
areas. The following description of the public facilities available to
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TABLE IV-2.
EMPLOYMENT OF PUNA RESIDENTS. BY INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY NUMBER
Agriculture 718*
Fishing. Hunting 12
Construction 502
Manufacturing 309
Transportation. Communications. Utilities 228
Retail/Wholesale Trade 548
Finance. Insurance. Real Estate 101
Service (including government) 467
Total 2,885
PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION
24.9%
0.4
17.4
10.7
7.9
19.0 .
3.5
16.2
.............
lOO.O~
* May exclude some employment in sugar. papaya and macadamia nut processing.
Source: Office of Economic Opportunity Census Update. County of Hawaii (1976).
unpublished. as reported by Daly and Associates in Puna Co~munity
Development Plan.
TABLE IV-3.
UNEMPLOYMENT IN HAWAII COUNTY
by selected Census Tract'combinations
Fourth Quarter 1974
Hil0 Di stri ct
(201~209)
Puna Oi stri ct
(210-211 ) West Hawaii(213-216) Koha1a Total Island(217-218) (201-221)
Civilian
1abor force 17,770 2,720 4,540 2,890 32,420
Unemployed 1,360 330 490 240 2,610
Rate of un-
employment 7.7% 12.2% 10.7% 8.1 % 8.0%
....
<I
....
~
, '.Source: Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, reported in County Qf Hawaii,
Data Book 1975 (Hil0, Department of Research anq Development 1975), Table
37, p. 31. .
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the Puna population is taken from Kamins, 1971.
1.0 Water Supply
Only around the more built-up areas in Kea'au and Pahoa~ and in
the beach area around Kaimu does the Hawaii County sy~tem provide a
public supply of water. The distribution line ·serving the Pahoa
community presently ends about a quarter mile from the geothermal drill
site, and would have to be extended to serve the extensive housing
subdivisions nearby, when houses are constructed.
2.0 Sewage Disposal
There is no public sewage disposal or treatment facility in
Puna. Residences and other habi~ations must provide their own septic
tanks, or other methods of disposal.
3.0 Roads and Highways
There are approximately 168 miles of county roads in Puna, most
of the mileage being along Highway 11, which connects Kea'au at the
northern end of the District with the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
along Highway 13, which comes down from Kea'au to Pahoa in the center of
the District and then continues to the black sand beaches on the southern
coast of Puna, and along Highway 132, which goes from Pahoa, past the
site of the geothermal project, through the papaya-growing area near
Kapoho and then to Cape Kumakahi, the easternmost point of the Big
Island. The coastal road, Number 137, damaged by an earthquake in 1975,
connects with the scenic Chain of Craters road winding up to the
Volcanoes National Park, but travel along that touristically important
route can be interdicted by lava flows. The quality of the Puna roads
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varies considerably. Highways II-and 13 are generally broad and
well-paved, while Highway 132 is neither in places.
4.0 Public Transportation
Along with other readily accessible areas of the Big Island, Puna
is served by a limited public bus system, based in Hilo. There are no
local taxis, shuttles, or rental car companies other than those in Hilo.
5.0 Police and Fire Stations
Within the Puna District, there are two fire stations (at Kea'au
and Pahoa) and a single police station (at Kea'au). Emergencies have to
be serviced from Hilo.
6.0 Public Health Facilities
There are no hospitals or clinics in the Puna District. The
nearest hospitals are in Hilo, less than one hour's drive from most
communities in Puna.
7.0 Schools and Libraries
There are four public, no private, schools in Puna: an
elementary school at Keakealani, elementary and intermediate schools at
Kea'au and MOuntain View, and a kindergarten-through-high school at
Pahoa, which is relatively central in the District. The single public
library in Puna is also at Pahoa.
8.0 Recreational Areas and Facilities
The one category of public facilities with which Puna is well
endowed is natural recreational areas. The Hawaiian Volcanoes National
Park is readily available for anyone who has access to a car. So are the
beach parks: Harry K. Brown, Isaac Hale, MCKenzie, Kaimu Beach, and the
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area around Queen's Bath. Tour buses may be noisesome at the black sand
beaches of Kaimu and Kalapana, but seldom stop at the other beach parks.
Less than a mile from the geothermal drill site is Lava Tree State Park,
also not much disturbed by tourism.
In the population centers, there are five ball parks or general
public parks, playgrounds at the Kea'au and Pahoa schools, and two
gymnasiums open to the public.
9.0 Infrastructural Needs
In considering the demographic changes affected by possible
geothermal energy development, Kamins found the population distribution
of the Puna District to be meaningful for infrastructural needs. As
Kamins concluded (1977:43-44):
It would appear that any large increase in population for the
Puna District would require expansion of the public water supply
and provision of a sewage disposal system, if the increase were
concentrated in urban-like neighborhoods, rather than spread out
in detached farm areas. The big uncertainty in the development
of the District is whether the presently demarcated but empty
subdivisions will be constructed on, or remain vacant.
Geothermal development would relate to this question,
but ••. would seem to be of a second order of importance in
determining the amount of population growth and, hence, the need
for a public water and sewage system.
The pattern of growth, in an area as large as Puna, will
obviously be of importance in determining the need fo~
additional infrastructure investments. Should that growth
center near Pahoa and Kea'au, the population may perhaps be
served at a level of service acceptable to them by the existing
schools, fire and police stations, the parks and playgrounds.
And it is in this central area of Puna, along the rift_zone,
where geothermal development is most likely to occur. However,
should areas zoned for subdivisions, but unimproved for want of
a sufficient demand for these residential lots, be rezoned and
developed for geothermally-related purposes, and should
population growth move to areas more remote from Pahoa ~d
Kea'au, there may be created a need for more social
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infrastructure investment, possibly including schools,
playgrounds, libraries, fire and police stations, and access
roads for the new housing areas. In any case, it would seem
that a larger population in Puna would require some local health
facilities for at least emergency care before patients are
transported to Hilo. .
D. Attitudes of the People of the Puna District
The existence of the HGP-A test well in the Puna District has
alerted the people of the area to the need to be informed. Community
residents are concerned with negative aspects like noise and odor.
Their complaints have been largely responsible for abatement
procedures adopted since the early testing period. They are also
concerned about the social changes that are likely in terms of the
local population and employment patterns, and the ownership of the
. rights to the water resource which have been defined as a mineral.
The two most visible community organizations that have
expressed formal opinions about the develop~ent of geothermal energy
within this District are the Puna Hui 'Ohana and the'Leilani
Community Association.
1.0 The Puna Hui 'Ghana
This community organization represents the Native Hawaiians
in the Puna area. Its name connotes an umbrella organization that is
based on the traditional Hawaiian extended family system. In May
1979 representatives of the "clubs" comprising the 'Ghana delivered
statements of their position about developing geothermal energy in
their community at the Workshop sponsored by the Geothermal Overview
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Project. The full text of these statements follows this chapter as
Exhibit I. The testimony allows the non-resident a slice of Hawaiian
values, culture, and rel~gious traditions which must be taken into
account in geothermal energy development.
As may be appreciated by reading their words, these people
are concerned about the future of their community. They are torn
between maintaining the rural lifestyle of their corner of the world
and participating in its development; overall, they desire that the
future be peaceful, gentle, and kind in its treatment of them and
their preferred pace of life. They are officially opposed to a plant
located in their District which would supply pow~r to distant
communities. Perhaps equally important is their desire to be
apprised of energy production proposals and to participate
meaningfully in their direction. To that end the 'Ghana has been
awarded a USDOE/HDPED grant to study the potential socio-cultural
impacts of geothermal ·energy.
2.0 Leilani Community Association
Another group in the test-well area which has monitored
related events is the Leilani Community Association of Pahoa. The
Association is pro-geothermal, but not at the expense of the
environment:
In all appearances before government bodies, we are taking the
position of being in favor of development of geothermal power as
long as it does not interfere with our environment and
lifestyle. We are also contending strongly that we all own our
mineral rights and all others will have to prove ownership in
court (Leilani Estates Newsletter, September 1978:1).
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Excerpts from the Leilani Community Association Newsletter
may be found in Exhibit II following this chapter.
D. Lessons from the Puna District
Until exact energy facility plans have been drawn up, the
question of the potential impacts of developing geothermal energy in
the Puna District will be surrounded in uncertainty. However, there
are several important lessons to learn thus far.
First, the extent of development hinges on the trade-off
between local, regional/island, and state benefits.
1.0 Market Issues
The assurance of the market reportedly necessary for private
investment is perhaps the most. sticky issue surrounding the
commercialization of geothermal energy. Market assurances depend on
creating a guaranteed consumer of electricity generated either on the
island where the power is generated or on another island if power
transmission is possible and/or desirable. As the Big Island is the
most likely site for geothermal development, the energy-intensive
industries like the processing of manganese nodules or aluminum
extractions are being investigated. Looked upon as more realistic by
many is the option of transmitting the electricity to supply other
islands via submarine cables at an estimated cost of $500,000 per
mile (Simplex-Firelli study for USDOE, Vol. II). The Hawaii Senate
COmmUttee on Economic Development and Energy suggests this cost could
.be borne by the State and recovered in a few years by a charge of
less than It per kilowatt hour.
=
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2.0 Proper Boundary for Assessing Impacts
Market assurances bring along the question of the appropriate
boundary for considering development impacts. The transmission
option might ease Oahu's electricity needs and make it economically
attractive to potential investors, but would run a high risk of
forcing the local site community to bear most of the negative impacts
with perhaps inequitable compensation. One cost which would be
presumably born Statewide would be that of preparing the transmission
line. Another cost would be that incurred in the trade-off of not
encouraging dispersion of diversified economic activity. The
installment of an energy intensive industry like manganese nodule
processing might augur well for the State's economy perhaps, but the
local impacts could be disasterous. At this point, no adequate
specification of future options has been drawn, nor have serious
studies of the implications of any of these options been undertaken.
Second, negative aspects of geothermal development will be
localized. It is possible that nuisances from noise and smell may be
abated to residents' satisfaction; the price of such abatement has
not been figured. Visual impacts depend very much on the ~xtent and
type of development.
Third, people in the vicinity of even a test well facility_
appear united in their disapproval of development projects ~imed at
exporting energy from the region. They would prefer assurances that
-the State will equally encourage direct applications that would
diversify the local economy. (Figure IV-S presents a variety of
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Drying diatomaceous earth
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Food canning
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Refrigeration by ammonia absorption
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Drying fish meal
Drying timber
Alumina via Bayer's process
Figure IV-5.
Industrial Applications
of Geother mal Waters.
Conventional
power oroduction
130 Evaporation in sugar refining
Extraction of salts by evaporation and crystallization
120 Fresh water by disti lIation
Most multiple-effect evaporations, concentration of saline solution
110 Drying and curing light aggregate cement slobs
100 Drying organic materials, seaweeds, gross, vegetables, etc.
Washing and drying wool
90 Drying stock fish
Intense dc-ic ing operations
BO Space ~eating
Greenhouses by space heating
70 Refrigeration (lower temperature limit)
60 Animal husbandry
Greenhouses by combined space and hotbed heating
50 Mushroom growi ng
Balneological baths
40 Soil worming
30 Swimming oools, biodegradation, fermentations
Worm water for year-round mining in cold climates
De-icing
20L Fish hatc hing and farming
NATO COMMITTEE ON THE CHALLENGES OF MODERN SOOETY,"Geothermal Pilot Study
final Report: creating an international geothermal energy community, edited by J. C. Bresee,
W.W.S. Yen, J.E. Metzler, (Lawr~nc_e_Berkeley L;1J~.:'L_.!J. of Calif, B~!k.~~LJune 1978. _
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applications. )
Fourth, the right of community residents to be involved in
the decisions about the future of their community should not depend
on the award of a Federal grant, but should be incorporated into the
State's policy framework that accommodates private development.
3.0 Data Deficiencies
Adequate data exist to measure most of the variables in the
suggested social impact assessment model presented in Chapter II.
Some of these data are a bit outdated; the 1980 Census will be
helpful. However, two serious deficiencies exist. These relate to
the more subjective categories of social well being and community
satisfaction. As noted in the same chapter, these subjective
considerations are fundamental to a valid social impact assessment.
Furthermore, specific plans are necessary for projecting the social
conditions that might accompany the development.
IV. SUMMARY
Hawaii County is blessed with geothermal reserves that could
surely satisfy its electrical energy needs. However, this untapped
resource is attractive to supply the electricity needs of the other
islands should that become technologically feasible (e.g., underwater
transrrUssion cables). The conjecture that the reserves are large
also means that energy-intensive industries could find HawaIi County
attractive. The appropriateness of the Big Island for this type of
industry has not been established. On the other hand, a small-scale
approach with direct application of the geothermal steam for light
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industrial projects co~ld greatly benefit the community in which a
geothermal plant is located. The extent of development should hinge
on delineation of end us~ needs and geographical boundaries of the
community to be served. Hawaii's citizens have a right to
participate in answering these questions.
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EXHIBIT I
Testimony Delivered by Representatives of the Puna fiJi 'Ohana
Geothermal Overview Workshop
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f..V r.~H:1e ·is Petcr ;-:.:'ua:;1o, Ch'lirrn~n af t~.'"' ~IJIV:! f~lIi "';!';:11,I
1
., 't' f F,., 'r '[-' 11'1'101,','--~n u,.-b;·~l a or:;C1nlz?t'0n cor.s~s lno 0 .\JlJ .... /." "< :011
, , (P 'I .,:,'-- Crgan:·7 .... tl·"'n L,I.'""':.';'.~.l'oln ,n;"1.• ·r\'nl.'.~()rgan~ ?~rl0n~ un<l i,a'..:~, I 0.' I ,. \It, _ •
H " f - )., . t('o"i~·tv Hui O'Pio, ar.d Younf; Cll,o,al'2ns 0 i'~m:~. :iY ~r:.T('•.oJ ..... .. ~ J
ductory ,.cr::~rks covers t~e r:':~ny concerns in rC':·;;lrr.$ to Ll'('
Geother~F'll Ener9)f Dcv('lo~r:1ent ;;iOCr:'~S in Pun~. '.:e h:·;vC' otll~i
k h • , , . 1 1 -r,.. ..~nt tt... ",' r .·.··.·)Ilr.~.r n-) (J r, ','hr.'s~ei3 er~ t I' S r::orn, n0 '../nO \." ',' ,; •• 0;: P'.'
·~:ati\Je PC'op1e in ?una.
:~ftcr 1i steni ng to ;:; 11 the speokers yesterday ::'lnd th i s ,.~orn,.
ing, n11 of the topic disccssed Has focus en the T(~chnicCl1 :,nd
Eilgineering aspects of C;ect~err:':;}-l C'cvelo~:;~ent :-or Puna.
',.I
e \'/ould like ~t this. ti~e to prc:cnt ..)ur c:onccrn~ :'nd hO~:f
r-ent process.
The Puna. Hui O'Hena is an umbrell<l org0n;?Jt·;on consisting
of fou r (If) other Ilawa i i un clubs of 1o\'Jer Pun". ~/e h('!\I~ :.1(:C'11
:,ctive in l71any COnCCiriS vdt~in our Ha\.mii~n orr'dJl;7.ntion ,"~: \':r::!11
.' ..
as in cor.munity concerns in the 10\-fer [I:;;,U ~)istrict. ~'/~ hav\.'"
heen in existance since October 1971 <1nd for tr~ rlJrpo~c of;
1- The ~rcservation ~nd ~ertetuation'of tr~dition01 Native
H~\"~ii?1n values C!nd life-stylc; 2- The defpnse of hlJnl;'in, l:iviJ.,
~nd nrltive ri9hts secured by l~M; 3- The le~scn'in9 of n~~iqhhor­
heod tcn~ions; L~_ The cO:T:bating of c:owffiunity d~teri()r;.. t:>m.
Our ;n\;oh'~r~cnt rJPC;;)rl ;:.fter th.~ H:)~,-.'" i'(':\t 1'.·I!ll ~';"l~; :")::.,;)1 ::terl.
~ud~~n",,t, s.everAl Oil COr" .......:'lni~_C'.. frOIi1 tl~,e II-:'JI' 1 rl t I
- "'.1 n :""il. wan .:.~c ,n
!;"'../3i i =]:"1 f:'lr~i 1 i cs ~nd twc ( 'i ,\ •. J
:.... Hi 10 re.:'ll tor ','as asked to ·:ondL;ct the survey for ther.-, CUi I
Ccrr;p2ni~s). The 1and1.J...mcrs rret vd th th.e i~ci31 tor, but \>/crc not
satisfied with its inter~~rt~tion of the a(_lrCC~~n~l.. In t~c -_:" ·,c<.,n-
tir..e t ...:o (2) landO\·mers did sign the contr~ct \'Jhich could f:nv!;:
le3d ":~e other landc.... 'ners to ~ign. The Puna Hui ()I Htlna \.(l~
;;~!<?d to ;",ssist them, to ccnduct a legal study of thp. lc~s(-:
Clgre~r.er.t. The 1~ase u9rcel~1ent covered sorn.r:' seventeen p(J~ies ~
-
\·le ?;:'pro;:;~h~d the Soc-j;-ty of _Legal flid Ser~/;ces in ~-li 10, :"Inc!
th(>y ;,~c:rced to rp.vi e\-l toe c<2ntcnts of the anrr;e.r:1ent ".Jj th t'l0.
l-'nd-O'."ners. SO:"1e thirty-h/o land-ovmcrs :1nd inter~sted p;,o:!lc
:;c,~h~~rec ·:t t~~ Opihik~o C(;n'-;re~F~tiona 1 Church H211. I\ftcor
\·.'~rc ~(::\'; sod :~y the Pun<.~ Hui O' i-lana not l" •.. 0 ~n gn tho lease
.:qr~el::!:'nt ur.ti t 1 \,:e COll 1ct.: 1k \'-' i t h the
~n the ~~~n-time Or'" Ft of
only to St~tp land~, but, ~e think ~ot. ':·fter long .(.lei.'~ys
...
disCLissions ov~:r th~ Eulos i'lnd :~cguJ;)ti()ns the l!i 1 COl7!punies
\-:i~h~re\'1 frol'i Puna. 1,'.'C did not stoj) tl1er~. I'e continued '.)ur
\..; th the t"tnte ?nd CountY'\dvi S0ry ~oard on (,~oth~r!'!31, '·Ii thoLlt
succp.~~.
finil1y, at the Geoth~rr.lal r:esourcC' COI:m:i 1 t'lc:ctinU, he'l"
here in :'!il0 of July 1978.CJt the Hila L.:~'~oon i:c>tcl, \·:itl1 nVr>r
:'00 deleS2tcs of scientists, enr';n~C'rs, ,tn::J -::11 ~cts of res,,"l!rcc
~lr~cr 10 the Geothermi?l f:c;.oL!rcc CQl:nc; 1 1il00f~till~1, the Pl.rr~? :rlli
office in Honolulu, S~m Fruncisco, 2nd \'!;::tshinnton U.C. to <111ot
us s~e t;r.Je (2 hours) ;It the c:onfcrenc:0. to infarm of our con-
ccrJ:ls. . -Ti~e \'!2S ~!rGnt('d one ~fternoon, ;"}nd I;"J~Y ~ep;.)rtn;ent cf
Energy offici<'31s and ir:tercst"d citi~en~, listened to our
concerns "r~sented. "'hen the m~~tinf') \"'?S nvpr, Dr. !?ontlld Tom$,
the fed,~ral Oe;1artrr:cnt of Energy, :Jt that time, thref)ten to ClIt-
off all -=:':cr:ral funding if HC!\':'liian C0I"1C0.ns :or,' not more
c:onsi~er~d by the ~tate ~nd County Governments.. Two nnnths
l..,ter, S(")tcGber, \-/e \·!are :::l':c~pted nlr.mb('r:.hi:~ to the
Stote .=.dviscry Counci 1 S02rd of Gcotherr.·al ~ner~y, rll1d \prfl
Cicc<."pt~d· to the Ha\·:~i i County i'.dviscry COllnci 1 ~\o\Jrd of
Geotr,eriT1,ll Energy.
l l ; 7c,
. ~,
fmd so today, COi-:-rur.i cati ons b~t""/E'en th. " 'I ill 1 I the vdrious
Cov~rr.r.'pnt Agencics has bC'ccr~e ;:J big r.lS'5~t fnr ~.:'" in Pun:·I •
• I
·,e ~re no'·'
to i n for r.l ("IL! r c or.1~unit)' C> f t. h e 1~ t (' ~ tin rc r r·~·~ t i () n po ~ ~ i ! \ Tr':.
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Or. Spicgcl, L~dys t Gentlemen. My name' is S~r~h Hauanio, a
member of the Puna Hui Ohana and a Hawa;i~n person deeply
concerned over the State's development of its natural resources
and thc effects of this development upon the community. I am here
to speak on geothermal and economic development and to ask
questions reg 2 r ding ho\>/ it will affect the 1and where I was born, Puna
for Ire, land means rnore them just the soil, the ground. ·It
-
/
also includes the air and water, rocks and mi nera-l s, forests and
other resources provided by nature. These natural resources
sopplies our food and all of the other products that we use for
making the things we need.
fertile soil enables us to gro~ cropsj the sea provides us
with fish. \.fe dig mines or drill wells to bring lip coal, oil,
geothermal steam and other minerals. Water is another important
natural resource. It irrigates our crops and provides the daily
domestic needs of our people. \~ter is also useful because it can
· ..
also give us energy to run machines and generate power. -
If we compare what our economic system rroduces today ~/ith
wh~t it produced a hundred ye~rs ago we can assume that we are
rroch bet ter off. Out a 11 these thi ngs \·:e rroduce are begi nni ng to
put ~ strain on our resourccs. We nust dig deepcr for oil. We must
~se r.~re fertilizer to help keep the land fertile and productivc.
Aft~r many years of taking what we wanted of our natural resources
,
we are suddenly re~lizing that we have wasted much of them.
()CCn\lse li'lnd plC1Ys a vit;;)l role in our cc6n0my, I am very
conc~rn~d ~bout geothrirmnl devclopm~nt, the ~mount of land th~t
\-Ioul d b~ needed to support it nnd ho\-, it \..Ii 11 <1 ffect the 1nnd
surrounding it, adjoining lnnd. The geothermal locat.on .is
situ~ted nf.ar the center of the ~nhoo, Kd~oho, ?ohoiki farm triangle.
What effects will £eothermal development have on crops surrounding
the geothermr'l1 site? I also\·ondcr about tlll the newcomers wl,o \'Ii 11
come to lower Pun" to work. Housing tlnd lund improvement of the
hU0e undeveloped subdivisions to the north and south of the
geotherrr~l site would create n~ important imp~ct on t~e value of
available farm lands. How many farm~rs will be forced off the land
because of high taxes, high land costs and s~ecu18tion1 ~~at
.;
soci~l/economic impacts will result? ~/ith development of geothermal
fed industries near a central location '.'!hat effect \O:0l.:!ld it have
on over-all land values? Perhaps it will be more ~ignificant that
We can foresee. Certainly, it won't be any cheaper than it is now.
~~ost farmers lease their land from big land a ..mers \'/hich includes
American Factors, Bishop Estate and the Kapoho Land and Development
Co. Industrial land is premium land. Land costs will go up.
L~nd leases, rents, ~ill probably go·out of sight. Farmers will
be unnble to rene\-1 their leases. There \·,,11 be unforeseen events
happening to our cOii1i1unity when ~eotherrnal becomes a reality;
or perhaps sooner when huge private corporations will move in
. .
buying ltlnd, giving birth to uncontrolled urbanization. ~'''hat
will hap~C'n to our watershed areas too, with steam pipes crossing
over the l~nd and high tension/voltage lines criss-crossing the
skiesl How unsi0htedly will this become?
The impict on our land will be tremendous. The lifestyle as
. \
\>.'e knm,r it \-Ii 11 change for better or ....,orse •. The health impact
._.1
. .
will be noticen~le with many sufferin~ ~motional stress as well.
As a fa rmc: rand 1~nd O\,'nr:r I am concer ned OVer \-Jhat geo thcrmn 1
\olill have on our lnnd resource •. \-/111 there be enough space for
agriculture and fishing to be self-sufficient? Will gcoth~r~al
stC(1m exhrlust our undprClrollnd \o:ater resources, if SO, for how long?
Our present economy is de~cndent lnrgcly on our- l~nd resources and how
well we hnrvcst and care for it.
The State of Hawaii must provide for the future of our people.'
in a sense they must develoD a sound pl~nnina pro~ram which will
utilize g?othermal energy without serious negntive affects upon the
lpnd use system. Ch~nge should be grddual.
_~Taking all these concerns into considerntion we must thank God
that he ~rovidcd all of th~sc·resources for our use and survival; that
we CIS men may use it for the betterment of all the people.
Thnnk you and mahalo •
..
,
\J~t~ HUJi 'Ori:lil~A? f' 'r ~l~ t'lon- Pro ,It ax Exempt
Organization
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Or. Spiegel, Friends, ALOHA.
~y, nsme is Mahenlani Naungayan. I am a resident of lower Puna
and a member of the Puna Young Adult Organization. I wili be
speaking on the traditional places and livelihood in Puna. There
are 4 concerns I will cover, which are; Tradition~l Herbs, Wild
~lowcrs, Natural Foods, and Historical Sites and Parks.
Being raised in lower Puna, this area is very meaningful to
me •.> My Aloha for this Aina goes back mC1ny yeClrs ?os I'recC]11
going with my Grandmother to Opihikao, Kapoho, Pohoiki, and
Kalapana to 9ather Hawn Herbs to be used for medicine. You
see~ Grandma was a very stubborn Hawn who believ~d in the
traditional. herbs that her kapunas 'passed on to her. In the
years I was raised by her, I donlt recall' her using man made
medicine ,,'hen Ha"m herbs could be used instend. She felt 'strongly
th"t God had put these h~rbs on the l?nd to be used, long before
modern technology. Here ".lithin our bC'lck yards we hav~ access to
many of these herbs. From the Ohia trees we use its bark and the
Liko Lehua for colds. There is- Kokolau and ~1am('lki tea, \'/hich tilt
today it is widely, used. The juice from the fruit nf ~he Kukui
and its bark is also used for treating colds and mucus infections.
There is also the Non; for high-blood pressure and ulcers. The
l?lJkClhi for broken bones or tea. There is the Mit/a root which is
i b m05 t of .our aspr ins. Ther e is a I so ttor ni no Glory, Honohono
Grass, Kukc!i t-l('d le, Hala root, and r.1cl.ny I":'orc,. that ar:e used for
mcdicih~. Alot of these hcrhs ~rc b~in0 utilized not only by
the HClvms in Pun., but other ethnic Qroups ;11 so.
f. e sidcst he her bsin ou r b (I c k Ytl r d \./ e ': 1sohnv c ;)CCe s:. t o
the nntur.:} foods of thc land rlnd OCCi1n. For examplc, I could
live off' thr land by cating m~ngo, ~u~ve, coconut~, V, ~t. ~rple,
ros~ 2rpl~, 1i 1ikof, bonClnfi, ('l\';;c~rlo, hqi '6, 'ulu, opihi, fi sh,
aaMa, "':;'1nrl, hrlukiuki, 1iro, find q'uench niy thi r~t from n?tured
wat~r holes. You could nrver go hungry (IS long as we preserve
these n?turel foods.
In addition to our n~tural herbs Clnd foods ..../C htlve OLli
traditional flowers, such (IS Maile, ~erns, Penrl~nis, verigatcd
wi.1..d' floVlers, end the tr?ditionnl ornClm('nti11 flov/crs that ..../e
usc not only for lcis, flo...:er rlrrr:lncwmcf1ts and decorations, hut,
also for other tr?ditional uses, such ;15 cntertC1inm~nt, blc~;sinr:s,
and spcciC11 occ~sions.
With respect to our histo~ici11 sitcs Clnd Parks in Puna,
nClfficly, KC11apana, K?imu 81Clck ~arid GCi1cn, Qu('ens Bath,
ncKenzic Park, Pohoiki, \,'arr-:1 Springs C1nd, vi1rious hei~us,
wh~t pfforts wi 11 be m?de to preserve these ~rcas where one can
fish, thro\'/ net, swim, ~urf, sun b~tr.e, picnic, camp, canoe
p(:(!~lr, and visit cur HeicHls which is onr cornerstone of our
cultrel HcritClge.
As ncothermal heCOfllE'S a r('ality, l'lnc1 the l~nd"is saturltcd
wit h u r hd nism, v,h t'" t \0.' i 11 h (I rre n to (11 1 t h r s c t r ud i t i 0 m'l1 hc r b s ,
flov:ers, food and historici'\l sitCSilnd rrlrks? \·:i11 they he
lo~t t--(,CCHJS~ of prosrcss? How wi 11 \'C I"'1znflge to prcserve .:Ill
th~~c thi n"'s? ~:hnt \.1i 11 h~rr')rn to our r.1t"'ck Snnd Peach? \'ih;:~t
~.rill hllpprn to our ~hor~lincs v'hcrr ~.'e h,vc,~h-'"yC' ~()thrr~d
evrryt~fn~ I h~V0 just said~.
In closinn I ""('uld likC' b ~;'ly th';)t thcs(' concr'rns nrc of
v~lu(' ret only for tOclC1Y but for our future. ethers \.Ii 11 not
h .. ;"IS "1ri\"i1F('(~d <"$ I \"CI~ in lr<'lrnin(' to L:~C thC'~e resource's
"'!hi.r:h :-;rr' =-'n ;rmort8nt r):"1rt of my liff'. ',:e cr.ulc nC'Vf'r stc.p
proCjre~s ~LJt '-'JP. could \'!Ork \'fth p ro 0 rr ss.
ihClnk you for trl';s opportunity to br;n~l to you my concC'rns.
"
..
\
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Or. Spiegel, Ladys & Gentlemen, Aloha. My n~me is Simeon Enriquez, Jr.
I represent the ~J~O Young ~dult H~wniiaM rl~b~'
In the lowerPun~ areo, we have the carability of producing
at least 500 mega-watts for 100 years. This has been done on
practic~l basis. Whnt I me~n is, ~ hole has been dug and the
steAm from the hole h~s bren me~sured 'over a period of time,
and th~y com~ to A concllJ~ion st~ting thvt we have enough
geothermal energy to lnst us n 100 ye~rs.
If geothermal becomes a reality here for us in lower Puna~
we cafrforsee industrial opportunities. Hith industria'l
opportunities followina the st?rt of geothermal, itis only
natur~l for us to be concerned about job opportunitie~.~hatwill
be m~de avaflabl~. \vhich brinCls us to the "key issue that I
would likp to talk vbout ll , cnd that is, "job and career opportunities
for PunA t s young popu 1a t i on" •
As I have stated e~rlier, I represent the Pun~ Young Hawn
Club, one of our main concern is the job opportunities. How can
we make a living? HO\oI wi 11 ! feed my fami ly? Do I have to move
away from home to gain employment?
At the present in the lo\-'er 'Punn area, ~11 we have as far as ~
jobs qo is labor jobs. Working in the pa~aya fields; the
flnthurflJm patches or pprlying to work for pl~ntation. Being that
flQrfculture plays a major role in our community, the majority
of the young working folks ~re into agriculture. But the way
agriculture fs todny, it doesn't look like u very good future
for us. Take C1 look n t the sug~ r i nduos. t ry to,d~y COnlP~red to
C'griclJltur~' todtly is off to fI ruugh ~tort .•
~o 2 young adult wishfn~ to go into
\A)t,~It
Although we~brought
whnt it ,,'.as 10 Y~;lrs 8rrl1. S~m~ for. the p<lpay;- indust.rt. 1f
you cOtJld comrnrF! th(' f'lrofit f';lrn1ngs .,'ith the rXrensp., you will
s~c thnt th~ ~xr~n$e h~vr 10ne up cnnsider~hly ~hile th~ profits
,have.gone up only ~ little.
up working in one type of field or another we. must turn to other
arras as ~ mrfln5 of cmrloym~nt.
With geothermR1 b~comin9 a retll~ty, .,lill industrial industry
follow if so, there \·,i 11 be nn abundclOce of job opportuni ties.
\'lhat we as a concerned nroup Houle: 1ike to kno." is, What types of
•
'jobs wi 11 there be? \,,'111 there be ski.llcd jobs avai lable?
Superyi sor jobs 1 t1::ln~gf'ment 7 Executive? A1so, wi 11 the job'
opening be mtlde Rvailnble to the Gualifie~ individuals in the
inTTlp.ditlte arcn of Punn first or "'ill yOLi hire work men from
.
othrr areas, or bring in people from the mainland or other places
to do the job? In other words why bring in outside work force
when you can hnve a \'-Iork force from the· i nmed i ate a rea. A 1so,
what types of industry \1';11 be coming in? If people are not
qualified enough, is there any way that you can provide training
for interested individut11s7' for example, the drilling rig used
. .
to bore holes to te-st for stf'Clm, can a progrClm be set up to
educnte an indtvidunl to lenrn how to operate ~nd understand the
importance of the drilling rig. 'Can you set up a ~ourse or a
number of courses within our HoWAii College Educational System
that witl cover orcas to do with geothcrmo11 Cfln we have State or
federal Assist;lnce to help in erluc~ting the individual?
.
Sin~c I rerrcscnt the Punn Young Adult H~wn Club, let me
give you a brt (>f bC'ck~round of wh~t we pre. \le arE': m~dc up of
\
an age group between the ~ge~ of 18-35. We started the group
,
for the soul purpose of getting the young people bock, the trend
was to finish high scho~l nnd then to leave a~d find employn~nt
. or schoolinfl else "'/h~re. r:ut nO\-I, because of lack of employment
a lot of· th~ youn~ J:'e-ople ~re coming back to rUtin. ihe list
.
we have up to dnt~ is 135 indiyidu~ls. Of t~e 135 names, a very
smr:111· J1crcent r'l rf' emp 1oypd • Thesc th;:jt ('Ire emp 1oy~d Dr e \-.'u rk1 ng .
not in the immedinte nrNJ but \<Jorking outside of the Puna area. '"
Those in the Punn ~r~r'l arc workin~ in the 8griculture field.
W~ have ntot of qualified individuals wit~ degrees who are cutting
flow~rs or cutting cnne or h~rv~sting papaya. That is why"\t/e have
lot up tho D~moor~~h1c filA; in t~o event th"t.job opportunities
become available in the immcdiate Puna are, we have the
resourse Clnd qUcl1ified indi\lidunls to fill the position.
. .
If positions nre mede ~vnilable and we in the group do not
.
meet the qll~l i fications} He are interested enough to go to
school flnd tr;:lining so ",'e c~n fill the position.· What we·want
is to work right here at home instead of you bringing in
workers, train us if necess~ry because if we the yaung adults
of PunCl and you the g~othcrmrtl industry cnn work hand·in hnnd
together we can benefit greatly to fill those that nre involved •
..
Althounh I hnvp ~tnted th~ ne~d of emnloyment, we can not
~ver look the d1struction of any of the environment, if th~
industrial industry comes nbout. He are \-filling to. accept the
eva11nbil1ty of joos nnd industry coming into the community, but
not at the expense of the lnnds, and the environment of the area.
,
.:: ~ ... "
At this time I ~~ulrl lik~ to say.~:~h~10 for l~ttin~ ~e come
befor~ you and st~ting my m?nao. I hope you will take our concern
into consideratfon b~c~usc we the young people of today will be
the ones thnt ~till henefit or suffer the consequences of the
geoth~rmol tnoustry.
Again, MahAlo In behnlf of the ·Punn Young Adult Hawn Club.
J
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THE PHYS I CAL ErN rf:Cml<[ r·JT
,POLLur I orl [". HAZARDS
My topic will be on ~he Environment Pollution & Hazard, the.
Physical aspect, concernina H~~lth., Health is very important
to man-kind and for this reuson it is imrortant to kno\o/ more
a~out this' rmrticulilr arE'Cl. Th~re "'Jill be alot of questions
that will ne~d ~nswcrs for me to l~~rn and understand why we
need this Geothermal resource and what role it will have in the
neAr future for us in Punn.
,According to what I hnve reud and so fClr learned on
f
Geothermal, th~ first thing will surely affect us will be the
NOISE. What kind of noise are \rIC to cope with in Puna? How
\rifll it affect us? How loud c~n we expect noise to be? From
\-that source ....rill the n01 se come? ~1~y 1t come from constructi on
or from st~nm? \'/il1 th(' noise be so disturbing to our corrrnunity?
And to ,,'hClt extent? Is the noise going to create rroblems for
whats ever bird life ...re helve left with in our area, especially
the Puleo and 1'0 (Owl & H~wk). What measures can be taken
•before such an occur8nce?
There was a study made on the Prediction of Noise. It was
stated th~t the datn collected on it was.adequate a~d that made
me wonder, ho\>t Has such r. s t'udy conduc ted and by whom? Wesit
very effective as far as ~redicting nolse? Could it be
could
cffE'ctivc enough so we 1\ control noise? W,i 1'1 there be more
. studies ~,de in the rr~diction of noise? If so, when and how
can we get information nhout it, because we need 1t now and.
\
not at a l~ter date.
~'Y nf"xt .concrrn i~ on J\ir Pollution. \,:h;,t kind of nir
pollutfon c~n \o/C expect? I\g::lin from ,.tJhcr~ nre we likely to get
this air pollution? \'/i11 it be from'the construction or r.:ly'it
'be from the stemn, (IS some of us hrivC ~m~lled what our test si te
had to offc:r. HO\,' nffccted \'11 11 it be for us nnd \l/hat extent?
,
...
Is there ~ny wny to prevent or control air pollution nnor or
beside a gcothermal well? If so, is' the information on it available
If not, Why? During the testing of the geothcrm~l well in'Puna,
complaints were r~cieved from residents who had respiratory
problems. \Jh::;t ....1i 11 happen to these peopl e? Whose to say who
is to be blamed for air pollution? What are they suppose to do?
Qucstions such ~s these need answers so we could'be pre-
pareg,and u1so le~rn to control or look for'alternative mear.s
to help ourselves.
Water Pollution. Water- is one of mans greatest needed
resource to sustain life. In Puna we arc very fortunate because
of the large Clmount of rain fa(l,' that we. usually have,a good
supply of water. Out-what would happen to this supply if it was
contamin~ted by something we have no control or way of knowing
about, until it \,/ClS too late? \;/111 there be a ...:ay to stop such
a thing from happening? \'mere will this contamination stop and
.
or will this contamination continue under ground till it reaches
our shoreline? For ...,hen it docs, there \"1.11 be.a great loss of
our cultural food, which we ~ather from the sea. Th's will
definitely chan~e the life-style for those who makes their
living from thr ocean.
All of th~sc environmcntnl h~zard~ \IIi 11 ch~nge the lives of
All the residents \'tithin Pun;;l.
My mohalo to all who have listened And who will find the
answers to these questions.
EX HI BIT II
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MEl\tIBERSHIP I'VIEETING
A general membership meeting and fun day will
be held on Saturday, September 24, 1977, at the
Community Center. The meeting will begin at 1:00
p.m. followed by an afternoon of fun and games. A
'otluck supper will be served around 5:00 p.m. with
Juice and beer provided for the Association. Mark
your calendars for this day and let's have a big
showing of Leilani residents and lotowners. It pro-
mises to be a fun day for all!!!
SEPTEMBER 1977
NEW REC FACILI1"'IES
Exercise or Fun! ! Whatever the reason, lot
owners will shortly be able to try their hand at
Badminton, Lawn Darts, Volleyball, Shuffleboard,
Horseshoes or even Basketball. Indoor activiti~s will
include Ping Pong and Billiards. Games are being set
up at the Community Center for those wishing to
keep physically fIt or for those of us who just like
good old fashioned fun. Please contact Kathy Ahia at
the office for further infonnation.
GEOTHERMAL UPDATE
First of all, thank you very much for your large
response to our questionaire in the last newsletter and
especially for the many interesting notes that
accompanied them. They were very much apprecia-
ted.
Perhaps, there was a misunderstanding as to the
t'osition the Board is taking. Our m3in intent at this
point was to survey the interest of our members as to
whether or not we should pursue further into
investigating the leasing possibilities and gathering the
infonnation for our members. At this point, we are
not planning to negotiate a lease as such until our
legal counsel has looked into all the matters
thoroughly.
We are waiting for answers to many questions put
to the County of Hawaii, the State of Hawaii and the'
parties interested in leasing the rights. At present, the
County and State are pushing on the development of
this natural resource but there are still many ques-
tions unanswered; for example:
1. What are the environmental control require-
ments?
2. If property owners do not want to lease their
rights, will the State consider condemnation?
3. Will development timetables be set up so that
the leases are not left unexplored or de-
veloped?
4. What are the drilling regulations as to unit
size, number of wells, etc.?
5. What are~ the zoning requirements and its
affect of adjoining property?
Meanwhile,the Hawaij"Electric Light Company,
who would probably be the major user of the steam,
has sent out a letter to all of its stockholders stating
that at the present time, they will probably not be
looking at setting up a power plant in the Puna
District funded with their capital because of the
seismic and volcanic risk factors. In other words, the
tone of the message was mostly negative.
We have had representatives from the Board meet
with the various Federal officials who have visited the
site from Washington and \!£....!lfIy~~Pt<:~~d-21Ir
v.iews to the effect that w~ ~J~Y£.!...c?_Lc.ie..Y~elQPtng
1'fiCresource, but not atthe e~~~~.L.2.~I.LS;Om-_
-mumly envlronment.
--,...;.----
In our next issue, we will try to bring the cold
facts as we have them to .date. If any of you are
interested in looking over the research data that Wl'
~l}mi\ss{'(l 1;0 falJ please feel free to come Lo the
office during business' hours and look them over. We
will not be allowing them to leave the office since
copies are impossible to get. Only the County has a
complete set outside of us.
ASSESSMENT INCREASE
At the regulai meeting of Ole Board on De-
--ember 2, 1977, it was voted upon to increase the
.mual ac;scssment by ] 07r, as allowed hy the By-Laws
of the Association. This action was taken after the
following were considered, aU of them a direct result
of overall inflation:
INSURANCE: up 200% from 1975, principally
for liability which protects each and every- property
owner, especially since all of the roads in the
community are private.
POSTAGE: up 25% and also an increase in
mailing, especially newsletters, a direct request from
most of the membership.
ROAD PATCHING~Approximately 15% increase
in material costs since 1975 when the last double
digit increase occurred.
LEGAL EXPENSES: Using more legal assistance
") insure that all requirements are being adhered to
lJy the Association and attempting to correct mis-
takes made in the past.
COMMUNITY PROPERTY: The need to con-
tinue improvements of the ten acre parcel, making it
useable to the membership.
ROAD RESURFACL"JG: Weathering has led !.o
deterioration of several road sections and without
Jmplete resurfacing instead of patching, the roads
could be fatally lost a.nd would have to be completely
rebuilt. This is a major expense and can only be
handled by building up a sufficient reserve annually
to do contractable sections.
With these in mind, the Board exercised its right
to make the adjustment under the powers given it
~der the By-Laws.
The spending of all funds will be outlined in the
annual budget to be presented in a future newsletter.
(cut here)
Urgent Geothermal Reply
We were just notified that the 1978 legislature has
a bill before them that would reserve all unclaimed
and unreserved mineral rights for the state. This
particularly includes our subdivision. Our legisla.tors
have said that they would only take action to stop
the bill if they had heard directly from individual
'mperty owners and not just from large corporations.
ou may make your voice heard if you would send in
the coupon below immediately.
Volunteer Fire Company
The Hilo Fire Departmen t h as set up classes at
our Leilani Community Center once a month, tlw
first of which covered CPR traillill~ and tllt'll basic
first aid. Later, we will be trained in basic fire rpscul'
skills. Fourteen residents signed up for the CPR class
and received their cards. Only ten residents enrolled
in the basic Red Cross first aid class. Approximately'
20 residents have signed up for the Leilani Volunteer
Fire Department but we need more able body
persons.
Anyone wishing to volunteer their services and
give their community a helping hand, please contact
the office. Remember, fire protection here in Leilani
will depend almost solely on ourselves.
GEOTHERMAL UP-DATE
At press time, the major action taken in Geother-
mal Energy has beC'n a claimed by the State of Hawaii
that it owns all of the mineral rights in Hawaii under
the right of Public Dormain and Public Trust. This
has created a major uproar among the large property
owners who are presently assessing the situation and
will probably attempt to fight the claim in court. .:\t
this point, we are taking a wait and see altitude.
The State Department of Land and Natural
Resources was supposed to bring out rules and
regulations pertaining to geothermal exploration but
so far, they have one postponement of the hearings
alter another. We are definitely interested in what
they are since we could be affected hy them.
Again, let us emphasiz~.at this point, we are only
trying to make sure that any geothermal work qone
in our area is not detrimental to' QULlleacef~1 and
clean environment.
To: BOARD OF DffiECTORS
LEILANI COMMUNIT~ASSN.
Gentlemen:
As the owner of lot (s) in Leilani Estates
Subdivision, I would like to have you bring notice to
our district legislators that I am against Senate Bill
1.571-78 introduced by Hon. T.C. Yim which would
have the effect of taking away any mineral rights that
may be vested with my property without due process
of law and compensation. I am also opposed to any
other legislation .that may have the same purpose
until I am personally co'ntacted as an affected
property owner.
Name: _
Date:
Mail to: LEILANI COMMUNITY ASSOClATION
P.O. Box 361
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778
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Geothermal Up-Date
Development of geothermal energy in Hawaii is
fast becoming a reality. The Department of Energy
has just approved funding for a prototype generating
plant to be built at the wellhead next to Leilani
Estates. Construction is to start in the second quarter
of 1979 and the plant to come on stream with power
by the end of 1980.
During the International Geothermal Symposium
held in Hila the week of July 24-29, approximately
1500 people came by to see the \'-'ell and most of
them travelod through Leilani Estates. The develop-
ment group did approach the community to flash the
well during the period but eve!l-)e~y:jl'")g .tr~.'.:.e.J1
bleedi~g.!".!-~nigl:t.~1~~.2.10!TItj&9.qLl)r.oN('!ll:iand we
~10 i..nf~5~~ o.t?_~h~~~LlliLtt. d2~n.-s2..tl~~~ ~.~. S21~~d £~t
. a P\i;"'~l~E.jgh~ otJ~w.·
e have gotten assurances that no more flashing
will occur until a scrubbing and muffler system is
installed, probaly b..l'}anuary of 1979.
In the area of.~-ersFiTiQwe have come up with
several interesting developments.
1.) On most title reports and insurance documents by
a particular finn, reference was made to mineral
reservation in favor of the State by Patent 8094. A
requested copy of this documen t failed to substan-
tiate the claim.
2.) Further checking "fith this same group brought
forth a photostatic:: copy of Royal Patent 8088
which does cover the subdivision but the document
filed in the Bureau of Conveyances was never dated
or sfgned. This does open an area of legality and at
present, we are working on it.
permission has been granted to one group to do
surface exploration and measurements for potentials
within the subdivision.
In all appparances hefore ~oVt'rnment hodies, we
are E!<.iDL~l~_p'q~!iQ.n of being In. f~y.Qr 9Ld~~~!~p­
ment of geothl'r:l1:~..l~'U,:r as 11?l.llLa.<; i~ .docs..llo.t
interfere wiil-i·-ou~_~'2~~'::'.l~~tandJ.!.f~~st~·I£'.We are
also contending,strongly that we all own ollr mi!1eral
rights and all others will have to pr(;~o\vn~rship in~
court.
Anyone having infonnation r('gardin~ geothermal
ownership from other parts of the lInited States or
the rest of the world, Wl' would appreciate getting a
copy of any pertinent documents.
General l\lembershi p Meeting
Agenda
September 16, 1978 . 2:00 p.m.
POTLUCK SUPPER
CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (3-23-78)
TREASURER'S REPORT
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
COMM1TIEE REPORTS
Artchitectural
Covenants
Newsletter
Recreational Developmcn t
Road Maintpnanl'l'
Property Valu£'
Geothermal
OLD BUSINESS
Covenant Changes
Proposed Bylaw Changes
NEW BUSINESS
ADJOURNl\IENT
New Residents
Our list of new residents is rising rapidly this first
half of 1978. Six new homes are now under construe·
tion in Leilani and one of the original homes btl ilt..
here was recently purchased by Tom Wallner from
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The new home owners now
building are Karl Glerum from Oahu whose home is
on Kumukal1i Street, Bob and Avis Holland from
Yakima, Washington wh~se home is on Nohea Street,
Bob and Mary Todd from California building on
Onclon Strl'ct, Frnnk nnd ~lildfl'd ~toldowin from
British Columbia building on ~lakame Street, Richard
and Denise Davidson from Pennsylvania buildu,g on
Alapai Street and the Clarkes who have their home on
Malama Street. To date, all the streets in till'
subdivision have at least one home built on it all
except one which is Mohala Stn'lOt. The street havill~
the most homes is Alapai Strl'et with a total of sevlOn.
A hig wclcome gOl'S out to all the new residen ts of
Leilani!
• #
Geothermal Update
,
In an attemp' to g/:I more 'information about the HGP-A
Geothermal Projec'thdt is being built next door. a meeting was
held with the Re~earch Corporation people and ,heir con!lu1·
tants the evening of April 30. Approximately 50% of the
residents were in attendance.
Geothermal Chairman)Cen Ra·upp and your president had
written a lette;-t~ th;developers asking for answers to several
questions which the meeting was an allempt.o get the answers
to everyone. This was quite critical in light of what had
ha~~ThreeMile Island in Pennsylvania.
1. How safe is the construction of the present wellL_
2. -~he possibility of the well having a hlow?u!?)
3. Have there been any geothermal wel~_8one wih~?.L
4. Were these wild wells able to ~e-C;;;trolled and s-,opp~
These questions were answerelb"Y Mr~' Ja~es Kuwada of
Rogers Engineering who stated that the well had been over·
designed for the pressures encountered so rar and he felt that
with the extra.heavy valves now in place. ~~~!~b.~b.HitY..~L!
blowout was vC:~l.remo~.. As for wild welb, there had been
~l, one in the Gey~ers Field in California which has not
been fully controlled since it leaks all around the wellhead.
They have been placed a small generator on site and kept the
well nowing thus relieving some of the pressure and minimiz-
ing the leak. There was a well which blew off the valve assem·
bly in El Centro, New Mexico which was brought under
control by welding a new valve system to the stub of casing. In
Iceland, they had to drill an angle shaft to intercept the shaft
that they had a blowout on and close it with an explosive
charge. ~---.......
Other lJuestions raised had to do with tht;, healt~_a.;;p.ec!V
1. What is the level of hydrogen sulfide in the well?
2. What is the danger level of hydrogen sulfide?
3. Will every attempt be made to clean the steam and water
released by the well?
4. What kind of monitoring will be done at the well during
the testing phase and the two year operational phase?
5. Should an !!!:!!£encl situation arise what were th~
tin,..g~lan" as related to our community?
6. Were the agencies involved capable of assuming allliabi·
lities for an emergency situation?
~answers for these were supplied main I)' by Mrs. Barbaral'iege.Lvhe 2_nsulti!,g4~!1.tit2P'p.c;,nt.ilistwith the followingacts: The well~outputsof 15 to 20 ppm of hydrogen sulfide
recorded. Sensitivity by most people is to levels below 1 ppm.
Above 5 ppm, most will experience a burning sensation and
possible nausea. Because of its invisible nature and
movements due to wind currents, it has been almost impossi.
ble to pinpoint what exposure levels we have been subjected
to. Hereon in, there will be continuous monitoring and close
liaison with our community. All operations henceforth will
find the steam and wa'er scrubbed of most of the hydrogen
sulfide, at least 9301'0. This will be done with hydrogen peroxide
and sodium hydroxide during the test pha~e and by incinera·
tion and sodium hydroxide during operation. Again, the
emphasis was that all efforts to avoid an}' pollution would be
made.
A dedica.ion ceremony was hrld on site May 1, 1979 and
construction uf farihtir:s should be slarting by the first of
June.
The Board appreciates the effort spellt on \'t'olhl'rrnal
Research by Jim Stullz ,he past two years and rcgrr·ts that I...
was flot ahle to con,inue as chairman of this ver), illlportani
.committee. He is still helping us as much as p()~"iLle.
Your association willl'ontinue to kl'rT (lili~I'lIl watl'll o\"'r
the project since we have heard that po.,sihly 1210 IS rnl'rl'
wells may be drilled near hl're in the future. W" arc ~l'('kin~
information world· wide on the safety a~pe('ts ane! hazard" of
Geothermal Power and ask that any members having
information share the same with us.
Foreign Payments
As was stated in a previous newsletter. on our billing and in
our bylaws. payments received from foreign countries must be
made in U:S. Dollars. This must be made in the form of a bank
dr.aft or money order drawn on an American bank. ~'e are
charged a service or collection fce on all personal and bank
checks drawn on a foreign bank. This can amount to as much
as 25%. These are additional operating expenses which ....e are
trying to keep at a minimum. Only payments in U.S. Dollar..
wiJ) be accepted.
New Residents
Moving to Leilani Estates from Milwaukee. Wisconsin are
Tom and Kay Wallner who have purchased a home on ~faile
Street. Laurence and Dorothea Parker are rrady to move into
their new home on Kupono Street. They hail from Fair Oaks,
California. A number of other homes are in the process of con· .
struction.
.Know· Your Neighbor
Beginning with this newsle~er, we felt it would be a good
idea to introduce some of the residents of Leilani to I he
General Membership.
Let's begin with your President, James (Kimo) Ahia, Jr.
Kimo, Kathy and their two children, age 13 and 17, ha\'e lived
in Leilani seven years. Kimo is employed with Brewer
Chemical in Hilo as a Sales Representative and both he and
Kathy do a little part.time farming on Maile Street. Kimo was
born and raised in Hawaii and Kathy moved here from
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Vice-President Jan Smith and husband AI have also resided
in Leilani seyen years on Alapai Street. They have two
children, age 16 and 18, and ~perate Smith's Tire Service in
Pahoa. Both Jan and AI moved here from Pendleton, Oregon.
Secretary Ken Raupp and wife Ruth, who hail from Detroit.
Michigan have lived in Leilani three years. The)' have three
sons and ten daughters, with all but one married, plus. 23
grandchildren. Ken retired after 30 years .... ith Ford Motor Co.
to run his own unique fast food business, "The Chew Chew
Caboose."
Treasurer Mel Mitts, who moved here from Alaska. is are·
tired Forest Ranger. lie ha.. lin'd on Oneloa Str('et for fi\'1'
years and has one son and two daughlr·ts. 'His new bridr:,
Barbara. rrcenll)' movrd to I.eilani from Minnl'npoli".
Minnesota.
rnAPTER V
PROFILES OF ISLANDS WI11I UNPROVEN GE01'HffiMAL RESERVES:
MAUl, M:>LOKAI, AND OAHU
. I. IN1RODUCTION
In this chapter the three islands of Meui, Mblokai, and Oahu are
described briefly as they are consider~d to have geothermal energy
potential. The present energy situation on each island will be described
as well as plans to improve the current state of vulnerabilty.
II. MAUl
A. General Description
Meui's two volcanic cones are connected by a broad isthmus where
most of the population lives, in the sugar and pineapple plantation towns
of Wailua and Kahalui. The island has over 700 square miles and a
population density of 7S per square mile. The 'eastern volcano complex of
Haleakala (''House of the Sunil) is the largest and has been active as
recently as 1801. As with Mauna Kea on the Big Island, this high clear
location is the site of an internationally funded observatory. Despite
the distance from hotels and condominiums to the peak, on any given
..
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morning there will be a group of sturdy travelers who have risen and
arrived early enough to experience the breathtaking sunrise from the
peak. The southwestern shores of each cone are dotted with the largely
atrophie~ remains of whaling and fishing villages, such as Lahaina, which
have become successful tourist attractions. .
The construction of hotels and condomiriiums--many
absentee-owned--have brought tremendous changes in Maui as it is
increasingly flooded by tourists. The number of visitor arrivals almost
tripled in the six years between 1970 and 1976, increasing from 451,630
to 1,121,348. Highways service mainly the central isthmus, leaving very
narrow roads with low weight and width bridges to service the farthest
villages such as Hana on the eas!ern most tip of the Island. Suggestions
to remove and replace the old bridges brought a storm of protests about
the potential changes in access and lifestyle which might result for Hana.
B. Demographic Conditions
About one-fifth of Maui's 55,000 permanent residents live in
Kahului, the largest town. Ethnic representatIons vary by island
district such that Caucasians range from being the majority in the
Kihei-Kula area but only 10 percent of the Kahului district. For the
County (which encompasses the three islands of Maui, Mblokai, and Lanai)
the ethnicity in 1975 was one-quarter Caucasian, one-quarter
part-Hawaiian, and one-quarter Japanese. The County's population
increased by 33 percent between 1970 and 1978. ~
Maui leads the Neighbor Islands in urban indicators like
proportion of absentee-owned dwelling units, divorce rate, violent crime
rate, and property crime rate.
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c. Economic Profile
Tourism has taken the lead in Maui's economic picture. It now
'surpasses agricultural enterprises in its contribution to the Gross State
Product and in the number of jobs created.
The proportion of families with incomes below the official·
poverty line was 9 percent in 1970, the lowest found among.the Neighbor.
Islands. Although official data do not break.down the cost of living to
the island level, Maui has the reputation of having the highest cost of
living among the Neighbor Islands.
II1. ENERGY ON 1HE ISLAND OF MAUl
The island of Maui accounts for 93 percent of Maui County's total
energy consumption. Local sources of biomass and hydroelectric are
mostly used by the major industry (sugar) for factory and irrigation
purposes. By economic sector (including aviation fuel), two-thirds of
the 1976 petroleum consumption of 11,288 BTU x 109 occurred in the
industrial and commercial sector of the island. Transportion accounted
for almost one-third.
As a county, Maui has in place qver three times the amount of
indigenous energy sources as the State such that its dependence on
~ported petroleum is about 71 percent. Its local sources of waste
materials and hydroelectric contributed 28 percent and 0.76 percent in
1976, respectively.
Electrical needs are prOVided for two of the Count~'s three
islands--Maui and Lanai--by Maui Electric Company, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Hawaiian Electric Company.
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A. Maui County Energy Self-Sufficiency Plan
The County's future energy growth rate has been estimated at 6.25
percent (Masuda, 1979); the island of Maui is expected to lead the County
for at least the next 40 years.
Maui County proposes to pursue an energy future of
self-sufficiency without significantly degrading the environment. The
County's Energy Plan (Masuda, 1979) lists four development goals:
1) Find and develop natural energy resources including
geothermal, biomass, direct solar, wind, OTEC, and hydroelectric;
2) Link the islands in the County so that energy can be wheeled
between the islands;
3) Change to vehicles which use fuels obtainable from natural
energy resources; and
4) Promote the conservation of energy.
B. Geothermal Energy Potential in Maui County
Maui County's geothermal developme~t plan suggests that by the
early 1980s geothermal energy could be used for electricity generation
and for non-electrical purposes. It is'projected that by 1985 26MW of
electricity could be produced on the island of Maui alone. This
timetable assumes that all development barriers have been successfully
negotiated. The timetable for Maui County geothermal development is
reproduced as Figure V-I.
..
1.0 Locations of Potential Geothermal Reservoirs on Maui
Four possible geothermal sites have been identified on the island
of MBui: two on the west coast, one in sleepy Hana, and one on the
TESTS AND MEASURE~ENTS
Figure V-l. Geothermal Timetable
for Maui
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southwest rift of Haleakala. Figure V-2 shows these locations. The
difference in these sites is worthy of note.
Lahaina, on the west side, is the old whalers' village now a
major tourist center. Hana is a tiny isolated village on the northeasten
extreme known for its serenity and the Seven Sacred Pools nearby. Part
of Hana's charm is getting there by driving the gorgeous 55-mile winding
stretch from the airport along the ocean. Once there the visitor is
struck by the village's calm, quiet atmosphere. The Hana area is
appreciated as a State treasure; geothermal development there seems
e~pecially unwise.
IV. MOLOKAI
A. General Description
One of the islands in Maui County is the "Friendly Isle" of
Mblokai. It is a small oblong island (38 miles by 10 miles) whose
population is currently far less than at the time of discovery by Captain
Cook in the late l700s. Then estimated at 9,000, in 1970 there were only
slightly over 5,000, over 60 percent of whom were either Hawaiian or
Filipino relfecting both the isolation of the Island and its development
for the pineapple industry with largely Filipino labor. The proportion
of Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian people is the largest fo~nd in the world.
The only concentration of population is the 1,200 at Kaunakakai
in the central south shore where there is an administrative center with a
hospital, school and stores. The rest of the population is found in
smaller villages in the eastern dryer and more eroded part of the island
where vegetables and pineapple are raised. Halawa Valley, the last
valley in the eastern more rugged part of Mblokai, appears
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prehistorically to have supported a considerable population from still
visible terraces of taro and fishponds, but now has only a few
residents. The famous Kalaupapa leper colony situated on a spit of flat
plain down a steep northern cliff now houses only a few of the older
lepers who have chosen to live out their days at the Colony that has been
their home. S Mule trains carry tourists to see the facilities which
will eventually be converted to a park.
Molokai's economy, based on plantation activities of a few
international corporations, faces enormous changes in the near future as
the companies one-by-one phase out their operations in the islands in
favor of cheaper labor overseas. Today Molokai suffers from the highest
rate of unemployment (11.6 percent average in 1978) and is currently
barraged by condominium development proposals that will hardly improve
the employment conditions.
V. ENERGY ON TIlE ISLAND OF MOLOKAI
Molokai consumes 5 percent of ~laui County's energy. The
relatively low energy demand is due to the domination of the pineapple
industry which exports its crop for processing. Thus the
industrial/commercial sector consumes 48 percent of generated electrical
energy and 18.6 percent of the petroleum products. Most energy consumed
on the island of Molokai is for transportation and residential purposes.
Electrical energy is supplied by the privately-owned Mblokai Electric
Company which charges the highest rates per kilowatt hour in the State.
A. Mblokai in the Maui County Energy Self-Sufficiency Plan
The aim of reducing the petroleum dependence of the County
naturally involves the island of Mblokai. The developmental goals listed
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in section II.A above apply to Molokai as well. Molokai's natural energy
sources include geothermal, wind, biomass, solar, and hydroelectric.
B~ Geothermal Energy Potential on Molokai
County planners hope that geothermal will supply Molokai Electric
Company with a large percentage of the electrical demand of the Island.
The private electric company reports that a biomass plant in the last·
stages of planning is more likely.
1.0 Locations of Potential Geothermal Sites on Mblokai
Molokai's two potential areas are at opposite ends of the long,
narrow island. On the west end is the Lakuakai region and on the eastern
tip, Halawa valley known for its rich archeological remnants. The two
potential sites considered are shown in Figure V-3.
VI. OAHU
A. General Description
Visible across the Molokai channel on clear days is Oahu, the
social, political, and economic hub of the State supporting 82 percent of
the population on less than 10 percent of the land .. Only the tip of the
leaf-shaped area is urbanized, but some of that in densities reaching
60,000 per square mile. The surface configuration of Oahu is extremely
varied (46 percent of the area is mountainous). High density is made
possible by the continuous growth of high-rise apartment houses and
condominiums. The north shore suburbs developed only after World War II
when two tunnels for highway transport were made in the KO'olau cliffs
making daily trips to work in the downtown Honolulu business district
possible. In general the high-rise jungle is concentrated in the older
urban areas of Honolulu, although they are constantly proposed and more
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frequently allowed in the new urban extensions up into th~ valleys.
Population growth and the physical limitations of the island combine to
produce traffic snarls and zoning battles. A proposed third freeway
connecting the north shore with the business districts of Honolulu proper
through an undeveloped valley was soundly defeated by environmentalists
halfway through its construction; its lead ramps now lead to weedy
pastures.
A. The Population of Oahu
About four-fifths of the State's residents live on the island of
Oahu where population densities average 1,231/square mile but soar to
4,500/square mile in some areas. Almost half of the island's people live
within the boundaries of downtown Honolulu. Oahu's population is
generally more urbane, educated, and exposed to the urban conditions that
prevail in the capital city.
More detail about the people of Oahu may be found· in Chapter III.
B. The Economy of Oahu
Tourism is the most lucrative business, followed closely by the
military presence which controls 26 percent of the land area of Oahu and
contributed 19,000 civilian jobs in addition to supporting a military
population of 120,000 including dependents in 1978.
Although Oahu of all the islands has the most arable land area,
agriculture is often the loser when the value of land is weighed against
..
its other possible uses in housing, or tourism. Housing is inadequate
for lower income, student, military and elderly populations. Residential
land is scarce and only 45 percent of the residents are owners. Property
values are shockingly high to all but the inured.
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Honolulu, like the rest' of the islands is dependent on the ships
which dock inche harbor for most foods, all construction materials, and
practically all energy supplies. All of the needs of the island chain
enter though the Honolulu port and outer-island produce travels to
Honolulu before it is transported to the Mainland, making Honolulu a true
pr imatal city •
A most striking feature of Oahu is the contrasts. One can go
from urban hubbub to tropical forest or abandonned sandy beach in less
than 30 minutes. The contrast in lifestyles and neighborhoods is just as
great--from expensive high-rise condominium to relaxed and simple wooden
houses on the north shore where fishing and talking with family and
friends in the front yard are everyday activities. Regretably large
companies are buying up the more simple areas of the island for resort
development. Differences in lifestyle are contrasted among Oahu's
judicial districts in Table V-I.
Honolulu's dominance extends further than to population. Since
1845 it has been the seat of power, established as the capital of the
Hawaiian kingdom. It became the center for all financial and political
struggles and has continued to be the economic center of the islands. In
fact every possible major generator of economic activity has located in
Honolulu: the University; the prison; the Kamehameha Schools; the
largest pineapple canneries; the State government offices; the courts;
the hospitals; the major new hotels; and the military. It Is also the
social and cultural center of the islands hosting the Art Academy, the
Symphony, the Stadium and so forth. Major social and business clubs,
religious organizations, and voluntary groups "reside" in Honolulu. No
Maui, Molokai, and Oahu
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matter what descriptor is used~ the pre-eminence of Honolulu is an
accepted fact. of life in Hawaii.
c. Arenas of Controversy
Five major arenas of controversy, inv~lving coalitions of leading
public and private interests, are especially evident in Honolulu today.
1.0 Land Use Pressures
First, the pressures to convert agricultural land to urban uses
have become tremendous due to the following conditions (Friedman and
Dine11, 1978: 60):
... the rapid increase in population generally and
immigration specifically, the growing influence of global
corporations, the impact of federal government policies,
the increasing cost of plantation agriculture in the
Islands, the tighter communication and transportation ties
with the United States mainland and other areas of the
world and the economic consequences of inflation...
Friedman and Dinell argue that in the land conversion arena
battle the "tourism corporations and their labor components, banks and
other financial investors, the construction industry, real estate
developers and sales companies and landowners" (1978: 61). Some
landowners are estates, others are involved in agricultural operations
locally as well as elsewhere. Opponents include conservation groups,
small farmers, and those who believe that tourism will actually falter if
overdeveloped. City and State planning agencies do not agree on the
location or nature of land conversion.
2.0 Transportation
Secondly, transportation in fbnolu1u is highly controversial and
is primarily located in the public arena of debate. Friedman and Dinell
(1978: 62) note that:
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Government leaders, themselves, are in conflict, however,
and the issue remains ·controversial and unresolved. The
essential disagreement at present lies between the City's
advocacy of a fixed-rail transit system, stretching for
either 8 or 14 miles (depending on funding), or the
State's position that an elaborate bus system should form
~he basis of a mass transit system for now.
3.0 Waikiki and Tourism
Thirdly, Waikiki, scarcely a mile and a half long and a few
blocks wide, is the heart of Hawaii's tourism. Again quoting from
Friedman and Dine11 (1978: 63):
Waikiki is not merely identical with tourism per se. It
also represents a test of the community's capacity to
reconcile some social alternatives. As a major arena,
therefore, Waikiki is a focus of study for the problems of
urban congestion, including issues of noise, traffic and
sanitation; displacement of residents; retention or loss
of natural scenic attractions; relations of large and
small business; control by interests who "care" about the
conununity, as compared with "outsiders" interested in
economic gain alone; new forms of crime; unemployment; and
distribution and types of employment.
4.0 Renewal of Downtown/Chinatown
Fourthly, the renewal of Downtown/Chinatown is a sensitive issue
because social and economic conflicts are fairly polarized: Residents of
the many substandard structures are resisting relocation while business
interests are eager to revive the area with offices, stores, and costly
high-rises. Nearby Kakaako, a district currently devoted to commercial
and light industrial uses, has been designated by the State legislature
as a special redevelopment site. Careful planning for a 30:year sequence
must consider intergovernmental disagreements over desired usage.
S.O Water Scarcity
Lastly, water portends to be a crucial and perhaps limited
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resource in the islands. There are many unresolved conflicts about which
public policies are best for the population and who should determine its
use. Sugar companies use an extremely large amount of water; their needs
compete with residential needs of an increasing population. The
possibility that tapping geothermal reservoirs would contribute to water
supplies makes it especially attractive.
VII • ENERGY ON OAHU
Oahu is by far the greatest energy consuming island in the chain
given the concentration of the population and economic activity.
A. Honolulu City and County Energy Self-Sufficiency Plan
The City and County of Honolulu has not released its official
energy self-sufficiency plan. However. its plans to improve its energy
vulnerability include conservation of governmental energy use and the
implementation of HPOWER (Honolulu Program of Waste Energy Recover) by
December 1983. HPO\~ aids Oahu's solid waste disposal problems while it
contributes to the energy self-reliance of the Island.
B. Geothermal Potential on Oahu
Oahu's geothermal potential is not considered as high as that of
several other islands. This is partly due to the age of the island and
the location of the possible reservoirs.
1.0 Location of Potential Geothermal Sites on Oahu
Oahu's contrasts are highlighted by two sites suggested as having
geothermal potential: Waimanalo and Lualualei. Waimanalo is located on
the windward side of Oahu. Its beautiful beach is one of the relatively
isolated on the busy island. The community--comprised of Hawaiian
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homesteaders and long-time resident Caucasians (kama'ainas) settled next
to an Air Force recreation area--is battling pressures from urbanization
and population growth which are locally unwelcome. A proposed feeder
airport is a very sensitive local issue as well. When geothermal energy
. is mentioned to residents, queries of endangering a vital swamp ecosystem
accompany questions of threats to the human ecosystem of the community.
Lualualei, located on the western side of the island, is owned by
the U.S. Navy. A recent investigation of the anomalies there revealed
sufficient evidence to substantiate the presence of geothermal heat (Cox
et al., 1979). Subsurface data are necessary to determine whether the
required geologic conditions exist for the formation of a geothermal
fluid reservoir.
VIII. SUMMARY
As these descriptions indicate, the island of Maui, Mb10kai and
Oahu are quite different. Oahu dominates the State with its
concentration of people and their economic, political, and cultural
activities. Maui has become the second preferred resort destination of
the islands; tourism and tourism-related activities dominate in the
struggle to maintain the remaining agricultural flavor of the island.
Mb1okai, which has the world's largest part-Hawaiian population, is
presently facing the newest wave of investment development.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. IN1RODUCTION
In this chapter the general socio-economic issues that have been
discussed throughout this report will be" summarized.
Hawaii is a vulnerable island state that faces challenges
presented by population pressures, economic imbalance and dependency, a
very high cost of living, and a total lack of fossil fuels. Geothermal
energy portends to be one option, however expensive, for Hawaii because
of its geologic make-up. All options, including geothermal energy
development, must be considered carefully. MOst of the negative effects
of geothermal are localized. Thus questions of community equity loom
especially large.
II. MAJffi SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES FOR GEOTIIfRMAL. DEVELOPMENT IN HAWAII
As discussed in Chapter II, the two most crucial variables in
social impact assessment are demographic and economic. A brief outline
of these conditions in Hawaii reveal the following considerations.
A. Population Issues
Extremely rapid population growth in a State with a limited land
...
".
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supply has brought tremendous pressures for urbanization; problems
associated with urbanization trends include loss of agricultural lands
that could be used to reduce the local dependence on imported food
stuffs, spiralling prices for land that may soon preclude the average
resident of the Islands from entering the housing market, limitations on
the water supply, and transportation congestion.
The population is so unevenly distributed that energy demands are
extremely uneven and do not match the natural resources in the Islands.
The people of Hawaii have a rich and varied ethnic history in
which cultural identity is fundamental to life in the Islands. Ethnic
variations on the components of the quality of life, of attachement to
the land (Hawai'i Nei) and its natural beauty, and inl1e meanings of
social institutions like community and family are welcome and, in fact,
the preservation of this variety is an official State policy.
Sensitivity to increasing outside influence on local affairs has
mounted. Community participation in policy decisions is more
meaningfully sought after than ever before.
B. Economic Issues
Hawaii's economy is virtually dependent on imported petroleum.
The economy is a small-scale, service-oriented economy with an imbalance
in the import-export ratio. Tourism has taken the lead from defense and
plantation agriculture. All three of these industries are typically
"extractive." ..
The island of Oahu with the capital of Honolulu dominates the
economic picture of the State. All goods and services flow through Pearl
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Harbor or the Honolulu International Airport. Diversification of the
economy such that the "Neighbor Islands" can benefit from Statewide
policies that encourage self-sufficiency is essential.
The cost of living is so high that residents find it extremely
difficult to compete with outside--often corporate--interests in housing,
land, and consumer goods. Expanding the job market by diversifying the
economy would be a tremendous boost to the residents of the. State.
The visitor industry is dependent on Hawaii's maintaining a
unique, Aloha atmosphere. Energy projects with ''homogenize'' Hawaii may
detract from the Islands' charm.
Geothermal energy development is likely to present imbalanced
social costlbenefit ratios for local communities since most negative
effects are localized. Given Hawaii's social and economic
characteristics, it is unlikely that reservoirs are located where end-use.
demands match production capabilities. Exportation of generated
electricity or the creation of new energy users are options having quite
different consequences, many of which would be 'irreversible.
III. AESTIiETIC CONSIDERATIONS
Since the local effects are partly aesthetic, the reduction in
physical beauty of any commuriity in which a geothermal plant is located
must be weighed against its potential for recreational use. According to
the Futures Group (1975: 233):
Aesthetic impacts may be particularly troublesome where
unspoiled areas are likely to be developed. With importance
often placed on aesthetic quality in these areas for
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recreational purposes, impacts due to the removal of vegetation
and soil cover during road building and plant construction, and
the net visual impact of the plant, wells, and collector
pipelines will all require consideration~ The impacts affect
not only the site of the geothermal development but attendant
areas as well, such as linear corridors occupied by access roads
and power transmission lines. The extent of the visual impact
will" vary, depending on the size of the plant, topography,
vegetative cover, and proximity to the populated areas or major
travel routes. As the size of the facilities increases, the
potential for adverse impact will also increase.
IV. MATQIING END-USE NEEDS WIlli PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
'~cro energy solutions" may be more appropriate for islands with
limited energy demand. Creating demand by introducting energy-intensive
industry should be carefully analyzed for likely effects.
Before an intelligent assessment of the social impact of developing
geothermal energy in the State of Hawaii will be possible, decisions
concerning both the extent of development (i.e., the amount of
electricity to be generated) and secondary uses of the eventual energy
will have to be made. The purported geothermal potential for the State
has been estimated as high as 3,000 megawatts. The matter is complicated
by the fact that the Hawaiian chain does not presently have an
inter-island energy grid. Each island, then, has the opportunity to
determine the nature of its future energy/economic environment.
Therefore development of each Island's geothermal energy potential
depends on decisions regarding electricity and/or heat uses specific to
each island's economy and chosen lifestyle.
A. Present Economic Trends and Production
Given the dominance of tourist and defense activities statewide, and
the allocation of land for agriculture and ranching, energy intensive
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industries do not loom large for the Islands. While some people consider
tourism an energy-intensive industry, it is p~imarily based on
transportation fuels that are presently jet and automobile oriented. An
energy intensive industry being considered is that of processing
manganese nodules mined several hundred miles off shore. There are a
number of social, economic, legal, and political issues yet to be
considered about such an enterprise. Problems with vast pr~portions of
waste materials loom especially large.
Where reservoirs are located in sparsely populated areas where the
current power demand is quite low, the appropriateness of a small power
plant CO.5 to 5 MW) approach should be considered as beneficial to the
preservation of desired lifestyles and enhancement of the local economy.
V. SEQUENTIAL USE OF GEOI'HffiMAL WATERS
As presented in Chapter IV, there is a continuum of hot-water-using
industries that might help diversify the economy of an island where
goethermal production is possible. Each industry might be arrayed in
sequence of hot to warm water uses. Diversifying the economy statewide
and thus attracting people to migrate to the "Neighbor Islands" closely
squares with the State's official policy of population dispersion.
VI. INTER-ISLAND ENERGY GRID
Should an inter-island energy grid become economically feasible, the
imbalanced population throughout the islands might result in sacrificing
the beauty and/or the autonomy and integrity of one of the""Neighbor
Islands" to satisfy the voracious energy needs of other islands like
Oahu. On the other hand, the decentralizability of geothermal energy
could contribute to increasing local autonomy.
Summary and Conclusions
VII. PUBLIC INVOLVFMENT
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There are practical reasons for involving a broad spectrum of the
public in energy production and consumption decisions. As noted
previously, the decision-maker's need to complement technical knowledge
with social/personal interpretations of social reality translates into
reliance on hearing from those people who will be affected. The need to
mesh socIal with technical infonnation is based on the knowledge that it
can be useless to implement official policies that are not in synchrony
with the norms of the people as they may refuse to comply or even
sabotage implementation efforts.
Having policies and plans reflect public inppt reduces time and
effort needed to convince, coerce, or cajole people later. Besides
simply making life easier, it is actually enriching to benefit from a
larger pool of knOWledge. Additionally, energy production and
consumption are so intricately tied to lifestyle that fundamental choices
are involved in both demand and supply.
VIII. ENERGY AND QUALITI OF LIFE
The work of Nader and Beckerman (1978) was presented as testimony of
the contribution which participation in energy decision making could make
to the quality of life experienced in the Hawaiian Islands.· These
scholars note that production as well as consumption policies should be
determined by citizens. Empirical evidence points now to the lack of
~
correlation between energy use and ratings of the quality of life; the
trade-offs for following present energy consumption and production
patterns must be analyzed.
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Because geothermal energy is a resource that can be developed at a
chosen extent, it is particularly appropriate for local areas to be
intricately involved in geothermal policy making. Institutional
arrangements for such lo~al public participation have yet to be
instituted, however. The opportunity for decentralized and localized
approaches to development would avoid the dislocations of a crash program
available by means of small-scale geothermal plants. These opportunities
must be explored.
IX. SOCIAL IMPACT ASSFSSMENT AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE
The concern by which decisions about social well-being are made
is itself a social effect and has a positive or negative effect,
depending on how it is handled. To provide a simple example,
the implementation of a plan may have what appears to be some
very real beneficial effects on a part of the population in the
plan area. If, Qowever, the persons affected are not consulted
and involved in the decision-making process, then those persons
will likely suffer from a sense of powerlessness over their own
lives; their feelings toward the government may deteriorate,
even though the effects that later accrue to them may be
positive. '
Hawaii's history of vulnerability to outside influenc~s and its
insistence on cultural distinctiveness and pluralism make it especially
sensitive to any energy production policy that is conceived or
tmplemented without overt consultation 'with the peoples of ~he Islands .
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X. St»1ARY
Geothermal energy reserves offer the people of Hawaii exciting
possibilities to match their stated social and economic goals with energy
development options. It· appears that tie process of becoming increasingly
energy self-sufficient will be rewarding if care is taken to determine ie
social and economic goals of the people so that they will be implemented
by designing a technologically supportive geothermal program. Involving
Hawaii's citizens in outlining their desired collective futures is the
key. Social impact assessment based on citizen input would be a major
step in that direction.
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